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Appendix A Referral Agency  
A.1 Contact Details of Person Proposing to Take the Action  

Head Air Combat Transition Office 
Air Force Headquarters, Department of Defence 
BP33-2-052 
Department of Defence 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 
Web page: www.defence.gov.au  

A.2 Environmental Record 
Defence is committed to complying with its Commonwealth Government environmental policies and legislative 
requirements and recognises its environmental obligations under the EPBC Act.  

Defence also recognises it is a custodian of a large area of land resources supporting significant biodiversity.  
To this end, Defence has an active engagement with DEWHA on environmental issues, including Matters of 
National Environmental Significance and has an independent environmental assessment process in place to 
assess whether the environmental impacts of a project will have a significant impact on the environment as 
defined under the EPBC Act.  This process is agreed by DEWHA and is being followed for the ASH flying 
operations. 

Further in demonstrations of the ethic of environmental stewardship, Defence is also committed to a good 
neighbour policy where Defence activities are compliant with relevant State and Local environmental policies 
and legislation where appropriate. 

It should be noted that Defence are also signatory to the Greenhouse Challenge, National Packaging 
Covenant and Green Building Requirements. 
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A INTRODUCTION 
 

1 Purpose 
This document provides guidelines (terms of reference) for the drafting of a Public 
Environment Report (PER) for the proposed flying operations of the Australian Super Hornet 
(ASH) at Royal Australian Air Force Base Amberley (RAAF Base Amberley).  The contents 
of this document are based on the formal requirements set out in Section 97 of the 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and Schedule 4 
of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Regulations 2000 
 (EPBC Regulations). 
 
In preparing the PER the proponent should bear in mind the following aims of the PER and 
public review process: 

• to provide a source of information from which interested individuals and groups may gain 
an understanding of the proposal, the need for the proposal, the alternatives, the impacts 
that may occur and the measures that are proposed to be taken to minimise these impacts; 

• to provide a forum for public consultation and informed comment on the proposal; and 
• to ensure that the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts (Environment 

Minister) has enough information about the proposal, and its relevant impacts, to make an 
informed decision about whether or not to approve it under Part 9 of the EPBC Act. 

 
1.1 Background 

The Department of Defence (Defence) is proposing to replace the existing F-111 fleet at 
RAAF Base Amberley with two squadrons of F/A-18F Super Hornet aircraft.  The 
acquisition of the aircraft will provide Australia with an upgraded air combat capability for a 
bridging period until the full introduction into service of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), 
planned to be achieved by 2020. 
 
The decision to acquire 24 Super Hornets was announced by the Australian Government in 
March 2007.  In making this announcement, the Minister for Defence stated the 
Government’s expectation that the aircraft will be operational at RAAF Base Amberley in 
2010, when the F-111 would be withdrawn.  In accordance with the Government’s direction, 
the first Super Hornet aircraft arrives in early 2010 to begin the transition process from the 
 F111.  The withdrawal of F-111 aircraft from service is already underway and it will be 
progressively removed from service as the transition to the ASH takes place.  The ASH will 
be completely transitioned into service by the end of 2012. 
 
1.2 Approval requirements 

The proposed flying operations of the ASH require environmental assessment and approval 
under the EPBC Act.  
 
On 21 August 2008, Defence referred the proposed action to the Environment Minister for 
consideration under the EPBC Act.  On 18 September 2008, a delegate of the Minister 
determined that approval is required as the proposed action has the potential to have a 
significant impact on the environment.  The relevant controlling provisions under the EPBC 
Act are: 
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• protection of the environment from Commonwealth actions (section 28); and 
• protection of the environment on Commonwealth land (sections 26 and 27A).   
 
The delegate of the Minister has directed that the proposed activity will be assessed by a 
Public Environment Report (PER) process. The purpose of the PER is to identify and assess 
environmental issues associated with the planned flying operations of the ASH at RAAF 
Base Amberley.  Base operational matters such as ongoing maintenance tasks common to the 
operation of all aircraft have been undertaken at RAAF Base Amberley for many years and 
are not considered within the scope of issues. 

 
The action is being undertaken by Department of Defence on Commonwealth land and 
national airspace and so is not subject to state or local government approval requirements. 
 

2 PER process  
The first step of an assessment by PER involves the Minister for the Environment providing 
the proponent with guidelines for the preparation of a draft PER. If undertaking to provide 
tailored guidelines, in accordance with the EPBC Act and EPBC Regulations, the Minister 
may invite anyone to comment on draft PER guidelines. The process of seeking comments on 
draft guidelines may include providing the public with an opportunity to comment. Following 
the receipt of all comments the PER guidelines will be finalised and provided to the 
proponent. The proponent will prepare a draft PER report consistent with the guidelines.  An 
invitation for anyone to give the proponent comments relating to the draft PER, within the 
period specified, will then be published. At the end of the specified period, the proponent 
must give the Minister a copy, and summary, of the comments received.  The proponent must 
also finalise the draft PER, taking into account the comments received during the specified 
period, and give the finalised PER to the Minister.  The finalised PER may be in the form of 
a revised version of the draft PER or in the form of the draft PER and a supplement report to 
the draft PER.  After the Minister has received the finalised PER the proponent must publish 
it in accordance with the EPBC Regulations.  Then the Department of the Environment, 
Water, Heritage and the Arts will prepare a recommendation report relating to the proposal 
and give that report to the Minister.  Following preparation of the recommendation report the 
Minister will, in accordance with Part 9, Division 1 of the EPBC Act, determine whether to 
approve the proposal or not and decide what conditions (if any) are required. 
 
The PER will address the likely impacts of the proposal on the environment.  The 
‘environment’ is defined under section 528 of the EPBC Act to include: 

(a) ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities; and 
(b) natural and physical resources; and 
(c) the qualities and characteristics of locations, places and areas; and 
(d) heritage values of places; and 
(e) the social, economic and cultural aspects of a thing mentioned in paragraph (a), 
(b) or (c). 
Note: The places mentioned in paragraph (d) of the definition of environment include places included 
in the Register of the National Estate kept under the Australian Heritage Council Act 2003. 

 
It is the responsibility of the proponent preparing the PER to identify and address, as fully as 
possible, the matters relevant to the specific proposal in complying with the statutory 
requirements for PER preparation. 
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3 General content, format and style 
The PER must be a stand-alone document.  It must contain sufficient information about any 
relevant studies or investigations to avoid the need to search out previous or supplementary 
reports.  
 
The PER must enable interested stakeholders and the assessing agency to understand the 
consequences of the proposed action.  Information provided in the PER must be objective, 
clear, succinct and, where appropriate, be supported by maps, plans, diagrams or other 
descriptive detail.  The body of the PER is to be written in a clear and concise style that is 
easily understood by the general reader.  Technical jargon should be avoided wherever 
possible.  Cross-referencing should be used to avoid the unnecessary duplication of text. 
 
Detailed technical information, studies or investigations necessary to support the main body 
of text must be included as appendices to the PER.  Any additional supporting documentation 
and studies, reports or literature not normally available to the public from which information 
has been extracted, must be made available at appropriate locations during the period of 
public display of the PER. 
 
The sources of the information provided in the PER must be provided, including detail on 
how recent the information is, how the reliability of the information was tested, and the 
uncertainties (if any) in the information must all be stated.  
 
If it is necessary to make use of material that is considered to be of a confidential nature the 
proponent may request that such information remain confidential (to be seen only by the 
government agency assessing information for approval under legislation) and not be included 
in any publicly available document.  
 
The PER must state the criteria adopted in assessing the relevant aspects of the proposal and 
its impacts - such as compliance with relevant legislation, policies and standards; community 
acceptance; and the maximisation of benefits and minimisation of risks. 
 
The level of analysis and detail in the PER should reflect the level of significance attached to 
the expected potential impacts.  Priority should be given to major issues associated with the 
proposal and matters of lesser concern should be dealt with only to the extent required to 
demonstrate that they have been considered.  Any and all unknown variables or assumptions 
made in the assessment must be clearly stated and discussed.  The extent to which the 
limitations, if any, of available information may influence the conclusions of the assessment 
must also be discussed. 
 
The PER must be written so that any conclusions reached can be independently assessed.  To 
this end all sources must be appropriately referenced using the Harvard standard. 
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The main text of the PER must include a list of abbreviations, a glossary of terms and 
appendices containing:  

• a copy of these guidelines;  
• a list of persons and agencies consulted during the preparation of the PER;  
• contact details for the referral agency; and 
• the names of, and work done by, the persons involved in preparing the PER.  
 
Maps, diagrams and other illustrative material must be included in the PER.  The PER must 
be produced on A4 size paper capable of being photocopied, with maps and diagrams of A4 
or A3 size.  The PER must also be made available on a CD-ROM and via the internet. 
 
B CONTENTS OF THE PER 
A detailed table of contents will be necessary showing all headings. 

4 Executive Summary 
Include in the Executive Summary a brief outline of each Chapter within the PER via text 
and dot point.  It is recommended that the Executive Summary is written as a stand-alone 
document, able to be reproduced on request for interested parties who may not wish to read 
the PER as a whole. 
 
The summary must be a concise outline of the matters discussed in the main body of the 
document, to allow the reader to quickly obtain a clear understanding of the proposal, its 
environmental implications and management objectives.  The summary must include: 
• the title of the proposal; 
• the name and address of the proponent and the person taking the action; 
• a brief description of the background to and need for the proposal (including a discussion 

on alternatives and reasons for selecting the preferred option); 
• a brief description of the proposal including areas to be impacted both on and off Defence 

land (location, context in the region and existing environment); 
• a description of the principal environmental impacts (both adverse and beneficial); 
• a statement of the environmental management principles, mitigation, monitoring 

procedures and offsets proposed; 
• a brief summary of the legal framework under which the project is being assessed; and 
• an outline of project timings. 

5 Introduction 
Introduce the main body of the PER with: 
• an overview of the project describing its components on and off Defence land; 
• a clear definition of the objectives of the proposal and its context in relation to Defence 

and Government strategies; 
• an explanation of the scope and legislative basis for the PER; 
• a description of the studies/surveys/consultations that have been conducted in developing 

the proposal and preparing the PER (results of studies and detailed comments resulting 
from the consultation process must be included as appendices); 

• a summary of priority environmental and management issues; 
• responsibilities for preparing the PER; and 
• a brief explanation of the structure of the document. 
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6 Background 
Discuss the background to the proposal, including as a minimum the following points: 

• Past, present and expected future use of RAAF Base Amberley; 
• Relevant decisions by Government regarding the ASH project and Australia’s air combat 

capabilities more generally; and 
• Objectives of the ASH project. 
 
Relevant planning instruments 

• details of any local government planning scheme or State government planning strategy, 
legislation, plan or policy relevant to the proposal including an assessment of the 
proposal’s compatibility with those instruments; 

• the proposal’s interaction with local and regional planning aims and strategic implications 
for population growth and urban expansion, identifying any potential land use conflicts 
(such as those that may result from the impact of aircraft noise and any change to the 
Obstacle Limitation Surface); and 

• how the action relates to any other actions (of which the proponent should be reasonably 
aware) that have been or are being taken in areas near RAAF Base Amberley. 

7 Location and tenure 
Provide maps at suitable scales showing the location of the project area, and in particular: 

• the location and boundaries of land tenures;  
• areas of conservation value in any locality that may be impacted by the proposal; and 
• the location of existing dwellings and the zoning of all affected lands according to any 

existing land use or strategic plan. 
 

Consideration should be given to providing rectified air photo enlargements to illustrate land, 
water, natural and built features of the area. 
 

The PER must also outline the tenure history of the site, whether there have been any native 
title extinguishing events, and the potential for native title to continue to exist. 

8 Project justification and need 
Address the specific objectives and justification for the proposal.  Details of how the 
proposed action is consistent with the objectives of the EPBC Act and principles of 
ecologically sustainable development defined in Section 3A of the Act (refer Attachment 1).  
Consideration should focus on The National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable 
Development, published by the Commonwealth Government in December 1992.  Each 
principle should be discussed and conclusions drawn as to how the proposal conforms.  A life-
of-project perspective must be shown.   
 

Other specific issues to be addressed include: 

• the specific objectives the proposal is intended to meet; 
• factors which could significantly affect the reliability of forecast aircraft movements; 
• economic costs of delaying; and  
• discussion of the consequences for Australia’s national security and Defence capability. 
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9 Options and alternatives 
Include analyses to the extent reasonably practicable, of any feasible alternatives to (i) basing 
ASH aircraft at RAAF Base Amberley and (ii) the proposed flight operations.  This must 
include a comparative description of the impacts of each alternative on the environmental and 
socio-economic impacts of each alternative, drawing where relevant, on ‘triple bottom line 
reporting outcomes’ (see Triple Bottom Line Reporting in Australia - A Guide to Reporting 
Against Environmental Indicators, Environment Australia, June 2003; and Sustainability: A 
Guide to Triple Bottom Line Reporting, Group of 100, June 2003). The PER must provide 
sufficient detail to make clear why any alternative is preferred to another. As a minimum this 
must include a discussion of not proceeding with the proposed action. 
 

10 Description of the proposal 
Describe proposed ASH flying operations in detail.  As a minimum this must include: 

• the runway operating modes (for both day and night noting any seasonal variations); 
• flight frequency on each runway, including expected number and percentage of aircraft 

movements by type, typical annual and daily movements; 
• daily and seasonal variations in aircraft movements and potential effects of varying 

weather conditions on operations and runway utilisation; 
• operating hours and flexibility of operating arrangements; 
• a description of the potential effects and likely timing of implementation of new 

technology and changes to operational standards and procedures for runway and airspace 
utilisation; 

• flight paths and other operational procedures governing aircraft movements, including an 
estimate of normal variability of movements on defined flight paths, and locational 
criteria governing flight path selection; 

• aircraft operating heights for approaches and departures, describe low level (below 
10,000 ft) flying patterns, discuss variability of aircraft heights for given locations;  

• ground activities associated with flight operations; and 
• underlying assumptions and forecast reliability. 
 

11 Environmental values and management of impacts  
11.1 General requirements 

11.1.1 Function of section 

The function of this section of the PER is to provide: 

• Descriptions of the existing environmental values, including social and recreational 
values, of the area which may be affected by the proposal and their condition.  This will 
serve as a baseline against which impacts and management of the proposal and 
alternatives can be assessed; 

• Descriptions of the existing and proposed urban, industrial, rural and tourism activities 
within areas that may be affected by the proposal; 

• Quantitative descriptions of the likely impacts on environmental values of the area from 
all phases of the proposal at the local, regional and national levels as appropriate.  This 
must include an assessment of the degree of uncertainty in relation to each impact 
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including statements of whether any impacts are likely to be unknown, unpredictable or 
irreversible; 

• The cumulative impacts of the proposal must be considered over time or in combination 
with the impacts of other relevant existing or approved activities in the dimensions of 
scale, intensity, duration or frequency of the impacts.  The proposed actions consistency 
with the requirements or recommendations of relevant State planning policies, 
environmental protection policies, national environmental protection measures and 
integrated catchment management plans should be examined; 

• Cumulative impacts on the environmental values of land, air and water and cumulative 
impacts on public health must be discussed in the relevant sections.  This assessment may 
include air and water sheds affected by the proposal and other approved proposals 
competing for use of the local air and water sheds;  

• Environmental protection objectives to be achieved and the standards and measurable 
indicators that will be used.  These qualitative and quantitative environmental protection 
objectives should enhance or protect each environmental value; 

• Monitoring programs detailing the monitoring parameters, monitoring points, frequency, 
data interpretation and reporting proposals; and 

• Management strategies to be used to ensure the environmental protection objectives are 
achieved and control strategies implemented e.g. continuous improvement framework 
including details of corrective action options, reporting (including any public reporting), 
monitoring, staff training, management responsibility pathway, and any environmental 
management systems and how they are relevant to each element of the environment. 

11.1.2 Noise sensitive land uses 

Identify whether land uses that are noise sensitive could be affected, directly and indirectly, 
by the proposal including the existing and proposed urban, industrial, rural and tourism 
activities. 

11.1.3 Mitigation measures and Offsets 

Where mitigation measures or offsets are proposed to address an identified impact, include: 

• a description and an assessment of the expected or predicted effectiveness of the 
mitigation measures, including the timing of measures, this section must include, but not 
be limited to, an assessment of residential soundproofing (see section 11.2.3 for a 
reference to current Australian Government policy on this issue) and subsequent 
ventilation measures, minimisation of low flying heights and the use of curfews;  

• if environmental impacts can not be effectively mitigated or avoided then include a 
description of any proposed offsets, including a process to consult with local residents 
and the Ipswich City Council to develop an offsets package; 

• an indicative cost estimate for implementing mitigation measures or offsets;  
• a consolidated list of mitigation measures proposed to be undertaken to prevent, minimise 

or manage the impacts of the action; and 
• a description of management procedures setting out the framework for continuing 

management, mitigation and monitoring programs for the relevant impacts of the action, 
including any provisions for independent environmental auditing.   
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11.1.4 Monitoring and Reporting 

Determine the need for environmental impacts to be monitored.  Identify any baseline 
monitoring that may be required before flying operations of the ASH aircraft begin and 
discuss in the relevant subsections.  Identify the parameters to be monitored, and their 
response trigger values and response activities, along with procedural and compliance audit 
programs and reporting requirements and arrangements to be implemented to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of management and monitoring (linked to environmental management 
system/environmental management plan procedures). 
 
Matters that must be considered in the proposed monitoring program include: 

• comprehensive monitoring of ground noise levels, flight paths and aircraft noise, and 
outline details of the monitoring program (e.g. frequency of monitoring, parameters to be 
monitored, reporting to the community etc.); 

• monitoring of the incidence of bird and bat strike and frequency of other incidents 
involving aircraft in potentially hazardous situations; 

• monitoring of the adequacy of emergency procedures developed to deal with fire, 
explosion, etc. associated with an aircraft crash in urban or bushland areas, and fuel 
dumped by aircraft during emergency situations;  

• provision for liaison/consultation with relevant authorities, community and user groups, 
including government agencies, residents, researchers, educational institutions etc. in 
relation to monitoring and verification of results; 

• ongoing noise monitoring by the Noise and Flight Path Monitoring System to confirm 
predicted noise levels and to monitor impacts (such monitoring may result in changes to 
operations at the RAAF Base Amberley and other key locations); and 

• information dissemination regarding hours of operation at the RAAF Base Amberley and 
other key locations (if such information does not jeopardise national security) to the 
broader community. 

 
Information on monitoring programs could also include details of measures for: 

• detecting and documenting differences between predicted and actual impacts; 
• identifying non-predicted impacts and for implementing appropriate reporting and 

remedial procedures; 
• applying contingency arrangements; 
• reviewing the effectiveness of monitoring and control arrangements; and 
• reviewing consultation and management arrangements with regulatory authorities and 

the community including processes for dispute resolution. 
 
The following sections illustrate the types of impacts that need to be considered in the PER 
as a minimum.  There may be other environmental issues that are identified during the course 
of the PER investigations.  These issues (if any) will also need to be addressed as part of the 
PER documentation. 
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11.2 Aircraft noise 

11.2.1 Existing noise environment 

Describe the existing noise environment at and near RAAF Base Amberley.  Discuss issues 
relating to existing ambient noise levels and characteristics and identify noise sensitive 
facilities and areas, including:  

• relevant meteorological conditions (including frequency and characteristics of 
temperature inversions) and any topographic features which may influence noise or 
vibration impacts;  

• current levels of aircraft noise and comment on how noise levels have changed over time;  
• existing, developing and potential or proposed areas of residential development, both on 

and off the Amberley Air Base, which may be exposed to aircraft noise; 
• community and other facilities which may be noise sensitive (including health, aged, 

disabled and child care centres, places of worship, educational and recreation facilities, 
veterinary clinics, wildlife parks or zoos etc ), indicating the location of the facilities 
using maps and other suitable means and where possible, the number of people 
potentially exposed at each facility;  

• environmentally sensitive areas (e.g. wildlife habitat) which may be noise or vibration 
sensitive; and 

• Existing strategies for management of aircraft noise. 

Aerial photographs, maps, figures and diagrams should be included and referred to wherever 
possible to assist the general reader understand issues identified by the assessment.  
 
11.2.2 Changes to noise environment 

Provide aircraft noise predictions for the potential runway and airspace operating 
configurations that are considered operationally practicable and include seasonal predictions 
and predictions based on the predominant operating modes under prevailing meteorological 
conditions.   
 
In addition to expressing noise impact in terms of average measures, the PER must include 
information and a discussion about peak noise levels, frequency of overflights, and the times 
that day overflights could occur, compare maximum aircraft noise levels to existing ambient 
noise levels and characteristics, and discuss the effects of changes in noise exposure.  The 
public must be able to readily access the following information for the proposed operating 
configurations: 

• where the flight paths are likely to be, and the likely height of aircraft using those flight 
paths; 

• at what times aircraft are likely to use a flight path, in particular, usage during sensitive 
times – night, early morning, evenings and weekend; 

• how often aircraft are likely to use each flight path; 
• variations in activity levels from hour to hour, day to day, week to week , month to month 

and long term trends;  
• impacts during peak activity events eg major tactical operations resulting in significant 

increases in activities, whether these are on or off the RAAF Base Amberley; and 
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• noise levels from individual flights to indicate the extent to which the noise decays with 
distance from the air base (it may be useful to supplement this information with graphics 
showing aircraft heights along each of the flight paths). 

 
Specific sound pressure level information must be provided in addition to the information on 
flight paths and aircraft movement numbers/times. This must include, but not necessarily be 
limited to, information showing: 

• single event maximum dB(A) levels for ASH aircraft on all flight paths; this must include 
an assessment of the impact of variations in flight paths on maximum dB(A), and discuss 
the effects of varying aircraft operating procedures (e.g. use of flaps or full engine thrust 
for landings) on the noise exposure levels;  

• N70s – the number of noise events per unit time above 70 dB(A) (and any other relevant 
sound pressure level such as 80 dB(A)); this information must include scenarios showing 
variations in noise patterns due to seasonal and meteorological factors; and 

• flight profiles in 3 dimensional graphics illustrating L(A)max single event, N70 and 
above. 

 

The above information must be generated for the current situation, any feasible alternatives 
to the proposal, and also for a 10 year time horizon from the operational date to present a 
clear picture of the potential changes that may be brought about in the noise environment.   
 

Information must be made available in a disaggregated form and, in line with the 
recommendations of the Senate Select Committee on Aircraft Noise in Sydney, cover areas 
which extend far beyond the 20 Australian Noise Exposure Forcast (ANEF) contour.  The 
information must be made available on a CD-ROM as part of the PER and must utilise the 
Australian Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local 
Government’ software - Transparent Noise Information Package - to enable the public to 
undertake their own ‘what-if’ analyses. The assumptions made in deriving this information 
must be clearly stated. 
 

11.2.3 Aircraft noise impacts 

Fully assess the environmental impact of aircraft operations in air (ie take-off, circuits and 
landing) and the effects of aircraft operations on ground (ie taxiing, engine run-up and other 
noise associated with aircraft operations and maintenance testing).  

Fully assess the potential disturbance to everyday activities, existing and proposed, created 
by aircraft noise with reference to current research.  This must include, but not necessarily be 
limited to: 

• assessment of aircraft noise impacts on educational and health facilities, including effects 
on student communication, concentration and learning abilities, and on other noise 
sensitive community facilities; 

• discussion of the effects of aircraft noise on particular groups of people who may be 
especially vulnerable to such effects.  These groups may include: 

- preschool children 
- students 
- the aged 
- hospital and nursing home patients 
- shift workers 
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This section must include a discussion of noise levels that may cause fright or startle 
people and animals;  

• discussion of the impact of changes to the noise environment on interruptions to everyday 
activities (in particular, sleep disturbance resulting from night-time operations), level of 
annoyance and effects on the physical and psychological health of the affected 
population; 

• discussion on the implications of aircraft noise on sensitive times of the day (e.g. late 
evening and early morning) and any proposed noise mitigation strategies; 

• discussion of the impact of the changes to the noise environment on the liveable amenity 
of residents, including outdoor activities; 

• discussion of changes to the noise environment on property values; 
• discussion of aircraft noise impacts on existing or proposed recreational, conservation, 

heritage or wilderness areas, including impacts on amenity and the wildlife using those 
areas; and 

• discussion of aircraft noise impacts on everyday activities existing on RAAF Base 
Amberley. 

 
Discuss equity issues and explain the principles behind the development of new flight tracks 
justifying the approach taken.  
 
Clearly show the land use planning implications for each of the nominated alternative 
operating configurations through the use of an ANEF analysis.  This must include, but not 
necessarily be limited to, the 

• generation of (Australian Noise Exposure Concept) ANECs for each of the alternatives 
with a planning horizon of 10 years; 

• estimation of the number of both current and proposed people, houses, schools, hospitals, 
community facilities and other land use types in each contour; and 

• discussion of the potential restrictions on future use of land under each of the options; 
• assessment of impacts on existing, developing and potential or proposed areas of 

residential development. 
 
The PER must examine the need for, and discuss the implications of, noise amelioration 
measures being implemented in the higher noise zones.  This analysis must include, but not 
necessarily be limited to: 

• estimation of the number of both current and proposed people, houses, schools, hospitals, 
community facilities and other land use types in each contour; 

• description of the effects of different types of structure and design (including type of 
ventilation openings) and building materials on noise levels inside residential dwellings 
and other noise sensitive facilities;  

• estimation of the costs (capital and ongoing), effectiveness and feasibility of insulating 
houses (and where necessary installing air conditioning) and other buildings affected by 
aircraft noise and discuss current Australian Government policy regarding the acquisition 
and insulation of buildings affected by aircraft noise; 

• an understanding of the southeast Queensland subtropical lifestyle preference for 
‘outdoor living’; and 

• an understanding of the environmental and economic impacts of installing mechanical 
ventilation and air conditioning as opposed to passive ventilation and cooling.   
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Given the known uncertainties in predicting aircraft noise (due, for example, to weather 
related variations in runway and flight path use) the PER must report the likely range in any 
predictions and indicate the sensitivity of the predictions to errors/changes in the individual 
components of the predictions.  This information is often best portrayed through the use of 
‘what-if’ scenarios.  Recognition must be given to the fact that long term predictions are 
prone to significant uncertainty.  For long term horizons, an approach based on ‘feasible 
scenarios’ rather than ‘predictions’ may give a more useful picture of possible future aircraft 
noise exposure patterns. 
 
The PER must put forward options for managing aircraft noise as the number of aircraft 
movements at the Base increases over time.  In particular, strategies for monitoring and 
reporting noise and tracking changes in aircraft noise must be developed and concepts for 
facilitating community involvement in the discussion of ways to manage change in the noise 
environment discussed. 

11.2.4 Other noise issues 

A range of other related noise issues need to be addressed.  These include, but are not 
necessarily limited to: 

• assessment of noise associated with ground running of aircraft, and other noise associated 
with aircraft operations and maintenance testing; 

• discussion and assessment of the effectiveness of possible introduction of noise 
abatement procedures and other ameliorative measures for both air traffic and surface 
traffic; 

• discussion of the impact on residential and other property values due to aircraft 
operations; 

• description of the likelihood of noise induced vibrations; and 
• discussion of modifying effects on ground noise exposure levels, including topography, 

weather (eg temperature inversions), masking, deviation from standard instrument 
departure routes. 

 
Consider short-term and long-term effects with comment on whether the impacts are 
reversible or irreversible. 
 
11.3 Air quality 

Analyse and describe the contribution and impacts of ASH flying operations on air quality at 
the local and regional scale.  Identify the existing air environmental values of the Amberley 
area that may be affected by the proposal including: 

• a description of the  relationship of the site to the regional air drainage basin and of 
diurnal and seasonal variations in air pollution levels and the influence of short term 
weather phenomena.  Reference must be made to levels of hydrocarbons, suspended 
particulate matter, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, sulfur dioxide, ozone, reactive 
organic compounds, lead and air toxics; and 

• relevant weather characteristics including winds, fogs and temperature inversions and any 
topographic features which may affect the dispersion of air pollutants. 

 
 
Specific air quality issues to be considered and assessed include: 
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• the identification of emissions sources, the nature and levels of emissions, including 
oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons (including benzene, kerosene and benzo-pyrenes), 
reactive organic compounds, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, lead, particulates, odours 
and air toxics; 

• the extent to which nitrogen oxides and volatile hydrocarbon emissions from the proposal 
and existing emission sources within the region may contribute to the generation of 
photochemical smog; 

• changes to air quality and identification of affected populations in the study area, taking 
into account spatial and temporal variations and the contribution of other sources; 

• impact of changes to air quality on the health of potentially affected populations, 
including long and short term effects, impacts on especially sensitive groups (eg children, 
the elderly, sufferers of respiratory illnesses such as asthma), and on childhood 
development and learning; 

• effects of aircraft emissions on water catchment areas, domestic rain water tanks 
supplying household water, and on everyday activities (eg on clothes drying and 
swimming pools); 

• emergency fuel dumping procedures, including designated areas for such contingencies, 
effects of weather conditions on fuel dumping areas, notification to emergency services 
of fuel dumping occurring, Defence’s response to emergency fuel dumping, effects of 
fuel dumping; 

• potential impact on the fabric of buildings; 
• changes to odour arising from aviation fuel emissions including procedures for recording 

nuisance caused by ambient odours; 
• estimated “greenhouse” gas emissions, including design and procedural measures to 

reduce such emissions; 
• possible management measures for all significant emission sources, including those for 

aircraft operations, aircraft fuelling systems and fuel storage; and 
• details on current or proposed air quality monitoring programs. 
 
11.4 Aircraft hazards and risk 

Undertake a quantitative risk assessment to assess the impacts on individual and societal risk 
levels.  This must compare the risk currently experienced to that with the proposed flying 
operations of ASH aircraft and include the following: 

• probability analysis of aircraft accidents with reference to military aircraft incidents 
within Australia and, to the extent relevant, Super Hornet aircraft world-wide; 

• consequences of aircraft accidents (including crashes on the Base, crashes in residential 
areas, crashes in industrial areas, crashes with other aircraft, crashes into or over water 
catchments and storage reservoirs, aircraft fuel spills, ignition of bushfires etc);  

• the effect of flight paths and frequency of aircraft movements on the risk of accidents 
involving residential and industrial areas;  

• identification of sites on or near the airport that attract birds or bats and the typical routes 
used by birds and bats taking into account seasonal variation; and 

• the relative risk of bird strike, including quantitative and qualitative discussion of: 

- any difference in risk between the present and proposed flying operations; 
- the anticipated magnitude of the risk under proposed flying operations; 
- how the risk of bird strike is presently managed, and how the risk is proposed to be 

managed for the proposed flying operations; 
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- how successful planned measures are likely to be; and 
- what the consequences of each level of risk are expected to be. 

 
Additional issues to be discussed include: 
• an assessment of fire risks, including bushfire risk, and discuss fire control and 

management proposals along with details of fire safety measures for treatment of 
hazardous material spills; 

• a description of relationships with disaster control organisations including command and 
control; and 

• measures to reduce the risk of hazardous incidents affecting the public and environment. 
 
11.5 Social/community issues 

Address community impact issues arising from the proposal, including: 

• a description of the key demographic characteristics of the Amberley/Ipswich area, 
including demographic trends; 

• impacts on regional and local communities including impacts on demographic 
characteristics due to redevelopment or changes in land values; 

• impacts on potential Native Title claimants; and 
• impacts on radio, television and mobile phone reception. 
 
11.6 Public health impacts 

Discuss human health impacts arising from the proposal, with reference to the findings of key 
aircraft impact assessments including those relating to noise, air quality, hazards and risk and 
social/community issues.  Give consideration to the demographic characteristics of the sub-
region and the prevalence of existing medical conditions.  Describe the capacity of health 
services to meet potential demands. 
 

12 Community consultation 
Outline the methodology that will be adopted to identify and mitigate socio-economic 
impacts of the project and include a list of all persons, community groups, government 
agencies etc. the proponent proposes to consult.  Include information about the consultation 
that has already taken place, and the results of such consultation (including Defence’s 
responses), and statement(s) outlining the views of the community groups that may be 
affected. 
 
The public consultation program must provide opportunities for community involvement and 
education.  It may include interviews with individuals, public meetings, interest group 
meetings, production of regular summary information and updates, and other consultation 
mechanisms to encourage and facilitate active public consultation. It should ensure the timing 
and location of consultation activities best meets community needs. It may require the 
specific targeting of some groups to ensure their active involvement in the process. 
 
The consultation process should aim to achieve extensive notification of the proposal in the 
local, city wide and regional print media, static displays in public venues eg Divisional 
Offices, libraries (including mobile libraries), State and Federal elected representatives 
offices and local shopping centres. Information should also be provided in local community 
newsletters such as school and church bulletins.  
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The public consultation process must cover all issues of concern to local community and 
interest groups regarding ASH flight operations noise and should extend from project 
planning through to operations. 
 

13 Information sources 
For information given in the PER, state: 

• the source of the information;  
• how recent the information is;  
• how the reliability of the information was tested; and 
• what uncertainties (if any) are in the information.  

14 Glossary 
A glossary defining technical terms and abbreviations used in the text should be included to 
help the general reader. 

15 References 
A bibliography of all references cited in the text of the PER is to be included.   

16 Appendices 
16.1 Cross-reference with the guidelines 

This section must provide a cross reference of the findings of the relevant sections of the 
PER, where the potential impacts and mitigation measures associated with the project are 
described, with the corresponding sections of the PER guidelines. 
 
16.2 Studies 

Major studies or reports that are conducted in the preparation of the PER are to be included 
as appendices. 
 
16.3 Study team 

Provide information about the study team including the qualifications and experience of the 
study team and specialist sub-consultants and expert reviewers. 
 
16.4 Environmental record of person proposing to take the action 

Provide details of any proceedings under a Commonwealth, or State law for the protection of 
the environment or the conservation and sustainable use of natural resources against the 
person proposing to take the action.  
 
Provide details of the Department of Defence and the Royal Australian Air Force’s 
environmental policy and planning framework. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 
 
The objects and principles of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 1999 (Sections 3 and 3A) 
 
3. Objects of the Act 

The objects of the Act are: 

(a) to provide for the protection of the environment, especially those aspects of the 
environment that are matters of national environmental significance; 

(b) to promote ecologically sustainable development through the conservation and 
ecologically sustainable use of natural resources; 

(c) to promote the conservation of biodiversity; 

(ca) to provide for the protection and conservation of heritage; 

(d) to promote a co-operative approach to the protection and management of the environment 
involving governments, the community, land-holders and indigenous peoples; 

(e) to assist in the co-operative implementation of Australia's international environmental 
responsibilities; 

(f) to recognise the role of indigenous people in the conservation and ecologically sustainable 
use of Australia's biodiversity; 

(g) to promote the use of indigenous peoples' knowledge of biodiversity with the involvement 
of, and in co-operation with, the owners of the knowledge. 

 

 

3A. Principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development 

The following principles are principles of ecologically sustainable development: 

(a) decision-making processes should effectively integrate both long-term and short-term 
economic, environmental, social and equitable considerations; 

(b) if there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific 
certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental 
degradation; 

(c) the principle of inter-generational equity – that the present generation should ensure that 
the health, diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the 
benefit of future generations; 

(d) the conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a fundamental 
consideration in decision-making; 

(e) improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms should be promoted. 
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Appendix C Cross-reference with the PER 
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ASH PER CROSS-REFERENCING TABLE 

GUIDELINE 
SECTION 

GUIDELINE REQUIREMENT HOW ADDRESSED PER SECTION 

B CONTENTS OF THE PER 
A detailed table of contents will be necessary showing all headings 

Table of contents provided at 
the beginning of the PER 

Contents 

4 Executive Summary 
Include in the Executive Summary a brief outline of each Chapter within the PER via text and dot point.  
It is recommended that the Executive Summary is written as a stand-alone document , able to be 
reproduced on request for interested parties who may not wish to read the PER as a whole. 
 
The summary must be a concise outline of the matters discussed in the main body of the document, to 
allow the reader to quickly obtain an understanding of the proposal, its environmental implications and 
management objectives.  The summary must include: 

 Executive 
Summary 

  The title of the Proposal. Proposal title stated Executive 
Summary 

  Name and address of the proponent and the person taking the action. Name and address of 
proponent stated 

Executive 
Summary 

  A brief description of the background to and need for the proposal (including a discussion on 
alternatives and reasons for selecting the preferred option). 

Description of project need and 
alternatives is provided 

Executive 
Summary 

 Brief description of the proposal including areas impacted on and off Defence land (location, context in 
the region and existing environment) 
 Description of the principle environmental impacts (adverse and beneficial) 

Environmental impacts have 
been described 

Executive 
Summary 

  A statement of the environmental management principles, mitigation, monitoring procedures and 
offsets proposed  

Mitigation and monitoring 
measures are described 

Executive 
Summary 

  A brief summary of the legal framework under which the project is assessed EPBC framework is described Executive 
Summary 

  An outline of project timings Project timings are described Executive 
Summary 

5 Introduction 
Introduce the main body of the PER with: 

Introduction provided Chapter 1 

 An overview of the project describing its components on and off Defence land The project is described Section 1.1 
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GUIDELINE 
SECTION 

GUIDELINE REQUIREMENT HOW ADDRESSED PER SECTION 

 A clear definition of the objectives of the proposal and its context in relation to Defence and Government 
Strategies 

Objectives are described. Section 1.3.1 

  An explanation of the scope and legislative basis for the PER EPBC process and relevant 
roles defined 

Section 1.3 
 

 A description of the studies/surveys/consultations that have been conducted in developing the proposal 
and preparing the PER (results of studies/surveys and consultation to be provided in appendix) 

Each study identified and 
described. 
 
Aviation Hazard and Risk 
Report has been prepared. 
Consultation undertaken is 
described 

Sections 1.3.3.1, 
1.3.3.2, 1.3.3.3, 
1.3.3.4 and 
1.3.3.5 
Appendix K 
Appendix E 
 

 A summary of priority environmental and management issues Priority environmental and 
management issues are 
identified 

Sections 1.3 and 
1.3.1 

 Responsibilities for preparing the PER EPBC process and relevant 
roles defined 

Sections 1.1 and 
1.3 

 A brief explanation of the structure of the document Chapter by chapter summary of 
report contents 

Section 1.3.2 

6 Background 
Discuss the background to the proposal, including as a minimum the following points: 
Past, present and future use of RAAF Base Amberley 

Description of Amberley RAAF 
including previous, current and 
future capabilities 

Sections 1.1, 2.1, 
2.2.1 and 2.2.2 

 Relevant decisions by Government regarding the ASH project and Australia’s air combat capabilities 
more generally 

Decisions regarding 
government bridging air 
capability provided  

Sections 2.1 and 
2.2.5 

 Objectives of the ASH project Purpose of ASH project is 
described 

Sections 2.1, 
2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 
2.2.5 

 Relevant planning instruments Relevant planning instruments 
listed 

Section 3.3, 4.1 
and 4.1.2 

 Details of any local government planning scheme or State government planning strategy, legislation, 
plan or policy relevant to the proposal including an assessment of the proposals compatibility with those 

Relevant planning and 
legislative instruments 

Section 3.3, 4.1 
and 4.1.2 
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GUIDELINE REQUIREMENT HOW ADDRESSED PER SECTION 

instruments identified. 
Planning implications are 
addressed 

 
5.9 

 Proposals interaction with local and regional planning aims and strategic implication for population 
growth and urban expansion, identifying any potential land use conflicts (such as those that may result 
from the impact of aircraft noise and any change to the Obstacle Limitation Surface) 

Interaction with local and 
regional planning instruments is 
described 
Potential future land use 
conflicts are identified 

Section 3.3, 4.1 
and 4.1.2 
 
Section 5.9 

 How the action relates to any other actions (of which the proponent should be reasonably aware) that 
have been taken in areas near RAAF Base Amberley 

Redevelopment of the Base is 
discussed 
Land use changes outside the 
Base are discussed 

Section 2.2.1  
 
Sections 4.1 and 
4.1.2 

7 Location and Tenure 
Provide maps at suitable scales showing the location of the project area, and in particular: 
 The location and boundaries of land tenures  

Site context map of RAAF Base 
Amberley provided 

Section 2.2  
Figures 2-2 and 
2-3 

  Areas of conservation value in any locality that may be impacted by the proposal Figure illustrating Regional 
Ecosystems is provided 
(Significant flora and fauna) 

Section 4.7 
Figure 4-11 

 The location of existing dwellings and the zoning of all affected lands according to any existing land use 
or strategic plan 

Location of residential areas 
provided according to existing 
land use and ICC zoning 
information 

Section 4.1 
Figures 4-1, 4-2 
and 4-3 

 Consideration should be given to providing rectified air photo enlargements to illustrate land, water, 
natural and built features of the area. 

Site context map is shown on a 
rectified aerial photo of the site. 

Sections 2.2  
Figures 2-2 and 
2-3 

 The PER must also outline the tenure history of the site, whether there have been any native title 
extinguishing events, and the potential for native title to continue to exist.   

Native title claimants are 
described 

Section 4.5 
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8 Project Justification and Need 
Address the specific objectives and justification of the proposal.  Details of how the proposed action is 
consistent with objectives of the EPBC Act and principles of ecologically sustainable development 
defined in Section 3A of the Act (refer Attachment 1).  Consideration should focus on The National 
Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development, published by the Commonwealth Government in 
December 1992.  Each principle should be discussed and conclusions drawn as to how the proposal 
confirms.  A life of project perspective must be shown. 
Other specific issues to be addressed include: 

Project justification and need is 
provided. 

Section 2.1  

  The specific objectives the proposal is intended to meet Air combat capability 
requirements identified 

Sections 2.1 and 
2.2.3 

  Factors which could significantly affect the reliability of forecast aircraft movements Factors that may affect 
forecasts have been identified.  

Sections 2.5 

  Economic costs of delaying Economic benefits of RAAF 
Base Amberley identified. 

Section 2.2.1 

  Discussion of the consequences for Australia’s national security and Defence Capability Implications for Defence 
capability addressed  

Sections 2.1 and 
2.2.5 

9 Options and Alternatives  
Include analysis to the extent reasonably [practicable, of any feasible alternatives to: 

a) Basing ASH aircraft at RAAF Base Amberley; and 
b) The proposed flight operations. 

This must include a comparative description of the impacts of each alternative with regard to the 
environment and socio-economic factors – drawing where possible on ‘Triple Bottom Line’ reporting 
outcomes (see Triple bottom Line Reporting in Australia – A Guide to Reporting Against Environmental 
Indicators, Environment Australia, June 2003; and Sustainability: A Guide to Triple Bottom Line 
Reporting, Group of 100, June, 2003). The PER must provide sufficient detail to make clear why any 
alternative is preferred to another.  As a minimum this must include a discussion of not proceeding with 
the proposed action.    

Project alternative to basing 
ASH at RAAF Base Amberley 
as well as flight operations 
have been explored, and 
reasoning behind chosen 
alternative justified 

Sections  2.2.5 
and 2.4.3 

10 Description of the proposal 
Describe the proposed ASH flying operations in detail. As a minimum this must include: 

Project description provided Chapter 2 

  The runway operating modes (day, night and any seasonal variations) Runways and flying operations 
have been described based on 
the planned Operational Profile 

Sections  2.4.2 
and 2.4.5 
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  Flight frequency on each runway including expected number and percentage of aircraft movements 
by type, typical annual and daily movements 

As above Section  2.4.4 

  Daily seasonal variation in aircraft movements and potential effects of varying weather conditions 
on operations and runway utilisation 

As above Sections 2.4.1, 
2.4.4 and 2.4.5 

  Operating hours and flexibility of operating arrangements As above Sections  2.4.1 
and 2.4.4 

  Description of potential effects and likely timing of implementation of new technology and changes 
to operational standards and procedures for runway and airspace utilisation 

Issues discussed Section 2.4.3.4 

  Flight paths and other operational procedures governing aircraft movements, including an estimate 
of normal variability of movements on defined flight paths, and locational criteria governing flight 
path selection 

Runways and flying operations 
have been described based on 
the planned Operational Profile 

Sections  2.4.2 
and 2.4.3 

  Aircraft operating heights for approaches and departures.  Describe low level flying patterns (below 
10,000ft), discuss variability of aircraft heights for given locations  

Approaches and departures are 
described 

Sections 2.4.2 
and 5.4.2 
Figures 2-7 to 
2-11, 5-3 and 5-4 

  Ground activities associated with flight operations Ground activities are described. Section 2.4.6 

  Underlying assumptions and forecast reliability Underlying assumptions of the 
PER and forecast reliability 
have been stated.   

Section 2.5 and 
Appendix F 

11 
11.1 
11.1.1 

Environmental Values and Management of Impacts 
General Requirements 
Function of section 
The function of this section of the PER is to provide: 
 Descriptions of the existing environmental values, including social and recreational values of the 

area which may be affected by the proposal and their condition.  This will serve as a baseline 
against which impacts and management of the proposal and alternatives can be assessed 

Land use, social and flora and 
fauna values are described. 
Existing noise conditions are 
described. 
Existing air quality conditions 
are described 

Chapter 4  
 
Section 5.4  
 
Section 6.2 

  Descriptions of the existing and proposed urban, industrial, rural and tourism activities within areas 
that may be affected by the proposal. 

Surrounding land uses 
described  

Sections 4.1 and 
4.2 

  Quantitative descriptions of the likely impacts on environmental values of the area from all phases 
of the proposal at the local, regional and nation levels as appropriate.  This must include an 
assessment of the degree of uncertainty in relation to each impact including statements of whether 
any impacts are likely to be unknown, unpredictable or irreversible 

Noise impacts are described 
Air quality impacts are 
described 
Hazard and risk impacts are 

Sections 5.5.1.6 
and 5.6 
Section 6.3.5 
Sections 7.6 and 
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described  
Social and public health 
impacts are described.  

7.7 
Section 8.1 

  The cumulative impacts of the proposal must be considered over time or in combination with the 
impacts of other relevant existing or approved activities in the dimensions of scale, intensity, 
duration or frequency of the impacts.  The proposed actions consistency with the requirements or 
recommendations of relevant state planning policies, integrated catchment management plans 
should be examined.   

Addressed as part of 
assessment 

Sections 5.5.1.6 
and 5.6 
Section 6.3.5 
Sections 7.6 and 
7.7 
Section 8.1 

  Cumulative impacts on the environmental values of land, air and water and cumulative impacts on 
public health 

Addressed as part of 
assessment 

Sections 5.5.1.6 
and 5.6 
Section 6.3.5 
Sections 7.6 and 
7.7 
Section 8.1 

  Environmental protection objectives to be achieved and the standards and measurable indicators 
that will be used.  These qualitative and quantitative environmental protection objectives should 
enhance  or protect each environmental value 

Noise assessment undertaken 
with consideration of noise 
levels likely to disturb  
Air quality assessment 
undertaken in accordance with 
EPP(Air) 
Hazard and Risk assessment 
undertaken in accordance with 
AS/NZS 4360:2004 Risk 
Management 

Section 5.2 
 
Section 6.1 
 
 
Section 7.1 

  Monitoring programs detailing the monitoring parameters, monitoring points, frequency, data 
interpretation and reporting proposals 

Noise and Flight Path 
Monitoring System is discussed 
Existing air quality monitoring 
discussed. 

Section 5.7.4 
 
Section 6.2.3 

  Management strategies to be used to ensure the environmental protection objectives are achieved 
and control strategies implemented e.g. continuous improvement framework including details of 
corrective action options, reporting (including any public reporting) monitoring, staff training, 
management responsibility pathway, and any environmental management systems and how they 
are relevant to each element of the environment 

Management strategies are 
identified for noise, air and 
hazards and risks 

Section 5.7 
Sections 6.3.6 
and 6.4.3 
Sections 7.8, 7.9 
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and 7.10 

11.1.2 Noise sensitive land uses 
Identify whether land uses that are noise sensitive could be affected, directly and indirectly by the 
proposal including the existing and proposed urban, industrial, rural and tourism activities. 

Sensitive receivers and land 
uses are described. Impacts 
are identified through noise 
assessment 

Sections 4.1, 
4.2.1, 4.2.2  
Sections 5.5.1.6, 
5.6 and 5.9 

11.1.3 Mitigation Measures and Offsets 
Where mitigation measures or offsets are proposed to address an identified impact, include: 
 A description and an assessment of the expected or predicted effectiveness of the mitigation 

measures, including the timing of measures, this section must include, but not be limited to, an 
assessment of residential soundproofing (see section 11.2.3 of a reference to current Australian 
Government policy on this issue) and subsequent ventilation measures, minimisation of low flying 
heights and the use of curfews.  

Need for mitigation measures 
are discussed for noise, air 
quality and hazard and risk 

Sections 5.6 and 
5.9 
Sections 6.3.6 
and 6.4.3 
Sections 7.8 and 
7.10  
 

  If environmental impacts cannot be effectively mitigated or avoided provide a description of any 
proposed offsets, including a process to consult with local residents and Ipswich City Council to 
develop an offsets package. 

Offsets are not proposed  n/a 

  An indicative cost estimate for implementing mitigation measures or offsets Proposed mitigation measures 
are all within existing Defence 
procedures. Offsets are not 
proposed.  

n/a 

  A consolidation list of mitigation measures proposed to be undertaken to prevent, minimise or 
manage the impacts of the action 

Consolidated list provided Executive 
Summary and 
Chapter 9 

  A description of management procedures setting out a framework for continuing management, 
mitigation and monitoring programs for the relevant impacts to the action, including any provisions 
for independent environmental auditing 

Management procedures are 
described for aircraft 
operations, noise, air quality 
and hazard and risk.  

Section 2.4.1 and 
2.4.2 
Sections 5.5.1.6, 
and 5.7 
specifically 5.7.4 
Sections 6.3.6 
and 6.4.2 
Sections 7.8 and 
7.9 
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11.1.4 Monitoring and Reporting 
Determine the need for environmental impacts to be monitored. Identify any baseline monitoring that 
may be required before flying operations of the ASH aircraft begin and discuss in the relevant 
subsections. Identify the parameters to be monitored, and their response trigger values and response 
activities, along with procedural and compliance audit programs and reporting requirements and 
arrangements to be implemented to demonstrate the effectiveness of management and monitoring 
(linked to environmental management system/environmental management plan procedures). 

Need for monitoring discussed 
for noise, air quality and hazard 
and risk. 

Sections 5.5.1.6, 
and 5.7 
specifically 5.6.4 
Sections 6.3.6 
and 6.4.2 
Sections 7.8 and 
7.9 

 Matters that must be considered in the proposed monitoring program include: 
 Comprehensive monitoring of ground noise levels, flight paths and aircraft noise, and outline details 

of the monitoring program (frequency of monitoring, parameters to be monitored, reporting to the 
community etc.) 

Noise and Flight Path 
Monitoring System discussed 

Section 5.7.4 

  Monitoring of the incidence of bird and bat strike and frequency of other incidents involving aircraft 
in potentially hazardous situations. 

Management of bird strike 
discussed 

Sections 7.8, 7.9 
and 7.10 

  Monitoring of the adequacy of emergency procedures developed to deal with fire, explosion etc. 
Associated with an aircraft crash in urban or bushland areas, and fuel dumped by aircraft during 
emergency situations. 

Management of emergencies 
discussed 

Sections 7.9 and 
7.10 

  Provision for liaison/consultation with relevant authorities, community and user groups, including 
government agencies, residents, researchers, educational institutions etc. in relation to monitoring 
and verification results 

Consultation with stakeholders 
discussed 

Sections 5.7.3 
and 7.9.2 
 

  Ongoing noise monitoring by the Noise and Flight Path Monitoring System to confirm predicted 
noise levels and to monitor impacts (such monitoring may result in changes to operations at the 
RAAF Base Amberley and other key locations) 

Role of NFPMS is discussed Section 5.7.4 

  Information dissemination regarding hours of operation at the RAAF Base Amberley and other key 
locations (if such information does not jeopardise national security)  to the broader community 

Operational times for aircraft 
flying activities have been 
provided in the Draft PER. 
Ongoing community 
consultation is discussed 

Section 2.4.1 and 
2.4.4 
Section 5.7.3 
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 Information on monitoring programs could also include details of measures for: 
 Detecting and documenting differences between predicted and actual impacts 
 Identifying non-predicted impacts and for implementing appropriate reporting and remedial 

procedures 
 Applying contingency arrangements 
 Reviewing the effectiveness of monitoring and control arrangements 
 Reviewing consultation and management arrangements with regulatory authorities and the 

community including processes for dispute resolution. 

Requirements for monitoring 
have been considered as part 
of the assessments – noise, air 
quality and hazard and risk. 

Sections 5.5.1.6, 
and 5.7 
specifically 5.7.4 
Sections 6.3.6 
and 6.4.2 
Sections 7.8 and 
7.9 

 The following sections illustrate the types of impacts that need to be considered in the PER as a 
minimum. There may be other environmental issues that are identified during the course of the PER 
investigations. These issues (if any) will also need to be addressed as part of the PER documentation. 

General environmental issues 
have been addressed 

Chapters 5, 6, 7 
and 8 

11.2 
11.2.1 

Aircraft Noise 
Existing Noise Environment 
Describe the existing noise environment at the near RAAF Base Amberley.  Discuss issues relating to 
existing ambient noise levels and characteristics and identify noise sensitive facilities and areas, 
including: 

Existing noise environment is 
described 

Section 5.4.1 

  Relevant meteorological conditions (including frequency and characteristics of temperature 
inversions) and any topographical features which may influence noise of vibration impacts 

Meteorological conditions are 
discussed. 

Section 5.4.2 

  Current levels of aircraft noise and comment on how noise levels have changed over time Existing noise levels (F-111) 
have been identified 

Sections 5.4.3 
and 5.5.1.3 

  Existing, developing and potential or proposed areas of residential development, both on and off 
Amberley Air Base, which may be exposed to aircraft noise; 

Areas have been identified in 
regard to maximum noise levels 
and ANEC/ANEF 

Sections 5.5.1.3, 
5.5.1.4, 5.5.1.6 
and 5.9 

  Community and other facilities which may be noise sensitive(including health, aged, disabled and 
child care centres, places of worship, educational and recreational facilities, veterinary clinics, 
wildlife parks or zoos etc.)  Indicating the location of the facilities using maps and other suitable 
means and where possible, the number of people potentially exposed at each facility. 

Sensitive receivers have been 
identified, including numbers 
using each facility 

Sections 4.2, 
4.3.3 and 4.4 

  Environmentally sensitive areas (e.g. wildlife habitat) which may be noise or vibration sensitive. Wildlife habitat is identified Section 4.7.2 

  Existing strategies for management of aircraft noise The Super Hornet Operational 
Profile minimises aircraft noise 

Sections 2.4 and 
5.7 

 Aerial photographs, maps, figures and diagrams should be included and referred to wherever possible 
to assist the general reader understand issues identified by the assessment. 

Figures are included Figures 5-1 to 
5-20 
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11.2.2 Changes to Noise Environment 
Provide aircraft noise predictions for the potential runway and airspace operating configurations that are 
considered operationally practicable and include seasonal predictions and prediction based on the 
predominant operating modes under prevailing meteorological conditions.   

Maximum noise level 
predictions are provided 

Section 5.5.1.3 

 In addition to expressing noise impact in terms of average measures, the PER must include information 
about peak noise levels, frequency of overflights, and the times that day overflights could occur, 
compare maximum aircraft noise levels to existing ambient noise levels and characteristics, and discuss 
the effects of changes in noise exposure. The public must be able to readily access the following 
information for the proposed operating configurations: 

Additional noise information 
and comparison to ambient 
noise levels are provided. 

Sections 2.4, 
5.5.1.3, 5.5.1.4, 
5.5.1.5 and 5.5.3 

  Where the flight paths are likely to be and the height of the aircraft using those flight paths Flight paths and heights 
identified. 

Sections 2.4.2 
and 5.5.1.1 

  At what times are aircraft likely to use the flight path, in particular, usage during noise sensitive 
times – night, early morning, evenings and weekend 

Timing of flights identified Sections 2.4.1, 
2.4.4 and 5.5 

  How often are aircraft likely to use each flight path Frequency of flights identified 
(NX contours) 

Sections 2.4.2 
and 5.5.1.4 

  Variations in activity level from hour to hour, day to day, week to week, month to month and long 
term trends 

Variations in activities are 
identified 

Section 2.4.1  

  Impacts during peak activity events, e.g. major tactical operations resulting in significant increases 
in activity, whether these are on or off the RAAF Base Amberley 

Recognition of peak events and 
managed through consultation 

Sections 2.4.4.1 
and 5.5.1 

  Noise levels from individual flights to indicate the extent to which noise decays with distance from 
the air base (it may be useful to supplement this information with graphics showing aircraft heights 
along each of the flight paths) 

Discussion on Super Hornet 
noise levels around the Base. 
Figures provided showing 
heights 

Section 5.5.1.3 
Figure 5-6 
Figures 5-3 and 
5-4 

 Specific sound pressure level information must be provided in addition to the information on flight paths 
and aircraft movement numbers/times. This must include, but not necessarily be limited to, information 
showing: 
 Single event maximum dB(A) levels for ASH aircraft on all flight paths; this must include an 

assessment of the impact of variations in flight paths on maximum dB(A), and discuss the effects of 
varying aircraft operating procedures (e.g. use of flaps or full engine thrust for landings) on the 
noise exposure levels; 

L(A)max has been assessed for 
identified flight paths 

Section 5.5.1.3 
Transparent 
Noise Information 
Package (TNIP) 

  N70s – the number of noise events per unit time above 70 dB(A) (and any other relevant sound 
pressure level such as 80 dB(A); this information must include scenarios showing variations in 
noise patterns due to seasonal and meteorological factors 

NX contours have been 
assessed 
 

Section 5.5.1.4 
TNIP 
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Effects of meteorological 
conditions are discussed 

Figures 5-7 to 5-9 
Section 5.5.3 

  Flight profiles in 3 dimensional graphics illustrating L(A)max single event, N70 and above Super Hornet figures are 
provided 

Figures 2-7 to 
2-11 
TNIP 

 The above information must be generated for the current situation, any feasible alternatives to the 
proposal, and also for a 10 year time horizon from the operational date to present a clear picture of the 
potential changes that may be brought about in the noise environment. 

See above 
F-111 figures are provided 

See above 
Figures 2-12 to 
2-14 
TNIP 

 Information must be made available in disaggregated form and, in line with the recommendations of the 
Senate Select Committee on Aircraft Noise in Sydney, cover areas which extend far beyond the 20 
Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) contour. The information must be made available on a 
CD_ROM as part of the PER and must utilise the Australian Department of Infrastructure, Transport, 
Regional Development and Local Government’ software – Transparent Noise Information Package – to 
enable the public to undertaken their own ‘what-if’ analyses. The assumptions made in deriving this 
information must be clearly stated. 

TNIP CD to be provided 
separately. 

Sections 5.2.4 
CD provided 
separately 

11.2.3 Aircraft Noise Impacts 
Fully assess the environmental impact of aircraft operations in air (i.e. take-off, circuits and landing) and 
the effects of aircraft operations on the ground (i.e. taxiing, engine run-up and other noise associated 
with aircraft operations and maintenance testing) 

A noise assessment has been 
undertaken of the ASH aircraft 

Sections 5.5 and 
5.6 

 Fully assess the potential disturbance to everyday activities, existing and proposed, created by aircraft 
noise with reference to current research.  This must include, but not necessarily be limited to: 
 Assessment of noise impacts on educational and health facilities, including effects on student 

communication, concentration and learning abilities, and on other noise sensitive community 
facilities; 

Assessment of impact on 
sensitive receivers and 
students undertaken. 

Sections 5.6 and 
5.6.4.2. 

  Discussion on the effects of aircraft noise on particular groups of people who may be especially 
vulnerable to such effects. These groups may include: 

o Preschool children 
o Students 
o The aged 
o Hospital and nursing home patients 
o Shift workers 

Assessment of impacts on 
vulnerable people undertaken. 

Section 5.6, 
specifically 5.6.3 
(shift workers) 
and 5.6.4.2 
(children and 
students) 
 

  This section must include a discussion of noise levels that may cause fright or startle people and Discussion of causing fright Sections 5.6.5 
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animals provided and 5.6.6 

  discussion on the impact of changes to the noise environment on interruptions to everyday 
activities (in particular, sleep disturbance resulting from night-time operations), level of annoyance 
and effects on the physical and physiological health of the affected population 

Discussion of impacts to sleep 
and health provided. 

Sections 5.6.2 
and 5.6.4 

  discussion on the implication of aircraft noise on sensitive times of the day (e.g. late evening and 
early morning) and any proposed mitigation strategies 

Discussion of impacts relative 
to time of day discussed. 

Sections 5.6.2 
and 5.7.2 

  discussion of the impact of the changes to the noise environment on the liveable amenity of 
residents, including outdoor activities 

Discussion of impacts on 
outdoor activities provided. 

Sections 5.6 
generally and 
5.6.5 specifically 

  discussion of changes to the noise environment on property values Discussion of impacts on 
property values provided. 

Section 5.6.1 

  discussion of noise impacts on existing or proposed recreational, conservation heritage or 
wilderness areas, including impacts on the amenity and the wildlife using those areas  

Discussion of impact on 
recreational, conservation and 
wildlife values provided. 

Sections 5.6.5 
and 5.6.6 

  discussion of aircraft noise impacts on everyday activities existing on RAAF Base Amberley Discussion of impacts on 
everyday activities provided. 

Section 5.5.1.6  

 Discuss equity issues and explain the principles behind the development of new flight tracks justifying 
the approach taken. 

Discussion of flight tracks 
provided. 

Section 2.4.3 

 Clearly show the land use and planning implications for each of the nominated alternative operating 
configurations through the use of an ANEF analysis.   This must include, but not necessarily limited to: 
 generation of (Australian Noise Exposure Concept) ANECs for each of the alternatives with a 

planning horizon of 10 years 

Impacts from the 2006 ANEC 
and 2018 ANEF are discussed. 

Section 5.9 

  estimated number of both the current and proposed people, houses, schools, hospitals and 
community facilities and other land use types in each contour 

Estimated number of people 
and buildings impacted is 
provided. 

Sections 5.9.2.1 
and 5.9.2.2 

  discussion of the potential restrictions on future use of land under each of the options Restrictions on future land uses 
are identified. 

Section 5.9.2.3 

  assessment of impacts on existing, developing and potential or proposed areas of residential 
development 

Restrictions on future land uses 
are identified. 

Section 5.9.2.3 
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 The PER must examine the need for, and discuss the implications of noise amelioration measures 
being implemented in the higher noise zones.  This analysis must include, but not necessarily be limited 
to, the: 
 estimation of the number of both current and proposed people, houses, schools, hospital, 

community facilities and other land use types in each contour 

Sensitive land uses and 
population have been 
estimated within L(A)max 
contours 

Section 5.5.1.3 

  description of the effects of different types of structure and design (including type of ventilation 
outlets) and buildings materials on noise levels on residential dwellings and other noise sensitive 
facilities 

Discussion is provided 
regarding buildings design and 
noise effects. 

Section 5.8 

  estimation of the costs (both capital and ongoing), effectiveness and feasibility of insulating houses 
(and where necessary installing air conditioning) and other buildings affected by aircraft noise and 
discuss current Australian Government policy regarding the acquisition and insulation of buildings 
affected by aircraft noise 

Insulation costs estimates are 
provided for a dwelling and a 
community facility. 
Government policy is discussed 

Section 5.8 
 
Section 5.10 

  An understanding of the South East Queensland subtropical lifestyle preference for ‘outdoor living’ Community values are 
discussed 
Potential noise impacts are 
discussed in regard to outdoor 
and indoor impacts 

Section 4.6.1 
 
Sections 5.6.5, 
5.6.8 and 5.11 

  An understanding of the environmental and economic impacts of installing mechanical ventilation 
and air conditioning as opposed to passive ventilation and cooling 

Discussion of environmental 
and economic impacts is 
provided. 

Sections 5.8.2 
and 5.8.5 

 Given the known uncertainties in predicting aircraft noise (due, for example, to weather related 
variations in runway and flight path use) the PER must report the likely range in any predictions and 
indicate the sensitivity of the predictions to errors/changes in the individual components of the 
predictions . This information is often best portrayed through the use of “what if scenarios”. Recognition 
must be given to the fact that long term predictions are prone to significant uncertainty. For long term 
horizons, an approach based on ‘feasible scenarios’ rather than ‘predictions’ may give a more useful 
picture of possible future noise exposure patterns. 

Flying operations forecast 
reliability is discussed 
The noise predictions from INM 
are discussed.  
Role of NFPMS is discussed in 
regard to comparing actual 
noise levels with the predictions 

Section 2.5 
 
Section 5.3 
 
Section 5.7.4 

 The PER must put forward options for managing aircraft noise as the number of aircraft movements at 
the Base increases over time.  In particular, strategies for monitoring and reporting noise and tracking 
changes in aircraft noise must be developed and concepts for facilitating community involvement in the 
discussion of ways to manage change in the noise environment discussed.  

Mitigation and monitoring is 
discussed. 

Section 5.7 
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11.2.4 Other Noise Issues 
A range of other noise related issues need to be addressed.  These include , but are not necessarily 
limited to: 
 Assessment of noise associated with ground running of aircraft and other noise associated with 

aircraft operation and maintenance testing. 

Noise impacts on-Base are 
discussed. 

Section 5.5.1.6 

  Discussion and assessment of the effectiveness of possible introduction of noise abatement 
procedures and other ameliorative measures for both air traffic and surface traffic 

Noise mitigation measures are 
identified. 

Sections 5.7 

  Discussion on the impact on residential and other property values due to aircraft operations  Impacts on property values are 
discussed. 

Section 5.6.1 

  Description of the likelihood of noise induced vibrations Noise induced vibration is 
discussed. 

Section 5.6.8 

  Discussion of modifying effects on ground noise exposure levels, including topography, weather 
(e.g. temperature inversions), masking, deviation from standard instrument departure routes 

Meteorological conditions and 
impacts on noise levels are 
discussed. 

Section 5.5.3 

 Consider the short-term and long-term effects with comment on whether the impacts are reversible or 
irreversible 

Noise impacts are discussed. Sections 5.6 

11.3 Air Quality 
Analyse and describe the contribution and impacts of ASH flying operations on air quality at the local 
and regional scale.  Identify the existing air environment values of the Amberley area that may be 
affected by the proposal including: 

Air quality assessment has 
been undertaken 
Existing environmental values 
are described. 

Chapter 6 
 
Section 6.2 

  A description of the relationship of the site to the regional air drainage basin and of diurnal and 
seasonal variations in air pollution levels and the influence of short term weather phenomena.  
Reference must be made to levels of hydrocarbons, suspended particulate matter, carbon 
monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, sulfur dioxide, ozone, reactive organic compounds, lead and air 
toxics 

Description of existing 
conditions in relation to regional 
dispersion and pollutants 

Sections 6.2.2 
and 6.2.3 

  Relevant weather characteristics including winds, fogs and temperature inversions and any 
topographic features which may affect the dispersion of air pollutants 

Meteorological data and 
climatological influences have 
been described. 

Sections  6.2.1 
and 6.2.2 

 Specific air quality issues to be considered and addressed include: 
 The identification of emissions sources, the nature and levels of emissions, including oxides of 

nitrogen, hydrocarbons, reactive organic compounds, sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, lead, 
particulates, odours and air toxics 

Existing air quality environment 
described, including emission 
sources 

Sections 6.2.3 
and 6.3.1 
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  The extent to which nitrogen oxides and volatile hydrocarbon emissions from  the proposal and 
existing emission sources within the region may contribute to the generation of photochemical 
smog 

Discussion regarding 
photochemical smog 

Section 6.3.5.2 

  Changes to the air quality and identification of affected populations in the study area, taking into 
account the spatial and temporal variations and the contribution of other sources 

Modelling results are provided 
for air quality changes at 
selected sensitive receivers. 

Sections 6.3.4.1, 
6.3.4.2 and 6.3.5 
Appendix J 

  Impact of changes to air quality on the health of potentially affected populations, including long and 
short term effects , impacts on especially sensitive groups (e.g. children, the elderly, sufferers of 
respiratory illness such as asthma) and on children development and learning 

Health impacts as a result of 
exposure to air pollution has 
been discussed. 

Section 6.3.5 
specifically 
6.3.5.3 

  Effects of aircraft emissions on water catchment areas, domestic rain water tanks supplying 
household water, and on everyday activities (e.g. on clothes drying and swimming pools) 

Impacts of emissions from 
aircraft on water quality is 
discussed 

Sections 6.3.5.4 
and 6.3.5.5 

  Emergency fuel dumping procedures, including designating areas for such contingencies, effects 
on weather conditions on fuel dumping occurring, Defence’s response to emergency fuel dumping , 
effects of fuel dumping 

Effect of fuel dumping 
discussed. 

Section 6.3.5.5 

  Potential impact on the fabric of buildings Air quality impacts of aircraft 
emissions with regard to the 
potential impact on buildings 
are addressed.  

Section 6.3.5.4 

  Changes to odour arising from fuel aviation fuel emissions including procedures for recording 
nuisance caused by ambient odours 

Complaints procedure 
regarding air quality is 
discussed. 

Section 6.3.6 

  Estimated “greenhouse “ gas emissions, including design and procedural measures to reduce such 
emissions 

A greenhouse gas assessment 
has been undertaken for the 
Super Hornet and results 
reported 

Section 6.4.2 

  Possible management measures for all significant emission sources, including those for aircraft 
operations, aircraft fuelling and fuel storage 

Potential need for additional 
management measures is 
discussed. 

Sections 6.3.6 
and 6.4.3 

  Details on current or proposed air quality monitoring programs Details have been provided of 
current monitoring stations and 
the monitoring program for 
RAAF Base Williamtown.   

Section 6.2.3 
Section 6.3.5 
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11.4 Aircraft Hazards and Risk 
Undertake a quantitative risk assessment to assess the impacts on individual and societal risk levels.  
This must compare the risk currently experienced to that with the proposed flying operations of ASH 
aircraft and include the following: 

A hazard and risk assessment 
has been undertaken. 

Chapter 7 and 
Appendix K 

  Probability analysis of aircraft accidents with reference to military aircraft incidents within Australia 
and, to the extent relevant, Super Hornet aircraft world-wide 

A probability analysis has been 
undertaken. 

Section 7.6 

  Consequences of aircraft accidents (including crashes on the Base, crashes in residential areas, 
crashes in industrial areas, crashed with other aircraft, crashes into or over water catchments and 
storage reservoirs, aircraft fuel spills, ignition of bushfires etc) 

Consequences of accidents 
have been undertaken. 

Sections 7.6 and 
7.7 

  The effect the flight paths and frequency of aircraft movements on the risk of accidents involving 
residential and industrial areas 

Effect of flight paths has been 
described. 

Section 7.6 

  Identification of sites, on or near the airport that attracts birds or bats and the typical routes used by 
birds and bats taking into account seasonal variation 

Bird and bat sites have been 
identified 

Sections 4.7, 
4.7.3 and 7.5.4 

  The relative risk of bird strike, including quantative and qualitative discussion of: 
o Any difference in risk between the present and proposed flying operations 
o The anticipated magnitude of the risk under proposed flying operations 
o How the risk of bird strike is presently managed, and how the risk is proposed to be 

managed for the proposed flying operations 
o How successful planned measures are likely to be 
o What the consequences of each level of risk are expected to be 

Risk of bird strike has been 
assessed 

Sections 7.5.4 
and 7.7  

 Additional issues to be discussed include: 
 An assessment of fire risks, including bushfire risk, and discuss fire control and management 

proposals along with details of fire safety measures for treatment of hazardous material spills 

An assessment of fire risk has 
been undertaken 

Sections 7.6.7, 
7.7, and 7.9.3  

  A description of relationships with disaster control organisations including command and control  Command and control 
relationships have been 
described 

Section 7.9.2 

  Measures to reduce the risk of hazardous incidents affecting the public and environment Mitigation measures have been 
identified. 

Sections 7.8 and 
7.10. 

11.5 Social/Community Issues 
Address community impacts issues arising from the proposal, including: 
 A description of key demographic characteristics of the Amberley/Ipswich area, including 

demographic trends 

A description of socio-economic 
characteristics is provided. 

Section 4.3 
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  Impacts on local and regional communities including impacts on demographic characteristics due to 
redevelopment or changes in land values 

A description of impacts is 
provided. 

Sections 5.6.1 
and 8.1.1 

  Impacts on potential Native Title claimants A description of impacts is 
provided. 

Section 8.1.2 

  Impacts on radio, television and mobile phone reception A description of impacts is 
provided. 

Section 8.1.3 

11.6 Public Health Impacts 
Discuss human health impacts arising from the proposal, with reference to the findings of key aircraft 
impact assessments including those relating to noise, air quality, hazards and risk and social/community 
issues.  Give consideration to the demographic characteristics of the sub-region and the prevalence of 
the existing medical conditions.  Describe the capacity of health services to meet potential demands. 

Public health impacts are 
investigated as part of the 
assessments. 

Sections 5.6.4, 
6.3.5.3, 7.6.3, 7.7 
and 8.1 

12 Community Consultation 
Outline the methodology that will be adopted to identify and mitigate socio-economic impacts of the 
project and include a list of all persons, community groups, government agencies etc.  the proponent 
proposes to consult.  Include information about the consultation that has already taken place, and the 
results of such consultation (including Defence’s response), and statement (s) outlining the views of the 
community groups that may be affected 

Methodology is described. 
 
 
 
Socio-economic impacts were 
investigated. 
Consultation activities have 
been described. 

Section 1.3.3 and 
specifically 
Section 1.3.3.5 
 
Section 5.6 and 
Chapter 8 
Section 1.4 and 
Appendix E 

 The public consultation program must provide opportunities for community involvement and education.  
It may include interviews with individuals, public meetings, interest group meetings, production of 
regular summary information updates, and other consultation mechanisms to encourage and facilitate 
active public consultation.  It should ensure the timing and location of consultation activities best meets 
community needs.  It may require the specific targeting of some groups to ensure their active 
involvement in the process. 

See above. 
Consultation events will be 
provided. 
Consultation materials have 
been prepared to support the 
Draft PER. 

See above. 
 

 The consultation process should aim to achieve extensive notification of the proposal in the local, city 
wide and regional print media, static displays in public venues e.g. divisional offices, libraries (including 
mobile libraries), State and Federal elected representative offices and local shopping centres.  
Information should be provided in the local community newsletters such as school and church bulletins 

See above. See above 

 The public consultation process must cover all issues of concern to local community and interest groups 
regarding ASH flight operations noise and should extend from project planning through to operations. 

See above. See above 
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13 Information Sources 
For information given in the PER, state: 
 The source of the information; 
 How recent the information is; 
 How the reliability of the information was tested; and 
 What uncertainties (if any) are in the information. 

Operational profile provided 
description of operations. 
Reliability of operational 
forecasts and assumptions for 
assessment were described. 
Information sources are 
generally identified in the 
Bibliography as well as in 
specific chapters. 

Sections 2.3 and 
2.4 
Sections 2.5  and 
2.6 and Appendix 
F 
Chapters 10 
References 
Chapters 2 to 8 

14 Glossary 
A glossary defining technical terms and abbreviations used in the text should be included to help the 
general reader. 

Glossary table provided for all 
terms and acronyms used in 
the Draft PER 

Glossary (before 
Executive 
Summary) 

15 References 
A bibliography of all reference cited in the text of the EPR is to be included. 

A bibliography containing all 
sources used for the Draft PER 
is provided. 

Chapter 10 
References 

16 
16.1 

Appendices 
Cross-reference with the guidelines 
This section must provide a cross reference of the findings of the relevant sections of the PER, where 
the potential impacts and mitigation measures associated with the project are described, with the 
corresponding sections of the PER guidelines. 

Cross –reference table 
prepared. 

Appendix C 

16.2 Studies 
Major studies or reports that are conducted in the preparation of the PER are to be included as 
appendices. 

Rehbein AOS (Aviation Hazard 
and Risk) report is provided. 

Appendix K 

16.3 Study Team 
Provide information about the study team including the qualifications and experience of the study team 
and specialist sub-consultants and expert reviewers. 

Study team has been 
described. 

Appendix D 

16.4 Environmental record of person proposing to take the action 
Provide details of any proceedings under a Commonwealth, or State law for the protection of the 
environment or the conservation and sustainable use of natural resources against the person proposing 
to take the action. 

Environmental record of the 
proponent is described. 

Appendix A 

 Provide details of the Department of Defence and the Royal Australian Air Force’s environmental policy 
and planning framework. 

Defence Environment Policies 
are described. 

Appendix A and 
Section 3.4 
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Appendix D Study Team 
Role Name Function Qualifications 

Project Management Team 
Project Director 
Technical Reviewer 
 

Michelle Watson SKM Defence Client 
Manager - Queensland 
 

Bachelor of Applied Science Environmental Studies, 
James Cook University 
Graduate Diploma in Science – Ecology and Evolution, 
University of Queensland  

Project Manager Gavin 
Elphinstone 

Executive 
Environmental Planner 
/ Team  Leader 
Environmental Planning 

Bachelor of Urban & Regional Planning (Honours, 
Class II, Div I), University of New England, 1991.  

Assistant Project 
Manager 

Cara 
Westerman 

Environmental Planner Master of Urban and Regional Planning, Queensland 
University of Technology, 2009. 
Bachelor of Built Environment, Urban and Regional 
Planning, Queensland University of Technology, 2006. 

EPBC Technical 
Review 

Hunter 
Brownscombe 

Section Manager – 
Natural Resources and 
Management 

Master of Environmental Management, Griffith 
University, Brisbane, 1998 
Bachelor of Science (Forestry), Australian National 
University, Canberra, 1984 

Noise Assessment 
Noise Impact 
Assessment 
Management 

Dr Norm Broner National Practice 
Leader – Acoustics, 
Noise and Vibration 

B.E. (Hons.), M. Eng. Sci., Monash University, 1977 
Ph.D. (Psychoacoustics), University of London, 1979 

Noise Impact 
Assessment 
Technical Review 

Paul Walsh Senior Engineer - 
Acoustics 

Diploma of Mechanical Engineering, Swinburne College 
of Technology, 1976 

Air Quality 
Air Quality Technical 
Review 

Shane 
Lakmaker 

Senior Atmospheric 
Scientist 

Bachelor of Technology (Atmospheric Science), 
Macquarie University 
 

Air Emissions 
Inventory support/ Air 
Dispersion Modelling 
support 

Dr Mathew 
Pickett 

Env Scientist - Air 
Pollution, Greenhouse 

PhD BSc (Hons) 

Air Quality Impact 
Assessment 

Niall Carey Environmental 
Engineer 
Team Leader – Air 
Quality and Acoustics 

Bachelor of Chemical Engineering (Honours), 
University of Queensland, 1998 
Masters of Environmental Engineering, Griffith 
University, 2004 

Planning and Land Use 
Planning and Land 
Use 

Cara 
Westerman 

Environmental Planner Master of Urban and Regional Planning, Queensland 
University of Technology, 2009. 
Bachelor of Built Environment, Urban and Regional 
Planning, Queensland University of Technology, 2006. 

Social Planning 
Social Impact 
Assessment 

Scott Cawrse Senior Social Planner/ 
SKM Team Leader 
Social and 

Postgraduate Diploma of Education (Learning 
Communities) Charles Darwin University, 2004 
Postgraduate Certificate of Education (Human 
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Role Name Function Qualifications 

Environmental Planning Resource Development), University of Tasmania, 2003 
Bachelor of International Business (Economics, 
Indonesian), Flinders University, 1998 

Social Impact 
Assessment 
Technical Review 

Nicole 
Sommerville 

Senior Social Planner 
/SKM Practice Leader 
Social Planning 

BPlanning (Hons 1),  
Associate Diploma in Built Environment (Architecture), 
University of South Australia, 1996 
Graduate Certificate in Legal Studies, Northern 
Territory University, 2001 

Social Impact 
Assessment Support 

Michael 
Baranovic 

Graduate Social 
Planner 

Master of Development Practice, University of 
Queensland, 2008. 
Bachelor of Arts (International Relations and 
Psychology) University of Queensland, 2003 

Communications 
Consultation Manager Greg Lee Senior Communication 

Advisor 
Bachelor of Applied Science and a Masters of Business 
Administration. 

Consultation Support Ruth Cushley Senior Communication 
and Community 
Consultant 

Bachelor of Business, Majoring in Communication and 
Public Relations – Queensland University of 
Technology, 1999 – 2002  
Bachelor of Arts, Majoring in Media Studies and 
Ancient/Modern History – University of Queensland, 
1997 – 2002  

Aviation Safety (Rehbein AOS) 
Lead Aviation 
Consultant  

Ben Hargreaves National Manager 
Aviation – Rehbein 
AOS Airport Consultant 

Master of Engineering (Civil), University of Durham 
(UK), 1997 
Master of Science, Airport Planning & Management, 
Loughborough University (UK), 2005 

Senior Aviation 
Consultant  

Kevin Moore Senior  Aviation 
Consultant – Rehbein 
AOS Airport Consultant 

CAA ISO 9000/9001 Senior Auditor course, 1997 
Dept of Aviation F28 pilot engineering course 1983 
DOT Merlin III pilot engineering course, 1974 
Qantas DC3 pilot engineering course, 1970 
RAAF Flying Instructor Course, 1966 
RAAF Maritime Headquarters Course, 1964 
RAAF Pilot Course, 1962-1963 

Aviation Risk 
Consultant 

Bill Long  Senior Aviation 
Consultant 

Master of Arts – Management 
Bachelor of Science – Aviation Management 
Toastmasters International Competent 
Communicator/Competent Leader 

Spatial Analysis 
Spatial Analyst Natasha Tippet Spatial Analyst Bachelor of Science in Geomatics Engineering with 

Internship and Minor in Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation, Faculty of Engineering, University of 
Calgary, 2005 

Graphic Design 
Senior Graphic 
Design Manager 

Ashley Bullas Graphic Designer Masters of New Media 
Graduate Diploma of Graphic Communication 
Graduate Diploma of Education 
Bachelor of Arts 
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Role Name Function Qualifications 

Graphic Designer Linda Ferguson Graphic Designer Diploma of Graphic Design, 2000 
Certificate III Fine Arts 
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Appendix E Consultation 
A community consultation strategy has been developed to ensure internal and external stakeholders are 
provided ample opportunity to understand and contribute to the Draft PER and to assist Defence in creating 
positive legacies through value added recommendations.    

The SKM project team, in partnership with RAAF, will conduct the engagement activities in the lead up to, and 
during, the Draft Super Hornet PER consultation phase from the 21st of August to the 2nd of October, 2009.  

The communication objectives for the Draft Australian Super Hornet PER consultation are as follows. 

 To enhance Defence’s reputation in the community and with the environmental regulator (DEWHA). 
 Create awareness and understanding of the Super Hornet flying operations through the distribution of 

information in the Draft PER. 
 Ensure a timely community engagement process to distribute the Draft PER in order to support the 

objectives  and  decision-making  processes  for  Super Hornet flying operations at RAAF Base Amberley. 
 Ensure early identification of potential stakeholder issues and implement appropriate strategies to 

mitigate these issues and address them through the consultation period. 
 Provide information and assistance to minimise inconvenience to community members and other 

stakeholders during future flying operations. 
 Ensure community concerns or views are understood and considered by engaging on the Draft PER and 

any future decision making aspects of flying operations at RAAF Base Amberley. 
 Evaluate the community engagement processes used for this project to ensure continuous process 

improvement and enhancement. 
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E.1 Consultation Activities 
The following activities have been identified for this project. 

Consultation Activity Description 

Project information 
Channels 

Three project information channels will be established – a freecall 1800 project 
information line, A project email address and a reply paid post facility. These 
information channels will be available for the duration of the consultation period and 
will allow for points of contact with the project team, an avenue for stakeholder 
feedback and a general point of information.  

Website An ASH PER website has been established to promote awareness of the PER 
process and ensure information is disseminated to the public effectively and 
efficiently. The website allows the public to access project information (e.g. fact 
sheets), publicise community engagement opportunities throughout the project and 
allow the community to send queries to project members. 

Project Materials A range of project materials have been developed for the project including fact 
sheets, maps and posters for public display and CD-ROMs of the PER document.  

Media Print advertising, media releases and public notices have been placed in local 
media (The Australian, The Courier Mail and the Queensland Times) at key 
milestones leading up to the consultation period (and will occur during the 
consultation period).  
Other methods of circulating information through community networks will occur 
through public libraries, Council chambers, schools, church bulletins, community 
halls, local community groups (e.g. Lions, Rotary), local Chamber of Commerce and 
other community networks.  

Stakeholder 
Engagement 

Letters, information packs and PER CD-Roms have been prepared as part of the 
project and have been distributed to all key internal and external stakeholders 
alerting them to the PER process, community consultation dates, fact sheets and 
website details. 
Ministerial briefings have been, and will continue to be, undertaken key milestones 
throughout the PER process. 

Community Information 
Sessions 

Five staffed community information sessions and six unstaffed public displays are 
proposed throughout the neighbouring suburbs during the consultation period as a 
method of communicating the PER process to the community. 

Public Displays Staffed and unstaffed sessions have been planned to provide the local community 
with an opportunity to find out more about the project.  Sessions will be conducted 
during the consultation period.  
Staffed sessions allow the community to talk directly to the technical and 
consultation team. Defence personnel and SKM consultation team members would 
be available at staffed sessions to assist stakeholders with any information 
requirements.  

Community Reference 
Group 

The Amberley Consultative Working Group (ACWG) has been formed as a 
community reference group for the PER consultation process. The ACWG has been 
consulted, and provided feedback for the duration of the PER project. Following 
completion of the ASH PER process, the group will continue to be consulted directly 
by the RAAF on a range of other projects and issues. 
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E.2 List of Stakeholders Consulted  
The stakeholders consulted as part of the PER process to date include: 

 Federal Member for Blair; 
 State Members for Ipswich, Ipswich West and Lockyer; 
 Queensland Department of Infrastructure and Planning; 
 ICC Mayor;  
 ICC Councillors for Divisions 6, 8 and 10; 
 Ipswich City Council Strategic Planning and City Planning; 
 Amberley Consultative Working Group, a working group containing 17 persons from a range of 

community groups, including: 
– Brisbane Valley 1 Rural Neighbourhood Watch; 
– Willowbank Area (Residents) Group; 
– Marburg Residents Association; 
– Pine Mountain and District Progress Association; 
– Winston Glades Neighbourhood Watch; 
– Rosewood District Protection Organisation; 
– One Mile Neighbourhood Watch; 
– Leichhardt One Mile Community Centre; 
– Rosewood Walloon Consultative Committee; 
– Leichhardt and Wulkuraka Neighbourhood Watch; and 
– Walloon Thagoona Neighbourhood Watch. 
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E.3 Consultation Summary 
A summary of the consultation undertaken has been provided in the table below. 

Date Meeting attendees Details 
2 Sep 08 ICC City Planning staff Discuss broad environmental values in 

Ipswich area, proposed major 
developments and any potential issues 
Defence included ICC input in design of 
ASH operations 

26 Mar 09 ICC City Planning staff 
Qld DIP 

Discuss reviewed ASH operations and 
potential impacts on future land use and 
development 

30 Mar 09 Mayor of Ipswich 
Councillor for Division 10 
Senior Australian Defence Force Officer, Amberley 

First meeting of Amberley Community 
Engagement Forum, to establish 
interaction at executive level between 
base and ICC 

16 Apr 09 Kerri Byenhof (Willowbank Area (Residents) Group) First meeting of Amberley Consultative 
Working Group Barry Gratton (Marburg Residents Association) 

George Hatchman (Willowbank Area (Residents) Group) 

Rodney Newsham (Marburg Residents Association) 

Des Peters (Borallon Rural Watch) 

Anne Vaughan (Leichhardt and Wulkuraka 
Neighbourhood Watch) 

Maurie Vaughan (Leichhardt and Wulkuraka 
Neighbourhood Watch) 

22 Apr 09 SKM, ICC Discuss planning and sensitive land use 
information with ICC representatives.  
SKM sought ICC input to confirm 
sensitive receiver and land use 
information already compiled for the 
PER. 

13 May 09 SKM, ICC, Chris Huet Address specific issues raised in 
previous meeting between SKM and 
ICC regarding land use and noise 
information.  
Address consultation strategy going 
forward.  

23 Jun 09 Katrina Britton (Brisbane Valley 1 Rural Neighbourhood 
Watch) 

Second meeting of Amberley 
Consultative Working Group.  Data from 
Draft PER analysis were discussed with 
meeting attendees.  Ways to improve 
communication between the Base and 
the community were also canvassed.  

Glen Britton (Walloon Thagoona Neighbourhood 
Watch) 

Kerri Byenhof (Willowbank Area (Residents) Group) 

Ian Dainer (Willowbank Area (Residents) Group) 

Barry Gratton (Marburg Residents Association) 

George Hatchman (Willowbank Area (Residents) Group) 

Hans Laroo (One Mile Neighbourhood Watch) 

Rodney Newsham (Marburg Residents Association) 

Des Peters (Borallon Rural Watch) 

Anne Vaughan (Leichhardt and Wulkuraka 
Neighbourhood Watch) 

Maurie Vaughan (Leichhardt and Wulkuraka 
Neighbourhood Watch) 
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Appendix F PER Assumptions 
F.1 Chapter 4: Land Use and Social Context 
Trend projections are based on straight-line extrapolation of ABS data. 

Sensitive receivers for LAmax contours have been based on a commercial dataset provided by MapInfo 
(StreetPro). 
Future development areas have been based on development information provided within the SEQRP, Draft 
SEQRP and ICC. 

F.2 Chapter 5: Noise Assessment 
Noise modelling is based on the description of ASH flying operations contained in Chapter 2. 

Information used to calculate number of dwellings and residential population within noise contours was based 
on the following assumptions: 

 Number of residential zoned lots within the contour area (based on zoning provided by ICC);  
 Population is based on the number of residential zoned lots multiplied by the average persons per 

household (2006 Census); 
 Population numbers for population within the ANEC/ANEF contours have been based based on average 

persons per household of 2.8 for Ipswich LGA (ABS, 2006).  Population calculations for LAmax contours 
are based on average persons per household of 2.6 for Brisbane Statistical District (BSD). 

Dwelling type has been based on broad observational estimations to determine timber and tin (including brick 
houses with tin roofs) and brick and tile. 
Assumptions underlying insulation cost assessment are listed in Appendix I.7. 

F.3 Chapter 6: Air Quality 
Air quality modelling is based on the description of ASH flying operations contained in Chapter 2. 

An air quality assessment (SKM, 2006) for the RAAF Base Williamtown, including descriptions of key air 
pollution sources and air pollutant species for the assessment of an air force base with active fighter 
operations, determined: 

 The key air pollutant species for assessment of civil and military jet aircraft engines are hydrocarbons, 
carbon monoxide (CO); nitrogen dioxide (NO2); sulphur dioxide (SO2); and particulate matter (as PM10). 

 The worst-case air emission scenario for assessment is the most intensive hourly aircraft activity; i.e., a 
squadron take-off using After Burner (A/B) occurring in one hour. 

 Air emissions associated with the phases of flight ‘climbout’ and ‘approach’ are assumed to be 
insignificant with respect to ground level concentrations because of: 
a) Relatively high points of release of the air pollutants;  
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b) High buoyancy of the hot engine exhaust gases; and  
c) High initial spread of the pollutants due to high aircraft speed. 

 
The air quality assessment for the ASH aircraft assumes these conclusions are valid.   

The background level of CO in the Amberley area has been estimated based on measurement at 
Wooloongabba. 

The background level of formaldehyde in the Amberley area is assumed to be zero as there are no local 
sources. 

Assumptions underlying the use of the Calpuff dispersion model are identified in Appendix J.3. 

F.4 Chapter 7: Aviation Hazards and Risks 
Quantitative risk assessment is based on the description of ASH flying operations contained in Chapter 2. 

The predicted accident rate for the ASH is 1.7 per 100,000 flying hours. 

The area for quantitative risk assessment is within a 10 km radius of RAAF Base Amberley. 

The flying time relevant for quantitative risk assessment is that time spent in arrival, departure and circuit 
profiles within the Military Control Zone. 

A circuit will take 3.4 minutes to fly. 

A person occupies an area of one square metre. 

The reliability of the ASH engines is equal to or greater than the reliability of modern jet transport aircraft. 

F.5 Chapter 8: Social and Public Health  
 Information used to calculate number of dwellings and residential population within noise contours was 

based on the following assumptions: 
– Number of residential zoned lots within the contour area (based on zoning provided by ICC);  
– Population is based on the number of residential zoned lots multiplied by the average persons per 

household (2006 Census); 
– Population numbers for population within the ANEC/ANEF contours have been based based on 

average persons per household of 2.8 for Ipswich LGA (ABS, 2006).  Population calculations for 
LAmax contours are based on average persons per household of 2.6 for Brisbane Statistical District 
(BSD). 

Other assumption include: 
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 Sensitive receivers for LAmax contours have been based on a commercial dataset provided by MapInfo 
(StreetPro). 

 Future development areas have been based on development information provided within the SEQRP, 
Draft SEQRP and ICC; and 

 Dwelling type has been based on broad observational estimations to determine timber and tin (including 
brick houses with tin roofs) and brick and tile. 
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Appendix G Social Environment 
 Table G-10-1 Estimated Residential Population (ERP), 2006-2007 

ERP at 30 June Average annual change 

Localities 
2002 2006 2007 2002-2007 2006-2007 

no. no. no. % no. % 

Esk SLA 14,901 16,035 16,288 1.8 253 1.6 

Ipswich - Central SLA 67,812 71,672 72,731 1.4 1,059 1.5 

Ipswich - North SLA 7,400 8,060 8,178 2.0 118 1.5 

Ipswich - South West SLA 4,028 4,354 4,435 1.9 81 1.9 

Ipswich - West SLA 8,020 7,889 7,963 -0.1 74 0.9 

Ipswich City  128,655 143,746 148,806 3.0 5,060 3.5 

Queensland 3,714,937 4,091,546 4,182,062 2.4 90,516 2.2 
Source: ABS 2006c 

 

 Figure G-10-1 Spoke a Language Other Than English at Home, 1996-2006 (%) 

 
Source: ABS 2006d 
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 Figure G-10-2 Persons Born Elsewhere than Australia, 1996-2006 (%) 

 
Source: ABS 2006d 

 

 Figure G-10-3 Indigenous Persons, 1996-2006 (%) 

 
Source: ABS 2006d 
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 Table G-10-2 Family Type, 2006 (%) 

Localities Couple family 
without children 

Couple family with 
children One parent family 

Esk SLA 43.4 40.6 14.9 

Ipswich - Central SLA 34.8 42.6 21.0 

Ipswich - North SLA 32.8 57.8 8.6 

Ipswich - South West SLA 37.5 48.0 13.5 

Ipswich - West SLA 36.8 46.1 15.7 

Queensland 43.3 39.1 15.9 
Source: ABS 2006a 

 

 Table G-10-3 Education Attendance, 2006  
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Esk SLA 37.6 22.4 4.6 4.1 1.4 29.8 4,366 

Ipswich - Central SLA 37.7 20.6 6.7 7.9 1.7 25.4 20,951 

Ipswich - North SLA 41.9 23.5 5.7 9.8 1.7 17.4 2,624 

Ipswich - South West SLA 41.5 19.1 5.5 5.4 1.0 27.5 1,251 

Ipswich- West SLA 32.6 19.1 5.2 4.5 0.9 37.7 2,671 

Queensland 34.1 19.8 5.7 11.5 1.9 27.1 1,195,965 
Source: ABS 2006a 

 

 Table G-10-4 Household Income, 2006 

Localities Median Income ($/wk) Houses earning 
<$500/wk (%) 

Esk 765 24.4 

Ipswich - Central SLA 933 19.5 

Ipswich - North SLA 1,441 6.3 

Ipswich - South West SLA 1,026 17.5 

Ipswich - West SLA 1,048 17.6 

Queensland 1,033 18.2 
Source: ABS Census 2006 
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 Table G-10-5 Number of Students Enrolled  

School  Students Enrolled 

Amberley State SchoolA 202 

Leichhardt State School and Prep YearA 203 

Immaculate Heart SchoolB 182 

West Moreton Anglican CollegeC 1,412 
Source: AEducation Queensland, 2009; BImmaculate Heart, 2009; CWest Moreton Anglican College, 2009 
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Appendix H Key Environmental Values 
H.1 Listed Ecological Communities of RAAF Base Amberley 

Ecological Community Conservation Status Likelihood of 
Occurrence 

QLD C’wealth 

RE 12.9-10.3 - Eucalyptus moluccana and/or 
Corymbia citriodora open forest on sedimentary rocks 

Of Concern - Known 

RE 12.9-10.7 - Eucalyptus crebra, E. tereticornis + - 
Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora spp., E. 
melanophloia woodland 

Of Concern - Known 

RE 12.3.3 - Eucalyptus tereticornis woodland to open 
forest on alluvial plains 

Endangered - Known 

RE 12.9-10.11 - Melaleuca irbyana low open forest 
on sedimentary rocks 

 CE Known 

 

H.2 Listed Flora Species of RAAF Base Amberley 
Species Name Common Name Conservation Status Likelihood of 

Occurrence 
QLD C’wealth 

Melaleuca irbyana Swamp Tea Tree R - Known 
Callitris baileyi Bailey’s Cypress Pine R - Likely 
Eucalyptus curtisii Plunkett Mallee R - May 
Cryptostylis hunteriana Leafless Tongue Orchid - V May 
Marsdenia coronata Slender Milkvine V V May 
Thesium australe Austral Toadflax V V Likely  
Indigofera baileyi  R - May 
Hernandia bivalvis Grease Nut R - Improbable 
Pterostylis nigricans Dark Greenhood R - Likely 
Kunzea flavescens  R - May 
Myriophyllum implicatum orchard R - May 
Marsdenia hemiptera Rusty Vine R - Improbable 
Senna acclinis Rainforest Cassia R - May 
Choricarpia subargentea Giant Ironwood R - Improbable 
Caustis blakei subsp. 
macarantha 

Macrantha Koala Fern V - May 
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H.3 Listed Fauna Species of RAAF Base Amberley 
Species Name Common Name Conservation 

Status 
Likelihood of 
Occurrence 

QLD C’wea
lth 

Birds     
Accipiter novaehollandiae Grey Goshawk - - Improbable 
Calyptorhynchus lathami Glossy Black Cockatoo V - likely 
Cyclopsitta diophthalma coxeni Coxen’s Fig Parrot - E Improbable 
Ephippiorhynchus asiaticus Black-necked Stork  - Improbable 
Erythrotriorchis radiatus Red Goshawk E V Improbable 
Geophaps scripta scripta Squatter Pigeon V V May 

Lathamus discolor Swift Parrot E E Likely  
Lophoictinia isura Square-tailed Kite  - Likely 
Melithreptus gularis Black-chinned Honeyeater R - Likely 
Nettapus coromandelianus Cotton Pygmy-goose  - Improbable 
Neochmia ruficauda ruficauda Star Finch (eastern) E E Improbable 
Ninox strenua Powerful Owl V  Likely 
Petrogale penicillata Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby V V Improbable 
Poephila cincta cincta Black-throated Finch (southern) V E May 
Rostratula benghalensis subsp. 
australis 

Australian Painted Snipe V V, M May 

Turnix melanogaster Black-breasted Button-quail V V Improbable 
Xanthomyza phrygia Regent Honeyeater E E May 
Frogs     
Adelotus brevis Tusked Frog V - Known 
Mammals     

Chalinolobus dwyeri Large-eared Pied Bat  V May 
Dasyurus maculatus maculatus (SE 
mainland population) 

Spotted-tailed Quoll V E Improbable 

Phascolarctos cinereus Koala VSEQ - Likely 
Potorous tridactylus tridactylus Long-nosed Potoroo  V Improbable 
Pteropus poliocephalus Grey-headed Flying-fox - V Likely 
Reptiles     
Delma torquata Collared Delma V V May 
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Appendix I Noise  
I.1 Sound and Noise 
Sound is a vibration that travels through an elastic medium as a wave i.e. a sound wave is a pressure 
disturbance which travels through a medium by means of particle-to-particle interaction. As one particle 
becomes disturbed, it exerts a force on the next adjacent particle, thus disturbing that particle from rest and 
transporting the energy through the medium.  

Like any wave, the “speed of sound” refers to how fast the disturbance is passed from particle to particle i.e. 
the speed of sound describes how much distance such a wave travels in a certain amount of time.  In dry air 
at 20 °C, the speed of sound is 343 meters per second. This equates to 1,236 kilometers per hour or about 
100 kilometers in five seconds. This figure for air (or any given gas) increases with gas temperature but is 
nearly independent of pressure or density for a given gas. 

The “frequency” of a sound refers to the number of vibrations which an individual particle makes per unit of 
time.  If a particle of air undergoes 1000 vibrations in 2 seconds, then the frequency of the wave would be 500 
vibrations per second. The unit for frequency is the Hertz (abbreviated Hz), 

So speed relates to “how fast...” while frequency relates to “how often...”. 

 

 

 

Typically, a telephone ring is at a higher frequency in the range 1000 - 2000 Hz  while a transformer hum will 
be at a low frequency of 50 Hz.  
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The wavelength of a sound is the distance between analogous points of two successive waves and is 
inversely proportional to it’s frequency λ = c / f where λ = wavelength (m),  c = speed of sound (m/s) and f = 
frequency (Hz).  So a high frequency sound has a small wavelength while a low frequency sound has a large 
wavelength.  Thus, the telephone ringing sound at 1000 Hz, has a wavelength of 0.343 metres while the 
transformer hum at 50 Hz has a wavelength of 6.86 metres. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
What is Loudness?  

Loudness is the quality of a sound that is the primary psychological correlate of physical strength (amplitude).  
Loudness is affected by parameters other than sound pressure alone, these include frequency and duration 
and is a subjective measure which varies from person to person. It therefore cannot be universally measured 
using any single noise measure or metric.  

The human auditory system is sensitive to frequencies from about 20 Hz to a maximum of around 20,000 Hz, 
although the upper hearing limit decreases with age. Within this range, the human ear is most sensitive 
between 1000 and 5000 Hz, largely due to the resonance of the ear canal and the transfer function of the 
ossicles of the middle ear. 

Equal-loudness contours were first measured by Fletcher and Munson using headphones (1933). In their 
study, listeners were presented with pure tones at various frequencies and over 10 dB increments in stimulus 
intensity. For each frequency and intensity, the listener was also presented with a reference tone at 1000 Hz. 
The reference tone was adjusted until it was perceived to be of the same loudness as the test tone. The 
lowest equal-loudness contour represents the quietest audible tone and is also known as the absolute 
threshold of hearing. The highest contour is the threshold of pain. 

Because the ear can be seen to respond to sound non-linearly, it was postulated that electronic filters could 
be derived to simulate the way that we perceive sounds. The filters were based on the inverse of the 40, 70 
and 100 phon curves and were designated A, B and C weightings.  An A-weighted sound pressure level is the 
sound level measured using the A-weighting and the result is in terms of dB(A).  
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It can be seen that at mid range frequencies (around 1000 Hz), the loudness contours are approximately 
evenly spaced with increase in sound pressure level.  From this we can derive that the minimum change in 
sound level that an individual can detect is 3 dB while a 5 dB change is noticeable and 10 dB change is 
perceived as a doubling or halving of loudness. 
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I.2 The INM  
The INM model is widely used by the international civil aviation community for calculating ANEF contours.  
The INM calculates the aircraft noise exposure for an average day’s activity at an airport (averaged over a 
year) and, for an ANEF, this day is an average day of a complete year at the forecast date.  The INM model 
itself contains a detailed database of aircraft performance and noise characteristics that have been 
determined from actual detailed measurements of the required parameters.  In fact, a part of the certification 
process for new aircraft types is that the manufacturer is required to undertake measurements to support the 
INM.  The user of the INM is required to supply all other required data, typically covering aircraft operations 
over an average day with this day representing the average aviation activities for a whole year.  The data 
required includes: 

 Physical data;  and 
 descriptions of runways and flight tracks and location of any sites that specific results are required for: 

– detailed flight characteristics for any non-standard aircraft operations to be modelled; 
– a detailed description of all aircraft flights for the typical, or average, day being modelled; and 
– any variations to the standard output metrics that is required. 

 
Apart from the ANEF contours that are used for land use-planning guidelines at Australian airports, there are 
a wide range of other metrics that can be calculated using the INM.  These include: 

 eight A-weighted metrics (used for standard noise analysis where aircraft noise spectra are modified by 
depressing noise levels in the low and high frequency bands to approximate the response of the human 
ear).  These metrics include the L(A)max; and 

 five perceived tone-corrected noise metrics (used for noise analysis based on aircraft noise certification 
tests where aircraft noise spectra are modified by depressing noise levels in the low and high frequency 
bands and elevating metric levels if there are tones in the spectra).  This family of metrics includes the 
ANEF contours.  
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I.3 Noise Monitoring Results 
Noise measurements include LA1, the noise level that was exceeded for 1% of the 15 minute sample period, 
the LA10, the noise level that was exceeded for 10% of the 15 minute sample period and the LA90, the noise 
level that was exceeded for 90% of the 15 minute sample period.  The LA10 level represents the average of 
the maximum noise levels while the LA90 level represents what we call the “background noise level” in the 
area i.e. the noise that makes up the ambient noise in the area. 

Location Date 
Start 
time 

L(A)ma
x 

LA1 LA10 LA90 LAeq Comments 

1 Ironbark 20/04/09 06:12 76.5 64.2 54.4 49 54.3 
Traffic on Warrego 
Highway, birds , passing 
traffic on Ironbark Road 

2 Walloon 1 20/04/09 06:43 87.1 70.2 56.4 46.9 58.4 
Bird calls, distant traffic, 
train accelerating from 
train station 

3 Walloon 2 20/04/09 07:07 72.8 64.2 54 43.7 52.3 Birds, distant traffic, 
passing traffic 

4 Karrabin 20/04/09 07:33 75.6 65.3 53.2 43.7 53.4 Birds, distant traffic, light 
plane, passing traffic 

5 Blacksoil 20/04/09 08:07 57.8 51.9 46.8 41 44.4 Birds, distant traffic, light 
plane, passing traffic 

6 Leichhardt 
2 20/04/09 08:40 71.8 63.5 52.3 39.9 51.3 

Crows, distant traffic and 
rail, helicopter, passing 
traffic 

7 Leichhardt 
1 20/04/09 09:07 70.8 67.8 53.5 43.1 54.1 

Lawn mower down the 
street, birds, passing 
traffic 

8 Yamanto 
1 20/04/09 09:46 74.6 67.1 53.8 42.9 54.2 Distant traffic, light 

breeze, passing traffic 

9 Yamanto 
2 20/04/09 10:29 80.1 69.6 58.4 43.5 57.3 

Distant traffic, birds, , 
passing traffic, 2 jet 
flybys (up to 79 dB(A) 
observed) 

1 Ironbark 20/04/09 11:23 74.3 59.5 51.9 46.9 51.6 Distant traffic, rustling 
leaves 

2 Walloon 1 20/04/09 11:54 75.3 59.2 44.2 37.5 48.7 
Distant mowing, very 
faint traffic in distance, 
passing traffic 

3 Walloon 2 20/04/09 12:16 66.6 58.7 46.7 37 46 

Light breeze, occasional 
traffic on distant road, 
train.  2 jets (up to 63 
dB(A) observed at 
12:30pm) 

3 Walloon 2 20/04/09 12:32 67.1 64.2 57.5 46.4 63.9 Jet rumble only - not 
visible how many jets 
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Location Date 
Start 
time 

L(A)ma
x 

LA1 LA10 LA90 LAeq Comments 

were in flight 

4 Karrabin 20/04/09 12:44 76.6 69.1 51.3 38.6 54.3 

Rustling leaves, jet 
descending (about 70 
dB(A) observed), distant 
jet rumble, passing traffic 

5 Blacksoil 20/04/09 15:00 76.5 64.5 50.5 41.5 52.6 Birds, rustling leaves, 
distant traffic, rooster 

6 Leichhardt 
2 20/04/09 15:28  67 53.5 43 54.2 

Rustling leaves, crow, 
household, passing 
traffic 

7 Leichhardt 
1 20/04/09 16:12  69.5 59 43.5 59 Birds, mowing, distant 

traffic 

8 Yamanto 
1 20/04/09 16:54 84.7 71 56.5 41 59 

Birds, passing traffic, 
people going home from 
work 

9 Yamanto 
2 20/04/09 17:43 77 71 54 40 57.4 

Birds, passing traffic, 
distant traffic on Warrego 
Highway, jet fly by 

1 Ironbark 20/04/09 20:50 70 51.5 46 41.9 45.3 Insects, Traffic, rustling 
leaves, jet 

2 Walloon 1 20/04/09 20:25 77 58 43 36 46 Dog bark, distant traffic, 
cicada 

3 Walloon 2 20/04/09 20:05 86 77 62 40 63 Jet (up to 83 dB(A) 
observed), distant traffic 

4 Karrabin 20/04/09 19:40 86.9 61 53 47 57.9 
Insect, cicada, nearby 
industry, passing traffic, 
train 

5 Blacksoil 20/04/09 21:20 80 53.5 46 34 48 Insects, distant traffic 
(truck) 

6 Leichhardt 
2 20/04/09 22:40 71.4 56.5 36 28.5 45.5 Dog bark, distant traffic, 

passing traffic 

7 Leichhardt 
1 20/04/09 23:07 71.1 54 42 37.5 45.3 

Road works on nearby 
road, traffic, aircraft, 
insects 

8 Yamanto 
1 20/04/09 23:42 60.5 50.5 41.5 33 40.1 Dog bark, traffic on 

nearby road 

9 Yamanto 
2 21/04/09 00:07 70.4 63.5 47.5 35 49.5 

Dog bark, traffic on 
nearby road, passing 
traffic 

1 Ironbark 21/04/09 01:15 57.1 51.5 48.5 37 45.4 Traffic on nearby road 
2 Walloon 1 21/04/09 01:45 71.3 59.5 44.5 34 46.6 Dog barks 
3 Walloon 2 21/04/09 02:05 53.4 47 42 30 38.3 Traffic on nearby road 
4 Karrabin 21/04/09 02:30 82.2 58.5 46 35 52.5 Insects, passing traffic 
5 Blacksoil 21/04/09 03:00 51.4 45.5 41.5 34 39 Insects, vehicles nearby 
6 Leichhardt 21/04/09 03:23 70.1 55 33.5 28.5 44.3 Passing traffic  
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Location Date 
Start 
time 

L(A)ma
x 

LA1 LA10 LA90 LAeq Comments 

2 

7 Leichhardt 
1 21/04/09 03:45 50.9 43 39 33 37.1 Traffic on nearby road 

8 Yamanto 
1 21/04/09 04:30 57.7 54.5 50 37 46.5 Traffic on nearby road 

9 Yamanto 
2 21/04/09 04:50 77.4 66.5 61.5 41.5 57 Passing traffic, traffic on 

nearby roads 
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I.4 Climate and Dispersion Meteorology 

Meteorological data, recorded by the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) at Amberley, have been reviewed to 
describe the existing meteorological and climatological influences in the vicinity of the RAAF Base Amberley.  
Table 10-6 provides a summary of the temperature, humidity and rainfall data for the Amberley AMO 
meteorological station.   

Amberley typically has warm days during summer with average maximum daytime temperatures around 
31 °C falling to 22 °C during the winter months. Overnight temperatures are generally cool throughout the 
year and cold during the winter months, with average minimum daily temperatures of 5 °C in July, rising to 
almost 20 °C between December and February. 

Highest rainfall is generally recorded during summer months with monthly rain averaging above 
110 mm/month from December to February. Mean monthly rainfall generally drops off in winter and early 
spring with average monthly rainfalls of less than 50 mm from June until September. 

 Table 10-6 Climatic Summary for Amberley AMO (BoM Station 040004) 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual

Mean daily maximum 
temperature (°C) 31.1 30.4 29.4 27.2 24.1 21.6 21.2 22.6 25.5 27.7 29.5 30.9 26.8 

Mean daily minimum 
temperature (°C) 19.6 19.5 17.7 14 10.1 7 5.3 6.3 9.5 13.4 16.3 18.4 13.1 

Mean 9.00 am air 
temp (°C) 25.7 25.2 23.8 20.9 16.7 13.3 12.2 14.1 18.3 21.6 23.7 25.2 20.1 

Mean 9.00 am 
relative humidity (%) 67 70 70 72 76 77 74 68 62 60 60 63 68 

Mean 3 pm air temp 
(°C) 29.7 29 28.1 26.1 23 20.7 20.3 21.7 24.5 26.3 27.9 29.3 25.6 

Mean 3 pm relative 
humidity (%) 51 54 52 48 48 46 42 38 38 43 46 49 46 

Mean monthly rainfall 
(mm) 111.8 120.7 81.3 54.8 51.3 46.4 40 28.9 33.1 74.2 81.6 120.3 844.9 

Mean no. of rain 
days 10.9 11.8 11.1 7.8 7.5 6.1 6.3 5.7 5.9 8.8 9.5 10.5 101.9 

Mean no. of clear 
days 4.2 3.3 6.6 8.7 10.2 12.1 14.9 15.2 13.8 9.6 7.1 6 111.7 

Mean no. of cloudy 
days 11.5 11.5 10 7.2 8.9 6.7 5.9 5.3 4.8 8.5 9.5 9.7 99.5 

Source: BoM 2009. 

The dispersion meteorology of the Amberley area has been described by reviewing wind speed and direction 
data recorded by BoM at Amberley AMO for the period from 2004 to 2008.  The data have been analysed and 
are presented in the form of annual and seasonal windroses in Figure J-10-4.  The plot shows the frequency 
(length of petals) of winds from a particular direction and the strength (colour of petals) of these winds. 
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 Figure J-10-4 Annual and Seasonal Windroses for Amberley  
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The annual windrose shows that the dominant wind direction is from the east. The average annual wind speed 
was 3 m/s. 

During the spring and summer wind direction is predominantly from the east.  The average annual wind speed 
is 3.3 m/s during the spring and 3.5 m/s during summer.  In the winter months the wind direction is 
predominantly from the north-west. Winter experiences the lightest winds, averaging 2.6 m/s.  During autumn 
winds tend to be either southerlies or easterlies with average wind speeds similar to that of winter at 2.8 m/s. 

Other conditions which may influence noise levels and dispersion of air pollutants are fog and temperature 
inversions.  Pollutants can dissolve in water droplets of fog in a process known as wet deposition. 
Temperature inversions occur when a warm layer of air sits above a cooler layer of air.  When this occurs 
near the ground noise levels increase and air emissions can build up beneath the temperature inversion 
resulting in increased concentrations of pollutants.   

The potential impacts of temperature inversion are included within the Calpuff model.  Fog is unlikely to occur 
during the modelled hours (7 am-12 am), so wet deposition processes have not been included in the model.  

I.5 Noise Complaints (within 20nm) 

DATE LOCATION REASON 
19-Feb-07 Walloon Circuit 
19-Feb-07 Leichhardt Circuit 
26-Feb-07 Churchill Circuit 
12-Mar-07 Yamanto Circuit 
12-Mar-07 Leichhardt Circuit 
13-Mar-07 Yamanto Circuit 
13-Mar-07 One Mile Circuit 
13-Mar-07 Leichhardt Circuit 
14-Mar-07 Leichhardt Circuit 
15-Mar-07 Leichhardt Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
15-Mar-07 One Mile Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
15-Mar-07 Leichhardt Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
15-Mar-07 One Mile Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
05-Apr-07 Lowood Low Level Departure (F-111) 
12-Apr-07 One Mile Circuit 
12-Apr-07 Yamanto Circuit 
12-Apr-07 Willowbank Circuit 
12-Apr-07 Raceview Circuit 
18-Apr-07 Churchill Circuit 
25-Jun-07 Flinders View Circuit 
17-Oct-07 Leichhardt Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
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17-Oct-07 Leichhardt Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 

19-Oct-07 Withheld Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
22-Oct-07 Walloon Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
24-Oct-07 Yamanto Air Show Display Practice (F-111)  
29-Feb-08 Walloon Circuit 
11-Mar-08 Leichhardt Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
11-Mar-08 One Mile Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
11-Mar-08 One Mile Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
11-Mar-08 Leichhardt Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
11-Mar-08 One Mile Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
17-Apr-08 Leichhardt Circuit (C-17) 
17-Apr-08 Settlers Crossing Circuit (C-17) 
25-Apr-08 Beenleigh Anzac Day Flypast (F-111) 
25-Apr-08 Redbank Plains Anzac Day Flypast (F-111) 
30-Sep-08 One Mile Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
01-Oct-08 Leichhardt Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
23-Oct-08 Leichhardt Circuit (F-111)     

4-Mar-09 Willowbank Air Show Display Practice (F-111) 
28-Apr-09 Yamanto General complaint about aircraft noise, no specific event 
18-May-09 Lowood Low flying over house (C-17) 
3-Jun-09 Fernvale Low flying over property (C-17) 
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I.6 Insulation Materials 
House Configuration: Weatherboard and Metal Corrugated Roof - based on average floor area of 200 
m2 – window area 25% of floor area 

Assumed Existing 
Building Attenuation 

Increase in 
Acoustic 
Attenuation 
(dB(A)) 

Acoustic Treatments Required Estimated 
Cost  
($/m2) 

Total Cost 
(average 
house) 

ROOF- Corrugated metal 
or Metal deck roof with 10 
mm thick plaster ceiling 
and 50 mm thick thermal 
insulation. (Rw28) 

 
5 dB(A) 

 75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 
$17/m2 

 
$3,400 

WALLS - Weatherboard 
external Façade with 10 
mm thick plasterboard and 
no insulation. (Rw29) 

 
5 dB(A) 

 Replace existing plasterboard 
with 1 x 13 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ plasterboard. 

 
$100/m2 

 
$12,800 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick 
single glazed 
configuration. (Rw27) 

 
5 dB(A) 

 Increase glass thickness to be 
10.38 mm laminated glass 

 
$335/m2 

 
$16,750 

   Split system 7 KW Air 
conditioning ducted install 

 $5000 

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
COST  

$37,950 

ROOF- Corrugated metal 
or Metal deck roof with 10 
mm thick plaster ceiling 
and 50 mm thick thermal 
insulation. (Rw28) 

 
10 dB(A) 

 75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 Replace existing plaster ceiling  
with 1 x 10 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ plasterboard    

 
$121/m2 

 
$24,200 

WALLS - Weatherboard 
external Façade with 10 
mm thick plasterboard and 
no insulation. (Rw28) 

 
10 dB(A) 

 75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 Replace existing plasterboard  
with 2 x 10 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ plasterboard 

 
$145/m2 

 
$18,560 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick 
single glazed 
configuration. (Rw28) 

 
10 dB(A) 

 Fit double glazing  
 10.38 mm thick laminated 

glass / 25 mm airgap / 6.38 
mm thick laminated glass 

 
$830/m2 

 
$41,500 

   Split system 7 KW Air 
conditioning ducted install 

 $5000 

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
COST  

 $89,260 

ROOF- Corrugated 
metal or Metal deck roof 
with 10 mm thick plaster 
ceiling and 50 mm thick 
thermal insulation. 
(Rw28) 

 
15 dB(A) 

 75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 Replace existing plaster ceiling  
with 2x 13 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ or ‘Firechek’ 
plasterboard   

 
$147/m2 

 
$29,400 

WALLS - Weatherboard   Reconstruct wall    
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external Façade with 10 
mm thick plasterboard and 
no insulation. (Rw28) 

15 dB(A)  Weatherboard external 
façade(existing) 

 25 mm thick Fibretex 450 
Rockwool between 
weatherboards and timber 
frame 

 Timber studs 
 75 mm thick ‘Comfortseal’ 

Insulation R1.5 Batts 
 1 x 16 mm thick 

‘Soundchek’ Plasterboard  

$215/m2 $27,520 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick 
single glazed 
configuration. (Rw28) 

 
15 dB(A) 

 Fit double glazing  
 14.38 mm thick laminated 

glass / 50 mm airgap / 6.38 
mm thick laminated glass 

 
$1,090/m2 

 
$54,500 

   Split system 7 KW Air 
conditioning ducted install 

 $5000 

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
COST  

 $116,420 

 

House Configuration: Brick Veneer and Concrete Tile Roof - based on average floor area of 200 m2 – 

window area 25% of floor area 

Assumd Existing 
Building Attenuation 

Increase in 
Acoustic 
Attenuation 
(dB(A)) 

Acoustic Treatments Required Estimated 
Cost  
($/m2) 

Total Cost 
(average 
house) 

ROOF- Concrete tile roof 
with 10 mm thick plaster 
ceiling and 50 mm thick 
thermal insulation 

 
5 dB(A) 

 75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 
$17/m2 

 
$3,400.00 

WALLS – Brick veneer  
external Façade with 10 
mm thick plasterboard and 
no insulation 

 
5 dB(A) 

 No treatment required for this 
level attenuation as the 
acoustic attenuation of brick 
wall is  greater than roof and 
glazing  

 
- 

 
- 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick 
single glazed configuration 

 
5 dB(A) 

 Increase glass thickness to 
10.38 mm laminated glass 

 
$335/m2 

 
$16,750.0
0 

   Split system 7 KW Air 
conditioning ducted install 

 $5000 

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
COST 

$25,150 

ROOF- Concrete tile roof 
with 10 mm thick plaster 
ceiling and 50 mm thick 
thermal insulation 

 
10 dB(A) 

 75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 Replace existing plaster ceiling  
with 1 x 13 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ plasterboard    

 
$121/m2 

 
$24,200.0
0 
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Assumd Existing 
Building Attenuation 

Increase in 
Acoustic 
Attenuation 
(dB(A)) 

Acoustic Treatments Required Estimated 
Cost  
($/m2) 

Total Cost 
(average 
house) 

WALLS – Brick veneer  
external Façade with 10 
mm thick plasterboard and 
no insulation 

 
10 dB(A) 

 No treatment required for this 
level attenuation as the 
acoustic attenuation of brick 
wall is  greater than roof and 
glazing  

 
- 

 
- 

Windows – Existing 
window configuration 3 to 
4 mm thick single glazing 

 
10 dB(A) 

 Fit double glazing  
 10.38 mm thick laminated glass 

/ 25 mm airgap / 6.38 mm thick 
laminated glass 

 
$830/m2 

 
$41,500.0
0 

   Split system 7 KW Air 
conditioning ducted install 

 $5000 

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
COST 

$70,700 

ROOF- Concrete tile roof 
with 10 mm thick plaster 
ceiling and 50 mm thick 
thermal insulation 

 
15 dB(A) 

 75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 Replace existing plaster ceiling  
with 2 x 13 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ or ‘Firechek’ 
plasterboard 

 
$147/m2 

 
$29,400.0
0 

WALLS – Brick veneer  
external Façade with 10 
mm thick plasterboard and 
no insulation 

 
15 dB(A) 

 No treatment required for this 
level attenuation as the 
acoustic attenuation of brick 
wall is  greater than roof and 
glazing  

 
 
- 

 
 
- 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick 
single glazed configuration 

 
15 dB(A) 

 Fit double glazing  
 14.38 mm thick laminated glass 

/ 50 mm airgap / 6.38 mm thick 
laminated glass 

 
$1,090/m2 

 
$54,500.0
0 

   Split system 7 KW Air 
conditioning ducted install 

 $5000 

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
COST 

$88,900 

Assumptions 
Average house floor area – 200 m2 
Window area 25% of Floor area – 50 m2 
Wall area  - 128 m2 
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I.7 Material and Cost Assumptions for Noise Attenuation 
Facilities: Masonry / Corrugated or Metal Deck Roof- based on average floor area of 200 m2 – window 
area 25% of floor area 

Assumed Existing Building Attenuation Increase in 
Acoustic 
Attenuation 
(dB(A)) 

Acoustic Treatments 
Required 

Estimated 
Cost  ($/m2) 

ROOF- Corrugated metal or Metal deck 
roof with 10 mm thick plaster ceiling and 
50 mm thick thermal insulation 

 
5 dB(A) 

75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 

 
$17/m2 

WALLS – Brick veneer  external Façade or 
concrete panels with 10 mm thick 
plasterboard and no insulation 

 
5 dB(A) 

No treatment required for this 
level attenuation as the 
acoustic attenuation of brick 
wall is  greater than roof and 
glazing 

 
- 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick single glazed 
configuration 

 
5 dB(A) 

Increase glass thickness to be 
10.38 mm thick laminated 
glass 

$335/m2 

ROOF- Corrugated metal or Metal deck 
roof with 10 mm thick plaster ceiling and 
50 mm thick thermal insulation 

 
10 dB(A) 

75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 
Replace existing plaster ceiling  
with 1 x 10 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ plasterboard 

 
$121/m2 

WALLS – Brick veneer  external Façade 
with 10 mm thick plasterboard and no 
insulation 

 
10 dB(A) 

No treatment required for this 
level attenuation as the 
acoustic attenuation of brick 
wall is  greater than roof and 
glazing 

 
- 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick single glazed 
configuration 

 
10 dB(A) 

Fit double glazing 
10.38 mm thick laminated 
glass / 25 mm airgap / 6.38 
mm thick laminated glass 

 
$830/m2 

ROOF- Corrugated metal or Metal deck 
roof with 10 mm thick plaster ceiling and 
50 mm thick thermal insulation 

 
15 dB(A) 

75 mm thick mineral wool into 
ceiling space (32.5 kg/m2) 
Replace existing plaster ceiling  
with 2x 13 mm thick 
‘Soundstop’ plasterboard 

 
$147/m2 

WALLS – Brick veneer or concrete 
blockwork or precast concrete  external 
Façade with 10 mm thick plasterboard and 
no insulation 

 
15 dB(A) 

No treatment required for this 
level attenuation as the 
acoustic attenuation of brick 
wall is  greater than roof and 
glazing 

 
- 

Windows – 3 – 4 mm thick single glazed 
configuration 

 
15 dB(A) 

Fit double glazing 
14.38 mm thick laminated 
glass / 50 mm airgap / 6.38 
mm thick laminated glass 

 
$1,090/m2 

Assumptions made:  
Total window glazing approximately 25% of Floor Area. 
Roof – metal deck or corrugated iron 
Walls – masonry – typically 3 metres high 
Floor areas of various buildings are estimated   
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Appendix J Air Quality  
J.1 ASH Emissions Calculations 
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J.2 F-111 Emissions Calculations 
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J.3 Calpuff Dispersion Modelling  
Calpuff refers to a suite of software programs including: 

 Calmet; a three-dimensional meteorological model which includes a diagnostic wind field generator 
containing objective analysis and parameterised treatments of slope flows, kinematic terrain effects, 
terrain blocking effects, and the micro-meteorological model for overland and overwater boundary layers. 

 Calpuff; a non-steady-state Lagrangian Gaussian puff model containing modules for complex terrain 
effects, overwater transport, coastal interaction effects, building downwash, wet and dry removal, and 
simple chemical transformation. 

 Calpost; a post-processing program with options for the computation of time-averaged concentrations 
and deposition fluxes predicted by the CALPUFF model. 

The dispersion modelling options adopted within Calpuff included: 

 Modelling year selected was 2006; 
 50 x 50 grid with a grid spacing 400 m; 
 Cell face heights of 0 m, 20 m, 40 m, 80 m, 160 m, 320 m, 700 m, 1,100 m, 1,500 m, and 2,000 m; 
 Terrain data from NASA Shuttle Research Topography Mission (approximately 90 m resolution); 
 Meteorological data for the BoM site Amberley AMO including temperature, humidity, pressure, wind 

speed and wind direction used to generate surface file for input to Calmet; 
 TAPM version 4 was used to generate the upper-air meteorological file for input to Calmet:   

- Default databases for terrain, land use, soil and vegetation were adopted;  
- Assimilated observed wind speed and direction for the BoM Amberley station; 

 Default Calmet parameters were used in the modelling except: 
- Wind bias for each vertical cell: -1, -1, -0.75, -0.5, -0.2, -0.1, 0, 0, 0; 
- RMAX1 = 8 km, RMAX2 = 10 km, and RMAX3 = 10 km; 
- RMIN = 0.1 km, TERRAD = 4 km, R1 = 0.4 km and R2 = 0.8 km. 

The dispersion modelling options adopted within Calpuff included: 

 Emissions were modelled as volume sources; the initial spreads of the sources were based on estimates 
for the sizes of the activity areas; e.g. lengths of taxiways; 

 Chemical transformation of pollutants was not modelled; and 
 Percentage of NOX as NO2 was assumed to be 50% for the maximum 1-hour average predictions. 
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J.4 Modelling Results Figures 
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 Figure J-10-5 Increase in CO Concentrations (8 Hr Average) on Runway 33 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

In accordance with the requirements of Section 97 of the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and Schedule 4 of the Environmental Protection and 
Biodiversity Regulations 2000 (EPBC Regulations), an aircraft risk analysis including bird strike 
assessment was prepared by Rehbein AOS Airport Consulting on behalf of Sinclair Knight Merz 
Pty Ltd (SKM) for submission to a draft Public Environmental Report (PER) for proposed flying 
operations by the Australian F/A-18F Super Hornet (ASH) at Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) 
Base Amberley. 

Rehbein AOS was commissioned by SKM to prepare this portion of the draft PER bearing in mind 
the following aims of the PER and public review process: 

• To provide information relative to understanding the proposal including the need for the 
proposal, the alternatives, the impacts and measures proposed to minimize them; 

• To advance a forum for public consultation and informed comment on the proposal; and 

• To ensure enough information is provided, inclusive of relevant impacts, for the 
Environmental Minister to make a decision regarding approval under Part 9 of the EPBC 
Act. 

Pending withdrawal of the F-111 fleet of Defence aircraft at RAAF Base Amberley the purchase of 
24 F/A-18F Super Hornet aircraft provides a bridging mechanism of air combat capability until 
delivery of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter aircraft. Beginning in early 2010 the F/A-18F Super Hornet 
(referred to hereafter as the Australian Super Hornet – ASH), will provide Australia with upgraded 
air combat capability whilst the withdrawal of the F-111 continues. The ASH is expected to be fully 
transitioned into service by the end of 2012. 

In addressing the purpose of the PER this report identifies and assesses operational and 
environmental issues, management strategies and mitigation measures associated with planned 
flying operations of the ASH at RAAF Base Amberley, specifically those issues related to aircraft 
accident risks, potential bird strike hazards and command and control procedures. Where able the 
report compares the current and past operation of the F-111 to the projected operation of the ASH. 

1.2 SCOPE 

The scope of this report involves a quantitative risk analysis and qualitative assessment of 
proposed operations by ASH aircraft at RAAF Base Amberley utilising the standards outlined in 
AS/NZS 4360:2004 Risk Management. Additionally, a discussion of command and control 
procedures relative to aircraft incident and accident response is included. 

The PER is required to describe the proposed ASH flying operations at RAAF Base Amberley in 
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detail including description of the following: 

• Runway operating modes for day and night with seasonal variations; 

• Runway operating hours and flexibility of operating arrangements; 

• Flight frequency on each runway at Amberley (Runway 15/33 and Runway 06/24) including 
the expected number and percentage of aircraft movements by type for daily and annual 
movements; 

• Variations in aircraft movements due to scheduling, seasonality, and weather conditions 
including the impact of these factors on runway operations and utilisation; 

• Flight paths and operational procedures governing aircraft movements including estimates 
of normal variability on defined flight paths and selection criteria thereof; 

• Approach and departure procedures detailing low level flying patterns and variability of 
heights for given locations;  

• Potential effects and likely timing of new technology implementation changing operational 
standards and procedures for runway and airspace utilisation; 

• Ground activities associated with flight operations; and 

• Any underlying assumptions along with forecast reliability. 

For the purposes of the PER this report presents mitigation measures and offsets, monitoring and 
reporting activities, and management strategies to ensure achievement of Defence’s objectives in 
relation to the risk of aircraft accidents, management of bird and bat aggregation areas, and 
emergency response procedures relative to command and control. 

Additionally, the PER guidelines relating specifically to the development of this report are reflected 
in Section 2.0 Methodology and in PER excerpt 11.4, attached herein as Appendix D. 

1.3 REPORT STRUCTURE 

The remainder of this report is structured as follows: 

• Section 2.0 presents the methodology established for this report; 

• Section 3.0 provides an overview of existing data utilized in producing the report; 

• Section 4.0 addresses the site visit and physical facility risk assessment; 

• Section 5.0 presents our risk assessment process utilising the standards outlined in 
AS/NZS 4360:2004 Risk Management; 

• Section 6.0  analyzes aircraft accident risks and the relative risk of bird strikes; 

• Section 7.0 considers the quantification of aircraft accidents and resulting consequences; 
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• Section 8.0 presents a semi-quantitative and qualitative overview of bird strike hazards; 

• Section 9.0 discusses command and control procedures relative to aircraft incident and 
accident  response; and 

• Section 10.0 presents our conclusions and recommendations. 

Appendices A through C illustrate specific aspects of Amberley airspace, public safety zones, and 
bird and wildlife management. Appendix D is excerpted from the PER guidelines and Appendix E 
provides a brief history of the F-111 and F/A-18 aircraft. Appendix F provides a bibliography of 
relevant research documents. 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY 

This report encompasses the hazards and potential risks of projected ASH flying operations at 
RAAF Base Amberley. Assessment and analysis of projected ASH flying operations and 
associated aircraft accident risks including potential bird strike hazards and aircraft accident risks in 
the vicinity of the airfield and surrounding areas was conducted. The report includes a review and 
determination of command and control procedure adequacy and provides recommendations 
regarding current and planned mitigation measures of each summarized risk. 

The risk assessment methodology was based on the risk analysis model of AS/NZS 4360:2004 
Risk Management. The general principles outlined in the guideline comprise the following steps: 

• Establish the context; 

• Identify the risks; 

• Analyse risks, in terms of consequences and likelihood; 

• Evaluate the risks – by comparison with predetermined criteria; and 

• Prepare and implement a risk treatment plan. 

Risk assessment and analysis of a specific nature was conducted as indicated in Sections 2.1.1 
through 2.1.3 below. 

2.1.1 AIRCRAFT RISK ASSESSMENT 

The risks associated with flying operations of the ASH were assessed with regard for the impacts 
on individual and societal components potentially affected by the ASH. A probability analysis of 
military aircraft accidents within Australia and Super Hornet aircraft worldwide provided a baseline 
for determining potential impacts associated with ASH flying operations at RAAF Base Amberley.  

Specifically, the following potential impacts were evaluated and to the extent practicable are 
presented in a quantitative manner within this report.  These include the consequences of aircraft 
accidents:  

• Occurring on RAAF Base Amberley; 

• Occurring in adjacent residential areas; 

• Occurring in adjacent industrial areas; 

• Involving other aircraft; 

• Into or over water catchments or reservoirs; 

• Involving fuel spills or igniting bushfires; and 

• All other known potential risks. 
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Reference to phase of flight and location relative to the airfield assisted in the estimation of aircraft 
accident probability in comparison with the frequency of operations. Land use management 
strategies and consequences were given consideration in the estimation. 

2.1.2 BIRD STRIKE ANALYSIS 

The effect of flight paths and frequency of aircraft movements were analysed as potential 
contributors to the risk of accidents involving residential and industrial areas. This included 
conducting a site visit to RAAF Base Amberley to identify sites on or near the airport that attract 
birds or bats and the routes of flight used including any seasonal variations. The relative risk of bird 
strikes was determined with a semi-quantitative and qualitative discussion of the following points: 

• The difference in risk between present and proposed flying operations; 

• The anticipated magnitude of the risk under proposed flying operations; 

• Bird strike risk management with regard for current and proposed procedures; 

• Projected success of planned mitigation measures; and 

• The expected consequences of each level of risk. 

2.1.3 COMMAND AND CONTROL PROCEDURES 

High level review of emergency response procedures provided the basis for a discussion of the 
following additional aircraft hazard and risk issues: 

• Fire safety controls, (including bushfire ignition), and hazardous materials spill response; 

• A description of relationships with disaster control organisations including command and 
control; and 

• Measures to reduce the risk of hazardous incidents affecting the public and environment. 

It is important to note that this assessment and analysis is based on both current and projected 
operations as well as existing and planned airfield conditions. Due to the difficulties associated with 
evaluating planned or projected operations and conditions, the assessment and analysis of these 
properties are generally more qualitative than quantitative. Existing conditions and current or 
historical data provides information more supportive of quantitative results. 

A list of planned or projected operations and conditions having bearing on ASH operations is 
contained in Table 1. 
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Table 1  RAAF Base Amberley and Surrounding Area Development  

DRAFT SE QUEENSLAND REGIONAL 
PLAN  2009-2031 

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL PLANNING 
SCHEME 

RAAF BASE AMBERLY OPERATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

Purga is an area significant to the urban 
footprint and is designated for proposed 
development associated with Amberley 
Aerospace and Defence Support Centre 

Major centres at Ripley, Rosewood, 
Yamanto and Walloon including residential, 
industrial and commercial development 

Master mapping at RAAF airbases to 
display ecological impact areas sensitive 
to aircraft noise with an emphasis on bird 
aggregation and seal breeding areas 

Ripley Valley expects significant growth 
forming a new Regional Activity Centre 
including industrial development and 
residential accommodations 

Development in the Ripley Valley to the 
south east of the base to accommodate 
80,000 to100,000 residents 

GIS spatially referenced data to link RAAF 
aircraft mission planning and the RAAF 
Aviation Risk Management System to 
facilitate environmental risk management 

Ebenezer west of the base is earmarked 
for industrial development with a large 
footprint, heavy or difficult to locate whilst 
Wulkuraka and Karrabin are earmarked 
for industrial development and growth 

Development of the area adjacent to the 
east side of the base next to Old 
Toowoomba Road into a  business park 

Completion of Base Perimeter Fencing in 
conjunction with Australian Super Hornet 
operational activities and development of 
wildlife hazard strategies through conduct 
of a Wildlife Hazard Assessment 

Transit development opportunities are 
highlighted for Yamanto, east of RAAF 
Base Amberley 

Development of the area next to Southern 
Amberley Road into a business park 

Redeployment of Australian Defence 
Force personnel to RAAF Base Amberley 

                            Source: various 
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3.0 REVIEW OF EXISTING DATA 

A review of relevant data established baseline information from which potential impacts could be 
determined. Additional collection of data through discussion with Defence representatives at RAAF 
Base Amberley and in Canberra was accomplished adding to our comprehension of the potential 
impacts associated with ASH flying operations. 

Data was compiled through research of existing information relevant to the proposed ASH flying 
operations, bird strike and wildlife hazard management, previous F-111 flying operations data and 
correlating data involving military aircraft incidents in Australia and F/A-18 Super Hornet operations 
worldwide. A bibliography of all relevant research documents is contained in Appendix F. 

3.1.1 DOCUMENTATION REVIEWED FOR ACCIDENT RISK ASSESSMENT 

Extensive review of literature and data was conducted in support of the Australian Super Hornet 
(ASH) aircraft accident assessment including: 

• Air Combat Transition Office, Department of Defence  

- Aviation Risk Data v 2.1. 23 April 2009 

• United States General Accounting Office  

- Briefing Report GAO/NSIAD-98-95BR  Military Aircraft Safety: Serious Accidents 
Remain at Historically Low Levels,  23 March 1998  

• Air Combat Transition Office, Department of Defence  

- Australian Super Hornet Operational Profile V 5.0,  23 April 2009 

• URS Australia  

- Aircraft Operations Environmental Management Plan: Technical Reference Manual, 
27 January 2006   

o Section 3.6  Aviation Risk Management  

o Procedure A1  Aviation-Related Environmental Incident Reporting  

o Procedure A5 Aircraft Accident Response ― Environmental Protection 
Aspects 

o APG 1 Airspace Reservation Planning Guide 

o APG 2 Environmental Low Flying Planning Guide 

o QR APG 1 Quick Reference Card  Airspace Reservation (Environmental 
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Factors) 

o QR APG 2   Quick Reference Card  ‘Environmental Low’  Flying  

• Queensland Government  

- State Planning Policy 1/02 ― Development in the Vicinity of Certain Airports and 
Aviation Facilities  

• Ipswich City Council  

- Ipswich Planning Scheme,  Part 7 ― Amberley Area   

3.1.2 DOCUMENTATION REVIEWED FOR BIRD STRIKE ANALYSIS 

Extensive review of literature and data was conducted in support of the bird strike analysis and 
associated risk of bird and bat strikes at RAAF Base Amberley, including: 

• Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA); 

- Birdstrike, by Graham Baily, Flight Safety Australia, January-February 2000 

• Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB);  

- An Analysis of Australian Birdstrike Occurrences 2002 to 2006, AR-2008-027;  

- Forensic Identification of Aviation Bird Strikes in Australia, B2005/0117 June 2006 

- The Hazard Posed to Aircraft by Birds, ISBN 1 877071 23 4, November 2002 

• Australian Aviation Wildlife Hazard Group (AAWHG);  

- Bird and Animal Hazard Management Plan, National Template, November 2005 

• International Bird Strike Committee (IBSC); 

- Standards for Aerodrome Bird/Wildlife Control, 2007; and  

• U.S. Air Force Bird/Wildlife Strike Hazard (BASH);  

- Bird/Wildlife Hazard (BASH) Management Techniques, Pamphlet 91-212, February 
2004;  

- Air Force Mishap Prevention Program, Instruction 91-202, August 1998. 

Data on reported bird strikes occurring at Amberley was obtained through the Defence Aviation 
Hazard Reporting and Tracking System (DAHRTS) database. Information extracted from a review 
of related Defence documents provided insight in relation to Defence environmental policy and 
procedures at RAAF Base Amberley including specific procedural guidelines associated with the 
deployment of the ASH at the base. 

Additional information and data was collected through a site assessment that identified land, 
buildings and other structures on and in the vicinity of the airport that could attract birds and other 
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wildlife. Appendix C contains information relating to wildlife management procedures, habitat 
control and mitigation measures for representative species observed at RAAF Base Amberley. 

3.1.3 DOCUMENTATION RELEVANT TO COMMAND AND CONTROL  

The RAAF Base Amberley Airfield Emergency Plan (AEP) outlines the specific response 
procedures for aircraft incidents or accidents including procedures for command and control 
operations.  

Response to aircraft crashes occurring on-Base and off-Base are contained in the AEP. These 
procedures differ slightly in context, having potentially differing response participants and 
differences in command and control authority. The differences relate to where the aircraft accident 
occurs (on or off Defence property), the extent of injury or fatality involved and variables ranging 
from armament issues to environmental and hazardous spill (hazmat) concerns.  

The AEP is comprised of several supporting plans that address all known emergencies that may 
affect the safety, security, environmental health and operation of RAAF Base Amberley.  

A separate plan has been developed in accordance with Defence Instruction, General, DI (G) 
Admin 20-26 Manual of Fire Protection and Engineering (MFPE), concerning bushfire monitoring 
and response procedures. This plan promotes a pro-active approach regarding management of 
bushfire risks and encourages cooperative involvement with local Council to continually improve 
bushfire protection of adjoining RAAF Base Amberley land uses and associated land development. 
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4.0 SITE VISIT & ASSESSMENT 

Located approximately 50 km south-west of Brisbane and 5 km west of Ipswich, Qld, RAAF Base 
Amberley (YAMB) measures approximately 2150 hectares in area and is the proposed future home 
of the ASH.  

Defence units currently based at Amberley include the Air Combat Group with 82 Wing supported 
by two F-111 squadrons, No. 1 Squadron (1SQN) and No. 6 Squadron (6SQN), both of which are 
currently scheduled to begin conversion to ASH squadrons by early 2010. Amberley is also home 
to the C-17 Globemaster Heavy Lift Aircraft, Combat Support Group, support services, related air 
command, maintenance, logistics command and training command units.   

Expansion and relocation of Defence units at Amberley will increase the number of people currently 
employed on the base from approximately 3,500 to 6,000 by 2015. Amberley is one of Australia’s 
key Air Force Bases and will continue to fulfil a vital role in the provision of strike capability with the 
arrival of the ASH. The Base is located within the Ipswich City Council local government area and 
maintaining positive relations with the community is equally vital to the socio-economic health of all 
concerned. 

4.1.1 ASSESSMENT OF AIRFIELD FACILITIES 

The airfield movement areas at RAAF Base Amberley consist of primary Runway 15/33 and a 
crosswind component Runway 04/22. Runway 15/33 is 3,047 metres (9,997 feet) in length and 45 
metres wide whilst Runway 04/22 is 1,523 metres (4,997 feet) in length and 45 metres wide. The 
runway strip width for both runways is 230 metres wide. Runway 15/33 has clearways of 549 
metres (1,800 feet) on the Runway 15 end and 640 metres (2,100 feet) on the Runway 33 end. 

Aircraft support facilities are located west of Runway 15/33 and north of Runway 04/22 with 
significant new works in support of the C-17 Heavy Lift Aircraft and the ASH under development 
west of the Runway 15 approach end parallel to Taxiway B.  

4.1.2 ASSESSMENT OF SURROUNDING LAND USES 

The area immediately surrounding RAAF Base Amberley to the east is predominantly undeveloped 
open space and land used for recreational purposes. The nearby area of Wulkaraka is primarily an 
industrial precinct. These areas create a buffer from the Base to the low density residential 
communities of Leichhardt, Churchill and Yamanto. 

Kangaroo were observed outside of the base boundary fence on the east side of the airfield. The 
bush along the fence in this area provides ideal habitat for kangaroo, koala and other wildlife.  The 
fence is of sufficient height and design to deter most if not all wildlife from entry.  

North of RAAF Base Amberley the land uses are rural with some rural residential and pockets of 
low density residential and commercial facilities on a small scale in Walloon and Pine Mountain. 
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Large rural residential properties border the Base to the immediate north of the Base boundary 
including boarding kennels and an Alpaca farming operation. 

Approximately 5 km west of the Base is a coal mining area in Jeebropilly and surrounding the mine 
other rural conditions exist. There are caravan parks and a motel to provide temporary 
accommodations for miners and also a retirement village within the precinct. 

Further rural and rural residential land uses exist just outside the fence line along the southern 
boundary of the Base including a small cattle grazing operation, whilst south east of the Base the 
suburb of Yamanto includes industrial areas, a shopping centre and additional low density 
residential areas. To the immediate south east large lot residential uses and small scale farming 
activities exist whilst immediately south west is the suburb of Willowbank, a predominantly low 
density residential area with large lots and rural residential areas along the outskirts of the 
suburban area. Willowbank also has a small shopping complex. 

Other land uses along the Base boundary include additional small family farming operations albeit 
with no significant crop production and minimal animal populations per operation. Many of these 
farms also provide residential facilities for the families that operate them.  

The remaining uses of land surrounding the Base include open space buffers on property owned 
by Defence, private and public roads providing access to as well as transit corridors circumventing 
it, and natural terrain features such as thick bush and the Bremer River and Purga Creek 
watercourses. 
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5.0 RISK MANAGEMENT CONTEXT 

The context of the risk management objective faced by Defence is to facilitate operations by ASH 
aircraft conducting transition and ongoing role training at RAAF Base Amberley with acceptable risk 
to persons, property and the natural environment within the Amberley area. This risk assessment is 
intended to assist the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment in determining whether the 
operation of ASH aircraft as proposed by the RAAF will achieve this objective. 

5.1 EXTERNAL CONTEXT 

5.1.1 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 

The ICAO Convention on International Civil Aviation provides for the establishment of international 
standards and recommended practices that form the basis of the national regulations of contracting 
States to the Convention. Article 3 of the Convention exempts military aircraft from the Convention 
but requires contracting States to have due regard for the safety of navigation of civil aircraft when 
issuing regulations for military aircraft. Military aerodromes are therefore not subject to international 
civil aviation standards and recommended practices unless the aerodromes are also used by civil 
aircraft.  Nevertheless, the Department of Defence has adopted some standards and practices 
from civil aerodromes.    

5.1.2 LEGAL ISSUES 

It is no longer sufficient for industry participants to demonstrate compliance with safety 
requirements; they must actively identify and manage risks associated with their activities. This 
recognises the reality that a rules-based approach to safety cannot address every safety concern 
and that an airport operator must be prepared to identify and act upon any safety issues that might 
arise. The ICAO Safety Management Manual 1 deals with the issue of safety as follows: 

While the elimination of accidents (and serious incidents) would be desirable, a hundred 
percent safety is an unachievable goal. Failures and errors will occur, in spite of the best 
efforts to avoid them. No human activity or human-made system can be guaranteed to be 
absolutely safe, i.e. free from risk. Safety is a relative notion, whereby inherent risks are 
acceptable in a “safe” system.  

Safety is increasingly viewed as the management of risk. Thus, for the purposes of this 
Manual safety is considered to be … the state in which the risk of harm to persons or 
property damage is reduced to, and maintained at or below, an acceptable level through a 
continuing process of hazard identification and risk management. 

                                                   
1ICAO Doc 9859 Safety Management Manual. 
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Operators of certified civil aerodromes are now required to prepare and implement a safety 
management system for their aerodrome. This requirement is specified in ICAO Annex 14 and in 
CASR 139.250. While this requirement does not apply to military aerodromes such as RAAF Base 
Amberley, the Department of Defence applies other standards similar in nature to those for civil 
aircraft with the overall aim of protecting the safely of military aircraft operations.    

Mature safety management systems are in place within Australian armed services. The Defence 
Safety Management System (DSMS) and the Defence Safety Manual (SAFETYMAN) are the basis 
for the aviation specific system defined in the Defence Aviation Safety Manual (DASM). The latter 
provides standards and procedures for ensuring aviation safety and managing safety systems at 
military aerodromes operated by the RAAF. 

5.1.3 OBSTACLE CONTROL  

Civil aerodromes are protected by two sets of imaginary protection surfaces that limit obstacle 
growth. These are the Obstacle Limitation Surfaces (OLS) and the Procedures for Air Navigation-
Aircraft Operations (PANS-OPS) surfaces.   

The broad purpose of the OLS is to define the volume of airspace that should ideally be kept free 
from obstacles in order to minimise the danger to aircraft during an entirely visual approach or 
during the final visual segment of an instrument approach procedure. These surfaces are of a 
permanent nature and comprise the reference datum which defines an obstacle. Anything above 
the vertical limits of the OLS is regarded as an obstacle. Obstacles are reported so CASA can 
determine if they are hazardous and therefore need to be marked and/or lit to ensure they are 
prominently identified. OLS standards are based on runway codes and classification, i.e. the size of 
their critical design aircraft and whether or not they are utilised for instrument approach procedures. 
The military equivalent of the OLS, known as Obstacle Control Surfaces (OCS), is intended to 
achieve a similar purpose. 

Figure 1  Relationship of Obstacle Limitation Surfaces (OLS) 

 
Source: CASA 
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Similar to an Obstacle Limitation Surface, the PANS-OPS surfaces are imaginary surfaces in space 
that guarantee an aircraft certain minimum clearance from obstacles. The purpose of PANS-OPS is 
to guarantee pilots operating under Instrument Meterological Conditions (IMC) or otherwise flying 
by reference to cockpit instruments, an obstacle free descent path for a given approach. 

The procedure designer determines the lateral dimensions of a tolerance area either side of the 
nominated flight path which may be needed to execute a particular procedure. This is established 
by considering the statistically possible but nevertheless unlikely worst case combination of the 
allowable error tolerances in navigation aid and on-board equipment performance, and in pilot skills 
and reaction times. 

The tolerance area usually comprises a central core or primary area which indicates the most 
probable flight path, and this is flanked by a secondary or buffer area. 

The procedure designer applies minimum obstacle clearance (MOC) to structures, terrain or other 
natural features within this tolerance area to determine the limiting altitude at which the procedure 
can be safely executed. The designated MOC is applied in full across the primary area and 
gradually decreases to zero at the outer edge of the secondary area. These design principles 
establish PANS-OPS surfaces across the full width of the tolerance area which then determine the 
height to which new structures may be erected without requiring a change in the limiting altitude 
which has been designated for the procedure. 

 

Figure 2  Segments of instrument approach 

 
Source: ICAO 
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The ICAO PANS-OPS criteria are used in the design of all instrument procedures published by 
Airservices Australia in the Aeronautical Information Package-Departure/Arrival Procedures (AIP-
DAP) and in calculating minimum safe altitudes (MSA). The same criteria are now used by Defence 
for the design of military instrument approach procedures such as those specified for RAAF Base 
Amberley.  

The OLS and PANS-OPS surfaces relating to an aerodrome are often used by local governments 
as a tool for assessing proposed building development. Under certain circumstances buildings may 
be permitted to penetrate the OLS however they are not permitted to penetrate any PANS-OPS 
surface. 

Whilst obstacles do not currently pose a risk at RAAF Base Amberley, the protection of airspace 
through vigilant control of land uses and planning is imperative to the safety of future aircraft 
operations including those involving the ASH. Proper planning and land use are considered 
necessary pre-emptive mitigation measures for all aerodromes and aerodrome development. 

5.1.4 QUEENSLAND STATE PLANNING POLICY 1/02 

Safety legislation in Australian jurisdictions is built around the concept that an acceptable or 
tolerable level of risk is achieved when risk is minimized as far as reasonably practicable after 
incorporating regulatory requirements.  

The Queensland Government has released planning guidelines for land uses at runway ends in 
State Planning Policy 1/02 Development in the Vicinity of Certain Airports and Aviation Facilities, 
that identifies ‘public safety areas’ within which permissible development excludes: 

- Significant increases in people living , working or congregating in those areas; and 

- The use or storage of hazardous materials. 

SPP 1/02 seeks to provide an average public safety area for such diverse airports as Brisbane, 
Gold Coast, Cairns, Gladstone, Longreach, Amberley and Archerfield.  A sketch plan showing the 
application of the Queensland policy to the runways at Amberley is shown at Appendix B. The 
dimensions of the public safety area enclose an area where the risk per year, to a representative 
individual, resulting from an aircraft crash is of the order of 1 in 10,000 (10-4). They also partly 
enclose an area of individual risk of the order of 1 in 100,000 (10-5), but land uses considered 
appropriate within the area should not expose an individual to a higher risk than 1 in 10,000 (10-4).  

The Queensland criteria have incorporated methodology adopted by the UK Department for 
Transport in defining Public Safety Zones (PSZs) and information from other jurisdictions. Since the 
1990s, a considerable amount of quantitative risk work has been carried out to determine PSZs for 
major UK airports based on individual tolerable risk contours. A summary is provided in Appendix 
B. The size of the Public Safety Zone is proportional to the number of aircraft movements and size 
of the aircraft.  
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The US Federal Aviation Administration has similar provisions requiring the establishment and 
exclusion of certain land uses within Runway Protection Zones (RPZs) although these have been 
derived empirically rather than through the application of risk-based methodology. 

For the purposes of planning at RAAF Base Amberley which may affect the surrounding areas, the 
Ipswich City Council reviews all proposals against the Queensland SPP guidelines.  

5.1.5 NEW SOUTH WALES (NSW) PLANNING CRITERIA 

Since 1992, the NSW Department of Planning has set criteria 2 for assessing the acceptability of 
risks associated with potentially hazardous developments. The following table summarises these 
criteria in correlating the risk to the industry which generates the hazard. 

Table 2  Acceptable Fatality Risk Criteria by Industry Development  

LAND USE - INDUSTRY GENERATING RISK  TOLERABLE INDIVIDUAL FATALITY RISK CRITERIA  

Hospitals, schools, child-care facilities, old-age housing 
developments  

0.5 in a million chances of fatality per year 
(0.5 x 10-6 fatalities per year)  

Residential developments, hotels, tourists resorts  1 in a million chances of fatality per year 
(1 x 10-6 fatalities per year)  

Commercial developments including offices, retail centres, 
warehouses with showrooms, restaurants, entertainment 
complexes  

5 in a million chances of fatality per year 
(5 x 10-6 fatalities per year)  

Sporting complexes and active open space areas  10 in a million chances of fatality per year 
(10 x 10-6 fatalities per year)  

Industrial  50 in a million chances of fatality per year 
(50 x 10-6 fatalities per year)  

 

The operation of an airport could be considered a ‘potentially hazardous development’ in which 
case it would be consistent to apply these NSW Department of Planning guidelines for individual 
risk i.e. the acceptability of a single fatality. 

5.1.6 IPSWICH PLANNING SCHEME 

The following describes the local regulatory controls that affect the RAAF Base Amberley locality 
and sets out the zoning objectives of the Ipswich Shire Council. 

The Ipswich Planning Scheme, Division 4 ― Amberley Air Base and Aviation Zone recognizes that 
while Defence activities on Commonwealth lands are exempt from the provisions of the Planning 
Scheme, Defence will, within the constraints of its operational requirements, adhere to the spirit of 

                                                   
2 NSW Department of Planning, Risk Criteria for Land Use Safety Planning, June 1992 
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the scheme, whereas other land use activities within the Zone are undertaken pursuant to the 
Integrated Development Assessment System (IDAS) of the Integrated Planning Act (IPA) and the 
Ipswich Planning Scheme.  

When considering new uses and works in the vicinity of RAAF Base Amberley, the local 
government is required to take into account, amongst other necessary factors, the likely effects of 
the proposal on the integrity and operating efficiency of the operational airspace and aviation 
facilities of the Amberley Air Base. These effects are to include application of State Planning Policy 
1/02 (refer Section 5.1.4) with due consideration to, inter alia ―  

  
• Public safety aspects associated with the storage, handling and carriage of explosives and 

the possibility of aircraft malfunctions; 

• Hazards to aircraft as a result of land use activities which cause building obstructions, 
excessive lighting, air turbulence, air pollution or attraction for wildlife, particularly birds or 
bats (e.g. land uses such as waste management, race tracks or food processing plants); 

• Interference with navigation, communication or surveillance aviation facilities (e.g. 
structures containing a reflective surface, electrical or electromagnetic emissions and 
physical line of sight obstructions); and  

• Whether the proposal would generate smoke and/or dust that may impair the vision of 
pilots when operating aircraft or affect the maintenance or serviceability of aircraft.  

 
Ipswich City Council refers development applications involving land within sensitive areas within 
the vicinity of RAAF Base Amberley to the Department of Defence for comment and advice prior to 
making a formal determination of each subject application. 

5.2 INTERNAL CONTEXT 

The RAAF must be able to conduct operations as directed by Government. To do this effectively, 
the RAAF also needs to be able to undertake the training, trials and exercise activities necessary to 
develop and maintain the capabilities needed to conduct those operations. All of these activities 
need to be undertaken in a sustainable and environmentally responsible manner which recognizes 
legislative obligations and community expectations. 

These legislative obligations are recognized by The Defence Environmental Policy (DEP) 2006. 
This policy identifies non-compliance with environmental legislation as a potential risk for 
prosecution of organisations and their personnel through the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), and through Common Law ‘duty of care’. Where a 
State or Territory statute binds the Commonwealth, Defence must comply with that legislation 
unless the requirements are less stringent or inconsistent with Commonwealth Law. 

For this reason and for commitments promulgated by the DEP, Defence complies with 
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environmental legislation and regulations whilst being cognisant of relevant State and local 
environmental and planning legislation and policies reflecting community expectations. 

Amberley has been the main base for RAAF F-111 strike aircraft operated by No 82 Wing for more 
than thirty-five years, and will be the main base for the ASH aircraft that replace the F-111 when it 
is retired from service in 2010.  Amberley will continue to play a key role in supporting and 
sustaining Australia’s national strategic and Defence interests.   

5.3 IDENTIFIED RISKS 

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (the EPBC Act) is the 
Australian Government's central piece of environmental legislation. It provides a legal framework to 
protect and manage nationally and internationally important flora, fauna, ecological communities 
and heritage places — defined in the Act as matters of national environmental significance. 

Relevant controlling provisions under the EPBC Act are: 

• Protection of the environment on Commonwealth land (Sections 26 and 27A respectively); 
and, 

• Protection of the environment from Commonwealth actions (Section 28). 

Additionally, Schedule 4 Matters to be addressed by draft public environment report and 
environmental impact statement, of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Regulations 2000, (EPBC Regulations) provide guidance in the preparation of the PER including 
risk identification and analysis. 

The PER has identified the overall risk to be assessed and analysed as the ‘proposed flying 
operations of the Australian Super Hornet (ASH) at Royal Australian Air Force Base Amberley 
(RAAF Base Amberley)’. This assessment and analysis includes aircraft accident hazards and the 
relative risks of aircraft bird strikes, bushfire risks caused by aircraft and command and control 
management procedures utilised and/or planned in response to these risks. These hazards and 
risks can be further detailed as follows in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 

5.3.1 HAZARDS AND RISKS TO PEOPLE AND PROPERTY 

Potential hazards and risks to people and property caused by ASH operations at Amberley include: 

• Death or personal injury resulting from aircraft accidents and incidents; 

• Damage to or total loss of aircraft; 

• Damage to buildings and structures;  and 

• Damage to or total loss of vehicles.. 
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5.3.2 HAZARDS AND RISKS TO WATERWAYS, LIVESTOCK, FLORA & FAUNA 

Potential hazards and risks to flora and fauna caused by ASH operations at Amberley include: 

• Contamination of nearby waterways by fuel or hazardous materials;  

• Death or injury to livestock as a result of aircraft accidents or incidents;  

• Damage to flora caused by fuel spillage, fire or hazardous materials; and 

• Injury or death to fauna (i.e. birds and animals) as a result of aircraft accidents or incidents 
including those caused by animal or bird strikes.  

Additionally, hazards and risks from aircraft accidents and incidents which are less measurable, but 
have potentially significant impact include disruption of normal aerodrome operations and recovery 
issues that range from post-trauma management to regaining public confidence and support. 

5.4 RISK CRITERIA AND STRUCTURE 

The environmental and community issues criteria against which the identified risks are to be 
evaluated are outlined in Tables 3, 4 and 5 following. 

The structure of the risk assessment and analysis is determined by the PER through community 
consultation and the objects and principles of the EPBC Act 1999, Sections 3 and 3A. 

The criteria and structure of assessment and analysis are consistent with the risk management 
context and objective of Defence in facilitating operations by the ASH whilst adequately mitigating 
ASH operational risks to persons, property and the natural environment on and within the vicinity of 
RAAF Base Amberley. 

Table 3  Scale of Consequences  

SEVERITY LEVEL HEALTH & SAFETY PROPERTY NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

SEVERE 
Multiple fatalities or significant 

irreversible effects to >50 
persons. 

Damage beyond repair 

MAJOR 
Single fatality and/or severe 

irreversible disability (>30%) to 
one or more persons. 

Major repairable damage 
rendering property 

temporarily inhabitable 

Very serious, long-term 
environmental impairment of 

ecosystem functions. 

MODERATE 
Moderate irreversible disability 
or impairment (<30%) to one or 

more persons 

Major repairable damage 
but property remains 

habitable 

Serious medium term 
environmental effects 

MINOR Objective but reversible disability 
requiring hospitalization 

Moderate repairable 
damage but property 

remains habitable 

Moderate, short-term effects but 
not affecting ecosystem functions 

NEGLIGIBILE No medical treatment required Superficial damage Minor effect on biology of 
physical environment 
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Table 4  Sample Likelihood Scale  

PROBABILITY 
CATEGORY 

QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE 

Probable < 1 x 10-3 per year High 

Possible < 1 x 10-5 per year Medium 

Improbable < 1 x 10-7 per year Low 

 

Table 5  Risk Level Matrix  

SEVERITY 
LIKELIHOOD 

NEGLIGIBLE MINOR MODERATE MAJOR SEVERE 

IMPROBABLE Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable REVIEW REJECT 

POSSIBLE Acceptable REVIEW REVIEW REVIEW REJECT 

PROBABLE Acceptable REVIEW REJECT REJECT REJECT 

 

5.5 AREAS OF RISK MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION 

The PER establishes the general areas of aircraft hazard risks to be analysed and assessed as 
defined in Table 6. The areas of risk concentration developed for this report concerning proposed 
flying operations of the ASH at RAAF Base Amberley are: 

Table 6  Areas of Risk Concentration  

AREA OF RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS 

Current risk compared with proposed 
flying operations of the ASH 

Probability analysis of military aircraft accidents in Australia and to the extent relevant Super 
Hornet aircraft world-wide 

Consequences of aircraft accidents Crashes on Base, in residential and industrial areas, involving other aircraft, into or over 
water catchments and storage reservoirs, aircraft fuel spills, bushfire ignition, hazmat, etc 

The effect of flight paths and 
frequency of aircraft movements  

Accidents involving residential and industrial areas 

Identification of sites and the relative 
risk of bird or bat strikes 

Attractants, routes of flight, and seasonal variations of birds and bats; differences in present 
and proposed flying operations, magnitude of risk, current and proposed risk management, 
likelihood of planned measure success, and consequences of each level of expected risk 

Command and control procedures 
and relationship with disaster control 

Fire control and management proposals, fire safety details and hazmat spill measures, and 
mitigation measures to reduce the risk of hazardous effects on the public and environment 

                                                        Source: ASH PER  
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6.0 AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT AND WILDLIFE HAZARD OVERVIEW 

Military aircraft incidents and accidents were reviewed with regard for the F-111 and the ASH. 
Other Australian military aircraft were considered of little relevance to this exercise because of their 
relative age and time of service, the lack of substantial data available and the dissimilar 
characteristics of other aircraft to the ASH.  

6.1 MILITARY AIRCRAFT INCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS IN AUSTRALIA  

Eight F-111 aircraft have been lost in accidents from all causes and all phases of flight since the 
aircraft was introduced to RAAF service in 1973. The F-111 had flown a total of 132,418 hours in 
36 years of Australian service to 30 June 2008, resulting in a Category 5 accident rate of 6.04 per 
100,000 hours, slightly lower than the rate of 6.13 per 100,000 hours for the F-111 in service with 
the United States Air Force. Category 5 accidents are defined in Australia as resulting in total loss 
of the aircraft or death.  

No Category 5 F-111 accidents have occurred at Amberley. Most of the RAAF F-111 accidents 
occurred in locations remote from aerodromes. An exception was a 1979 accident in Ohakea, New 
Zealand, when an aircraft experienced water ingestion during take-off and crashed after the crew 
ejected. The fact that most of the RAAF F-111 accidents occurred away from aerodromes is 
noteworthy because the majority of aircraft accidents generally occur during the most critical 
phases of flight, i.e. take-off and landing. 

Four F/A-18A aircraft have been lost since the aircraft entered RAAF service in 1985. These 
accidents also occurred away from aerodromes. The F/A-18A had flown a total of 241,807 hours in 
RAAF service to 30 June 2008, resulting in a Category 5 accident rate of 1.7 per 100,000 hours. 
This compares favourably with the rate of 3.44 per 100,000 hours for F/A-18A/B/C/D models in 
service with the United States Navy. 

The PER guidelines refer to comparison with military aircraft accidents within Australia. To 
summarize all Australian Defence Force accidents between 1965 and 2008 it is accurate to state 
the F-111 and F/A-18A operations from the year 2000 onwards did not contribute to the higher than 
average number of accidents that occurred in 2002, 2005 and 2008. The most recent F-111 and 
F/A-18A Category 5 accidents have occurred in 1999 and 1992 respectively.  In recent years F-111 
and F/A-18A safety records reflect an overall downward trend and the safety of both aircraft 
compared favourably with others in the Defence inventory.    

6.2 F/A-18 OPERATION WORLDWIDE 

In 1997 a member of the U.S. House of Representatives expressed concern over a series of 
serious accidents that occurred to U.S. military aircraft over a short period of time.  A report by the 
United States General Accounting Office (GAO) identified the number and rate of serious 
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accidents, including related fatalities, destroyed aircraft, and the value of lost aircraft over the 
preceding 2 fiscal years and added it to information previously collected to assess trends. The 
GAO also obtained the views of U.S. Department of Defence safety officials on whether operating 
tempo or availability of spare parts had been contributing factors to Class A mishaps. A Class A 
mishap is defined as an incident resulting in more than US$1M damage, or a fatality or permanent 
total disability. 

The GAO report3 indicated that between fiscal year 1975 and 1995, for example, the annual 
number of Class A mishaps to U.S. military aircraft decreased from 309 to 76, while the number of 
fatalities decreased from 285 to 85.  During this period, Class A mishaps per 100,000 flying hours, 
referred to as the mishap rate, also decreased from about 4.3 to 1.5. 

The report also indicated that the mishap rate for US Navy and Marine Corps aircraft dropped 
significantly from 7.3 mishaps per 100,000 flying hours in fiscal year 1975 to 1.9 in fiscal year 1997. 
This rate applied to all aircraft then in service in the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps including the F/A-
18A/B/C/D Hornet.  

This is the most recent data available on worldwide operations of the Hornet aircraft. The absence 
of detailed qualitative and quantitative safety data on F/A-18E/F Super Hornet operations 
worldwide prevents detailed qualitative and quantitative analysis.  

6.3 POTENTIAL BIRD STRIKE AND WILDLIFE HAZARDS 

A bird strike is a collision between an aircraft and a bird or bat. A bird strike is considered to have 
occurred when a pilot reports a strike or whenever evidence such as remains are found on or in the 
aircraft; a responsible person directly observes a strike; or remains are found on, or beside a 
runway and no other reason can be determined for the deceased animal. 

Determining the risk of bird strikes in aviation is an exercise supported by numerous industry 
groups, government and military organizations. It is vital to the health and safety of the environment 
and aviation that airport operators understand the risks and correlating impacts of wildlife 
management actions in order to achieve a proper environmental and operational balance. 

In Australia a collective approach to address wildlife and bird strike hazards emanated from the 
release of an Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) research paper The Hazard Posed to 
Aircraft by Birds, in 2003. The paper reported on bird strikes in Australia from the previous decade 
ending 2001. The research investigated bird strikes by aircraft movements, damage, geographic 
region, phase of flight, bird species, seasonal and time of day variations and impact physics. From 
this effort the Australian Aviation Ground Safety Council initiated a bird and animal hazard forum 

                                                   
3 GAO Briefing Report Military Aircraft Safety: Serious Accidents Remain at Historically Low 
Levels. GAO/NSIAD-98-95BR, 23 March 1998. 
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which led to the formation of the Australian Animal Wildlife Hazard Group (AAWHG). The AAWHG 
examines bird strike research to detect trends, develop risk assessment models and establish 
priorities in the mitigation of bird and animal hazards.  

In 2008 a study titled An Analysis of Australian Birdstrike Occurrences 2002 to 2006 (AR-2008-
027) was prepared by the ATSB in response to a request by the AAWHG. The study suggested the 
degree to which bird strike and wildlife hazard risks can be measured in Australia is often 
hampered by ineffective or infrequent reporting. The ATSB identified that many strikes are reported 
more than once causing uncertainty in the numerical accuracy of the data collected. However in 
contrast to potential numerical inaccuracies, forensic identification of strike remains through 
examination of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), has advanced in both cooperativeness and accuracy to 
assist ornithological specialists, wildlife biologists and aerodromes in the control and mitigation of 
bird strike hazards. It is important to note that whilst data reflects a general improvement in 
Australia’s bird strike reporting culture, only 20% of all bird strikes are commonly believed to be 
reported. 

In actuality, bird strike data in Australia has been systematically collected since the mid-1940s and 
subsequently utilised in the management of hazards posing risk to aircraft at aerodromes. Along 
with worldwide research and practice this data has provided the basis for wildlife hazard 
perspectives in Australia. 

Also active in bird strike hazard studies, the Department of Defence was at the forefront of wildlife 
hazard management publishing a comprehensive report on bird strikes in 1975 and later providing 
substantial data through the Directorate of Defence Aviation and Air Force Safety (DDAAFS) 
concerning phase of flight statistics used in the preparation of the 2003 ATSB research paper. An 
excerpt from the ATSB AR-2008-027 report describes the scope of the Defence study as follows: 

‘Th[e] Mechanical Engineering Report, authored by Pavia (1975), focused on birdstrikes 
and their damage, control and avoidance of birds around aerodromes, en route bird 
avoidance and control, and aircraft design to withstand damage from birdstrikes. The 
section on aircraft design covers structural considerations, transparencies (windows) and 
engines. The report combines civil and military birdstrike data to present a picture of 
hazards by type of aircraft, phase of flight, airfield location and conditions, seasonal 
effects, bird species and engine ingestion.’4 

The report further indicates that in Australia the rate of bird strikes per 10,000 movements on RPT 
aircraft increased from 4.7 in 2002 to 6.7 by 2006. In other countries where similar data is recorded 
(Canada, Europe, UK and USA) this same period has shown an increasing trend of bird strikes 
along with evidence suggesting migratory bird patterns may have recently altered. Migration 
periods result in a large number of bird strikes, particularly in the Northern Territory and represent a 

                                                   
4 ATSB An Analysis of Australian Birdstrike Occurrences 2002 to 2006, (AR-2008-027) 
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significant damage risk. In similar fashion foraging and roosting movements are likely to occur in 
the area of RAAF Base Amberley as birds and bats are drawn to flowering, fruiting and seeding 
habitat blooming in annual rotation throughout all seasons. 

Sharing knowledge regarding the effect of bird strikes will remain critical for military and civil 
aviation however differences in aircraft types and flight profiles tend to preclude any direct 
comparisons especially considering the more stringent bird strike certification standards faced by 
civilian aircraft and aerodromes. Whilst wildlife management programs at military and civilian 
aerodromes employ the same techniques and generally the same equipment, military aviation has 
greater flexibility in flight scheduling and route selection making it possible to avoid known bird 
activity areas. Commercial aviation is relatively inflexible and bound to schedules, flight routes and 
altitudes dictated by factors other than bird movements, nonetheless there is value to any new risk 
management tool including those predicting bird movements and activity.5 

                                                   

5 Transport Canada, TP 13549 – Sharing the Skies, An Aviation Industry Guide to the 
Management of Wildlife Hazards, Ch. 13 Solutions – Lessons from Military Aviation Experience 
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7.0 QUANTIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCES 
AND LIKELIHOOD 

This section presents information and analysis relating to the potential likelihood of aircraft 
accidents occurring in the RAAF Base Amberley area. The impacts and consequences of aircraft 
accidents occurring in a variety of areas and exhibiting the specific impacts identified by the 
following sub headings are considered. The consequences considered include aircraft accidents:  

• Occurring on RAAF Base Amberley: 

- During departures and arrivals 

- Experiencing runway overruns or undershoots 

• Occurring in adjacent residential areas and involving: 

- Death or personal injury from flying debris or fire 

- Jettisoned or inadvertently released aircraft stores 

- Falling aircraft components or equipment 

- Damage to buildings, structures or vehicles 

• Occurring in adjacent industrial areas and involving: 

- Damage to property 

- Death or personal injury from flying debris or fire 

- Jettisoned or inadvertently released aircraft stores 

- Falling aircraft components or equipment 

• Involving other aircraft; 

• Into or over water catchments or reservoirs; and 

• Analysis of risks to Flora and Fauna including: 

- Damage to Flora 

- Death or injury to Fauna 

7.1 LIKELIHOOD OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 

The likelihood of an ASH aircraft crash affecting the area around RAAF Amberley can be estimated 
by reference to the historical data for RAAF F/A-18A aircraft (a crash rate of 1.7 per 100,000 flying 
hours, refer Section 6.1) in conjunction with the planned flying operations of the ASH in the vicinity 
of RAAF Amberley.  
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Accordingly, the estimated likelihood of an ASH aircraft crash occurring in the vicinity of RAAF 
Base Amberley, per year, can be expressed as: 

Planned ASH flight hours-RAAF Base Amberley per year X Estimated likelihood of an ASH accident per flight hour 

 

Flight hours in the RAAF Base Amberley area can be assumed to include those spent by ASH 
aircraft in the departure, approach or circuit training phases of flight.  

Annual ASH operations at Amberley are planned to include approximately 3,448 total aircraft 
movements. This total equates to 1,724 departures and 1,724 arrivals and around 600 practice 
circuit landings.  

A single departing ASH or a pair of ASH aircraft using the normal departure profile will leave the 
Amberley Military Control Zone 1.25 minutes after take-off and will reach an altitude of 17,000 feet 
after a four minute climb, approximately 10 nautical miles (NM) from the start of take-off. 
Cumulative time for 1,724 ASH departures from Amberley is 1724 x 1.25 minutes = 2,156 minutes 
or about 36 hours 

The approximate breakdown of movements by the type of approach is: 86 arrivals will involve a 
straight-in visual approach, 258 will involve an instrument approach, and 1,379 arrivals will involve 
the standard initial and pitch procedure for rejoining the circuit and landing. One additional 
approach is accounted for in the rounding of approach percentages providing a total of 1,724.  

A single ASH aircraft or a pair arriving at Amberley will normally use the standard initial and pitch 
method of rejoining the circuit for landing. The procedure begins at 10,000 feet and 20NM from the 
aerodrome and involves a descent at 350 knots to 1,500 feet above ground level 7NM from the 
aerodrome on the extended centreline of the runway. The height of 1,500 feet is maintained during 
the remainder of the approach to the aerodrome and on the downwind leg of the circuit. The entire 
rejoin procedure takes 3.5 minutes, 2 minutes of which are within Amberley airspace (surface to 
4,500 feet). A straight-in visual approach will generally take less time than the standard procedure, 
so for a conservative estimate these operations can be considered together. Cumulative time for 
standard ASH arrivals at Amberley is calculated as (1,379 + 86) arrivals x 2 minutes = 2,930 
minutes or around 49 hours. 

The Amberley ILS approach procedure involves a final approach taking 4.5 minutes during which 
the aircraft descends from an altitude of 2,500 feet and 10NM from the runway to the touchdown 
point. The final approach is flown at 130 knots. Planned ASH operations at Amberley include a total 
of 258 instrument approaches per year. Some of these approaches will be flown using the 
Amberley TACAN as the reference navigation aid, while the remainder will be flown using the 
Instrument Landing System (ILS). For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that all approaches 
will be flown using the ILS because the 10NM final approach procedure is slightly longer than the 
TACAN final approach of 9NM and therefore the duration of the approach is slightly longer. 
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Cumulative time for ASH ILS approaches to Amberley is 258 x 4.5 = 1,161 minutes or 
approximately 19 hours. 

The number of ASH training circuits flown at Amberley is planned to be 600 per year. Based on the 
ASH circuit operating profile each take-off, circuit and landing is assumed to take 3.4 minutes. Total 
time planned to be spent on circuit training for the ASH is 600 x 3.4 minutes, or 34 hours per year. 

The total ASH flying hours expected to take place in the vicinity of RAAF Base Amberley is 
therefore 36 + 49 + 19 + 34 = 138 hours. The likelihood of an ASH aircraft accident occurring in the 
vicinity of RAAF Amberley is therefore (138/8760) x (1.7/100,000) = 2.68 x 10-7. This puts the 
likelihood of an aircraft accident in the ‘Possible’ category within the likelihood scale of Section 5.4, 
Table 4. 

The level of risk to an individual property or person is considerably lower than the probability of an 
aircraft crash occurring, due to the fact that the area occupied by a single building or person is 
considerably less than the total area in which a potential aircraft accident could occur. Although 
difficult to estimate precisely, it is reasonable to conclude that due to the relative areas occupied by 
individuals (buildings or persons) the likelihood of individual exposure to the consequences of an 
aircraft accident would be reduced to less than 1 x 10 -7 (or into the ‘Improbable’ category). 

7.2 ACCIDENTS OCCURRING ON RAAF BASE AMBERLEY 

7.2.1 DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS   

ASH arrival and departure flight paths at Amberley avoid populous areas.  F-111 arrivals and 
departures at Amberley have also followed this practice. 

The likelihood of an F-111 aircraft accident during arrivals and departures is also assessed as 
being in the ‘Possible’ category on the basis of the historical accident data previously summarized 
and operational information provided by Defence.  

Aircraft accidents occurring on RAAF Base Amberley would almost certainly be close to the ends of 
the runway and close to the extended runway centreline. They would by definition effectively be 
considered as runway overruns or undershoots as discussed in Section 7.2.2 

7.2.2 RUNWAY OVERRUNS OR UNDERSHOOTS 

A person or persons could be struck by an F-111 or ASH aircraft overrunning or undershooting the 
runway at Amberley during take-off or landing (departure or arrival), resulting in a fatality or severe 
irreversible disability. The severity of this occurrence is ‘Major.’  

Although runways have public safety areas and mechanized arrestor systems at RAAF Base 
Amberley, one or more persons could be involved in a collision with an aircraft that overruns or 
undershoots the runway. Adopting measures to further reduce the likelihood of these events might 
include never allowing access to these areas when the runway is in an active status or alternately 
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employing a practice of never allowing aircraft to depart or arrive over personnel and equipment 
working in the public safety areas.  

Runway 15/33 is the only runway at Amberley that will be used for ASH operations.  The runway 
length of 3,047 metres is more than adequate for F-111 and ASH operations at maximum weight.   

The likelihood of an overrun during take-off is very low. F-111 and ASH aircraft can accelerate to 
the scheduled take-off speed and stop in the remaining runway length using only the aircraft brakes 
following a rejected take-off. The F-111 and the ASH are equipped with an arrestor hook which can 
be extended to engage the arrestor cables that are permanently installed on runway 15/33 at 
Amberley, 500 metres from each end of the runway pavement. The cables provide a means of 
stopping these aircraft in the event of a brake system failure or in other circumstances which may 
cause the aircraft to run off the end of the runway.  

Undershooting or landing short of the runway surface is a rare occurrence usually brought on by an 
aircraft experiencing abnormal hydraulic system operation or flight control problems. These 
difficulties are usually known well in advance of arrival and the emergency response procedures at 
RAAF Base Amberley would prepare for arrival of an aircraft in distress with emergency equipment 
at the ready and the public safety areas clear. Additional information regarding public safety areas 
and how they are established is contained in Appendix B. 

The likelihood of an overrun or undershoot of the runway at RAAF Base Amberley has been 
accounted for in estimating the likelihood of an aircraft accident in Section 7.1. 

7.3 ACCIDENTS OCCURRING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS 

The area surrounding RAAF Base Amberley is predominantly rural, with rural residential, low 
density residential, commercial and industrial centres as well. The orientation of Runway 15/33 is 
north-west to south-east. Section 4.1.2 details the land uses surrounding the Base. 

7.3.1 DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY FROM FLYING DEBRIS OR FIRE 

A person could be struck by debris or suffer burns arising from a catastrophic aircraft accident at 
RAAF Base Amberley or in the surrounding residential area. Injuries sustained from the effects of 
burns or debris caused by an aircraft impacting the ground possesses the potential to cause death 
or severe irreversible disability or impairment to one or more persons. This translates to ‘Major’ on 
the Scale of Consequences in Section 5.4, Table 3 of this report.   

Approximately half of all aviation accidents occur during the take-off and landing phases of flight.  
In calculating the probability of a person being exposed to flying debris from an F-111 or ASH 
accident at Amberley, it is assumed that such an accident is more likely to occur while the aircraft is 
conducting repetitive take-offs and landings, such as circuit training conducted during pilot 
conversion to the aircraft type when exposure to risk is high.  However, as noted in Section 6.1, no 
F-111 Category 5 accidents have occurred at Amberley during 36 years of service with the RAAF.  
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Planned annual hours to be flown by the ASH are 4,500.  For an assumed accident rate of 1.7 per 
100,000 hours, similar to the F/A-18A, this results in an accident probability of 0.000017 x 34/4500 
= 1.28 x 10-7. Within the likelihood scale of Section 5.4, Table 4, the likelihood of exposure of a 
person to an ASH accident during circuit training at Amberley falls within the ‘Improbable’ category. 
The same likelihood applies to F-111 operations. 

The probability of such an accident arising from engine failure is remote because the F-111 and the 
ASH are both twin engine aircraft. Advice from CASA Airworthiness Certification Standards 
indicates that the likelihood of a catastrophic engine failure on take-off in a modern jet civil 
transport aircraft is no more than 1 in 100,000 hours of operation, or 1.0 x 10-5. It can be assumed 
that the F-414-GE-400 engines in the ASH have similar reliability to those in a modern jet civil 
transport aircraft because of their recent origin and modern turbofan design. The F-414-GE-400 
evolved from the F-404 engine produced during the early 1980s and used in a wide variety of 
aircraft operated by the United States Navy, United States Marine Corps, United States Air Force 
and military forces of 12 other countries including Australia. The probability of an F-111 or ASH 
accident arising from a double engine failure due to independent causes is 1 x 10-5 x 1 x 10-5 or 1.0 
x 10-10, which is in the ‘Improbable’ category.  

The ASH, like the F/A-18A and the F-111, is able to fly on the remaining engine in the event of a 
failure or malfunction which requires an engine to be shut down in flight. The aircraft also has the 
ability to continue take-off in the event of an engine failure occurring on the runway after the aircraft 
has reached the speed at which the take-off can be safely aborted.  ASH operations at Amberley 
will be conducted at weights consistent with this capability.   

7.3.2 JETTISONED OR INADVERTENTLY RELEASED AIRCRAFT STORES 

A person could be struck by aircraft stores that have been jettisoned intentionally or released 
inadvertently. Injuries sustained from the effects of falling aircraft stores have the potential to cause 
death or severe irreversible disability or impairment to the affected person(s). This translates to 
‘Major’ on the Scale of Consequences in Section 5.4, Table 3.  

External fuel tanks and stores carried on the ASH aircraft are unlikely to be jettisoned except in an 
emergency, for example where there is a risk of the landing gear collapsing during landing. If stores 
jettison becomes necessary, this action is usually performed over a safe area designated for the 
purpose. There have been no recorded instances of deliberate jettison of stores from the F-111 or 
the F/A-18A while arriving at or departing from an aerodrome.   

Two recorded instances of inadvertent release of aircraft stores from F/A-18A aircraft have 
occurred during 24 years of RAAF service.  Hours flown by the F-111 and the F/A-18A have been 
aggregated to 374,225 because both aircraft routinely carry external stores, although no 
inadvertent release incidents have occurred with the F-111. This equates to a rate of one in 
187,112 hours or 0.0000053 per hour of flight. Two events in (36 + 24) years of RAAF operation of 
the F-111 and the F/A-18A equates to (2/60) or 0.0333 per year.  
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It is assumed that inadvertent release of aircraft stores can occur anywhere within 10 kilometres of 
Amberley, i.e. an area of 214,280,000 square metres, and that the ASH will experience a similar 
incident rate to the F-111 and the F/A-18A. The probability of an F-111 or ASH inadvertent release 
incident injuring a person at Amberley or in the surrounding area is therefore 2 x 0.0338 x 
(1/214,280,000) = 3.15 x 10-10 per year. This is in the ‘Improbable’ category.  

7.3.3 FALLING AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS OR EQUIPMENT 

A person could be struck by falling aircraft components or equipment lost during flight. These items 
are generally small lightweight removable access panels, covers, fairings or vanes, the loss of 
which is often not discovered until the aircraft is inspected after landing. Injuries sustained from the 
effects of falling components or equipment could conceivably range from ‘Minor’ to ‘Major’ on the 
Scale of Consequences in Section 5.4, Table 3. In most cases, though, the small lightweight nature 
of the items possesses the potential to cause objective but reversible disability requiring 
hospitalization. This translates to ‘Minor’. However, in recognition that in some cases more severe 
injuries may occur, the consequences have been assessed as ‘Moderate’. 

Defence records indicate that a total of 52 F-111 components were lost during flight since 1980. 
There are no records of in flight component losses for the F-111 before this date. A total of 36 
components have been lost from RAAF F/A-18A aircraft during flight since 1985. It is often not 
possible to determine where the aircraft was when an item was lost unless it was seen by the crew 
as it left the aircraft. This is difficult because of the location of the cockpit close to the front of the F-
111 and the F/A-18A and the fact that only the upper surfaces of the aircraft are visible to the crew 
during flight. Lost components are generally thought to separate from the aircraft during high 
speed, high G manoeuvres during simulated air combat or simulated attacks on surface targets. 
These manoeuvres are limited to military exercise areas and weapons ranges and are not likely to 
occur in the vicinity of RAAF Base Amberley.   

F-111 component losses in flight since 1980 result in an average loss rate of (52/28) or 
approximately 1.85 components per year.  

F/A-18A component losses occurred over a period of 23 years during which the aircraft flew 
241,807 hours. This equates to a loss rate of 1 in 6,716 hours or 0.000148 per hour of flight or 
0.638 per year. The ASH can be expected to perform at least as well as the F/A-18A and better 
than the F-111 in this respect. There have been no recorded injuries attributed to falling 
components or equipment from the F-111 or the F/A-18A.   

In calculating the probability of this occurring at Amberley, it is assumed that a component may fall 
from an ASH anywhere within 10 kilometres of Amberley, that only 5% of these components are 
lost outside military training areas or weapons ranges, and that a person must be present in the 
precise location and at the same moment as the component reaches the ground. The area within a 
10 kilometre radius of Amberley is 214,280,000 square metres. A person is assumed to occupy a 
ground area of one square metre.     
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The probability of an individual person being injured by an ASH component falling from the aircraft 
within 10 kilometres of Amberley is 1/214,280,000 x 0.638 x 0.05 = 1.48 x 10-10 per year, and is 
therefore in the ‘Improbable’ category.  

7.3.4 DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES AND VEHICLES  

Buildings, structures and vehicles at an ASH accident site in a residential area may be exposed to 
impact forces that exceed the applicable design standards, and fire. The severity of impact and fire 
damage may range from ‘Negligible’ to ‘Moderate’ on the Table 3 Scale of Consequences.  

No damage to buildings or structures has been recorded for the same period identified in Section 
7.2.3 regarding injuries to persons being attributed to falling components or equipment. Even 
though buildings and structures are not by nature transient the probability of exposure to these 
hazards is assessed as ‘Improbable’. 

7.4 ACCIDENTS OCCURRING IN INDUSTRIAL AREAS  

Industrial or commercial areas in the vicinity of RAAF Base Amberley have been identified as small 
scale facilities in Walloon and Pine Mountain north of the Base and south-east of the Base in 
Yamanto. Runway 15 departures would be to the south-east while Runway 33 departures would be 
to the north-west. Runway 15 is projected to accommodate 80% of ASH movements.  

7.4.1 PERSONAL INJURY 

In industrial areas, the severity of injuries to persons arising from a catastrophic aircraft accident or 
other hazards is similar to that identified in the preceding Sections 7.2.1 to 7.2.4. This translates to 
‘Major’ on the Scale of Consequences in Section 5.4, Table 3.  

The likelihood of a member of the public being killed or injured in an industrial area as a result of an 
ASH accident is similar to that for residential areas and is in the ‘Improbable’ category.    

7.4.2 DAMAGE TO PROPERTY 

The severity of possible damage to buildings, structures and vehicles present at an ASH accident 
site in an industrial area is similar to that for residential areas, and ranges from ‘Negligible’ to 
‘Moderate’ on the Scale of Consequences in Section 5.4, Table 3.  

The number and size of industrial areas within the vicinity of RAAF Base Amberley is relatively 
small further resulting in the exposure of buildings, structures and vehicles to damage from an ASH   
accident as ‘Improbable.’  

7.5 ACCIDENTS INVOLVING OTHER AIRCRAFT  

One accident occurred in 1990 as a result of a collision between two F/A-18A aircraft during air 
combat manoeuvring. This activity is not conducted at Amberley and all other aircraft operations 
are highly controlled in accordance with air traffic control procedures so it is reasonable to assume 
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there is negligible possibility of an accident of this kind involving the ASH and any other aircraft 
occurring at RAAF Base Amberley.  

The probability of a collision between two ASH aircraft flying as a pair in formation is similar to that 
for other catastrophic accidents and falls within the ‘Improbable’ category. There is no reason to 
believe the probability of accidents involving other aircraft occurring is greater than currently exists 
for aircraft operations at RAAF Base Amberley. 

7.6 ACCIDENTS INTO OR OVER WATER CATCHMENTS AND STORAGE 
RESERVOIRS 

An ASH aircraft involved in a catastrophic accident while flying in the Amberley Military CTR could 
crash into a water catchment or a storage reservoir. Ground water or water stored in the reservoir 
is likely to be contaminated with jet fuel and hazardous materials such as burnt carbon fibre 
compounds following a crash.      

The Amberley Military CTR comprises an area of about 600 square miles or 2,057 square 
kilometres. Water catchments and storage reservoirs occupy up to 25% of the area within the 
Amberley Military CTR. Contamination of waterways is possible from fuel spillage associated with 
aircraft accidents, but in catastrophic accidents which often involve intense fire, spilled fuel is 
usually burned before it can enter waterways in quantity or soak into the ground.  

The amount of fuel carried on board the aircraft will significantly affect the extent of this hazard. 
Aircraft used in short and medium haul civil air transport operations such as the B-737-800 may 
carry up to 21 tonnes of fuel. In contrast, fuel carried by the ASH with a full internal load and three 
external tanks is 11 tonnes. This relatively small amount will generally be limited to the immediate 
site of an ASH accident.  

An ASH accident site is likely to be small if the aircraft trajectory is near the vertical when the 
aircraft strikes the ground. This is most likely to occur during uncontrolled flight after the crew has 
ejected from the aircraft. The distribution of spilled fuel and hazardous material is therefore likely to 
remain within the accident site, assisting site clean up and remediation.     

If not contained and removed, jet fuel spillage may contaminate water catchment areas and 
storage reservoirs. Water contaminated with jet fuel has the potential to cause objective but 
reversible disability requiring hospitalisation. This equates to ‘Minor’ on the Scale of Consequences 
in Section 5.4, Table 3.  

Hazardous materials such as carbon fibre have the potential to cause severe irreversible disability 
or impairment to human health. This translates to ‘Major’ on the Scale of Consequences in Section 
5.4, Table 3. 

Unburnt spilled fuel that may enter waterways and storage reservoirs is readily detectable by 
appearance and smell, and can be treated before it enters the public water supply system. Hazard 
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to human health and safety is therefore minimised so the likelihood of a person suffering disability 
from this hazard is ‘Negligible.’ 

In the event of an aircraft accident, control measures are generally implemented immediately to 
prevent public access to the accident site. These measures are intended to facilitate accident 
investigation by preserving evidence at the site, and to protect members of the public from 
inadvertent exposure to health and safety hazards until the relevant environmental response plan 
has been implemented and the accident site has been sanitised.  

Emergency response teams are aware of hazardous materials that may be present at a military 
aircraft accident site and will take the necessary precautions to safeguard the health and safety of 
team members during removal and disposal of hazardous material and site remediation. 

Similarly, fuel spills occurring on RAAF Base Amberley must be contained and removed through 
approved practices contained in the RAAF AEP in accordance with EPBC Regulations. Every effort 
to prevent fuel spills from entering water catchments or impacting stormwater runoff is made as 
part of these procedures. 

The severity of damage to water catchments and water storage reservoirs resulting from an ASH 
accident is therefore ‘Minor.’ The likelihood of public exposure to hazards arising from an ASH 
accident into or over a water catchment area or a water storage reservoir is categorised as 
‘Improbable.’      

7.7 ANALYSIS OF RISKS INVOLVING BUSHFIRES 

7.7.1 DAMAGE TO FLORA 

The severity of damage to plant life within an accident site could range from superficial to 
irreversible damage from fire and consequent plant death but would be considered to have only a 
transient effect on the biology of the surrounding physical environment due to the relatively small 
area that an ASH accident site can be expected to occupy, and site sanitation and rehabilitation by 
environmental response teams. The severity of damage to plant life is therefore ‘Moderate,’ on the 
Scale of Consequences in Section 5.4, Table 3. 

Although vegetation is not transient in nature, the likelihood of flora exposure to the effects of fuel 
spillage and fire as described in Section 7.5 within the affected area must be considered as 
‘Improbable’ due to the remote probability of an ASH accident.  

7.7.2 DEATH OR INJURY TO FAUNA 

Fauna in the Amberley area could be potentially at risk of injury or death as a result of fuel spillage 
and fire resulting from an ASH accident. This would be considered to have a moderate short-term 
effect on the biology of the surrounding physical environment as a whole but would not affect 
ecosystem functions. The severity of risk to local fauna present at an ASH accident site is ‘Minor.’  
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Without detailed data on the population and behaviour of all types of fauna found within natural 
areas inside the Amberley Military CTR, it is not possible to quantify the likelihood of exposure to 
this hazard. However, given that fauna is transient in nature, and widely distributed throughout 
areas of natural vegetation, it is reasonable to conclude that the likelihood is ‘Improbable’ on the 
Table 3 Scale of Consequences. 

7.7.3 BUSHFIRES OCCURRING IN RURAL AREAS 

Bushfires represent the most significant ecological risk from an aircraft crash apart from the danger 
to people, structures and equipment on the ground. The possibility of bushfires that may be 
attributed to F-111 or ASH operations is ‘Improbable’ however and the risk minor given the low rate 
of aircraft crashes and the predominance of RAAF aircraft activity occurring in close proximity to 
airbases where bushfire response services are readily available.  

Additionally, RAAF employs standard procedures for the management and control of aircraft crash 
sites addressing personnel and public safety as well as accident investigation, liaison with civil 
authorities, crash site clean-up procedures and recovery actions necessary for return to normal 
operations.  

While crash response procedures sometimes develop on-scene with regard to coordination and 
communications with civil environmental authorities, response and remediation efforts are always 
prioritized below rescue, human safety and immediate suppression of fire. 

Any response to a RAAF aircraft accident or incident should be coordinated with local Defence 
environmental staff. The RAAF Base Amberley Defence Support Group (DSG) should be notified 
as soon as practicable following an aircraft accident or incident. Crashes occurring off Base or over 
water will require DSG staff advice to appropriate civil environmental authorities regarding potential 
pollution risks and possible remediation procedures. This practice is also followed should a crash 
event on Base involve the possibility of off-site contamination of resources as a result of fluids 
entering surface or underground water supplies that pass through Defence property. 
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7.8 RISK EVALUATION 

Evaluation of the risk level of each hazard is summarised in Table 7 as follows: 

Table 7  Aircraft Accident Risk Evaluation Summary  

CATEGORY HAZARD LEVEL OF 
SEVERITY LIKELIHOOD RISK LEVEL 

Death or Personal Injury From Aircraft 
Accidents 

(General Public) 
Major Improbable REVIEW 

Personal Injury From Falling Aircraft 
Components or Equipment    

(General Public )  
Moderate Improbable ACCEPTABLE 

Health & Safety  

(People) 

Death or Personal Injury From  
Jettisoned or Unintentionally 

Released  Stores  (General Public) 
Major Improbable REVIEW  

Damage to Buildings or Structures Moderate Improbable  ACCEPTABLE Property 

Damage to Vehicles Moderate  Improbable ACCEPTABLE 

Damage to Water Catchments and  
Water Storage Reservoirs  Minor  Improbable ACCEPTABLE 

Injury or Death to Flora as a Result 
of Fire  Moderate Improbable  ACCEPTABLE 

Injury or Death to Fauna as a Result 
of Fire  Minor  Improbable  ACCEPTABLE 

Natural 
Environment  

(Waterways, Flora 
& Fauna) 

Bushfires in Rural Areas Minor Improbable ACCEPTABLE 

 

With the exception of the risk of death or personal injury from aircraft accidents and from jettisoned 
or unintentionally released stores, all of the risks in Table 7 have been assessed as ‘Acceptable’. 
Both of the ‘Review’ risk levels identified are a result of the potential consequences of an incident 
occurring rather than the likelihood being high. The probabilities in relation to both hazards are 
extraordinarily low. For the risk in relation to jettisoned or unintentionally released stores, for 
example, the likelihood that an individual would be struck is less than 1 in one billion, per year. 

In terms of the acceptability of risk, Queensland Government SPP 1/02 has defined Public Safety 
Zone dimensions to incorporate the area where the risk per year resulting from an aircraft crash to 
an individual is somewhere between 1 in 10,000 (10-4) and 1 in 100,000 (10-5). 
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8.0 RELATIVE RISK OF BIRDSTRIKES AT RAAF BASE AMBERLEY 

8.1 QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSES 

The ATSB AR-2008-27 analysis of bird strike occurrences indicated a total of 5,103 bird strikes 
reported from 32,692,208 civil and general aviation aircraft movements over the five year period 
ending 2006. The resulting bird strike to movement correlation was 1 bird strike for every 6,407 
aircraft movements. An aircraft movement is defined as a takeoff, landing or circuit. 

Bird strikes resulting in aircraft damage over this period averaged 7.5% or one in every thirteen 
occurrences. Events with accident causing potential such as two-engine ingestion were rare 
occurring only 8 times in the 5,103 reported bird strikes. In all 8 of the two-engine ingestions the 
aircraft involved managed to land without further incident. 

Aircraft damage is considered to have occurred when an aircraft sustains a scratch, crack, dent, 
bent, broken or non-functioning component or system as a result of a collision with a bird. An 
aircraft is also considered to have sustained damage when a responsible person states it was 
damaged even in the absence of a description of the aircraft part damaged or damage severity. 

Bird strike occurrences reported in Australia increased by approximately 62.5% over the period 
2002-2006 according to the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) report AR-2008-027. This 
represents an increase in civil aviation bird strike reporting from approximately 1 bird strike per 
10,000 aircraft movements in 2002 to 2 per 10,000 in 2006 however the damaging bird strike rate 
has remained static for over two decades. This is due in part to the increase in overall number of 
bird strike reports, most of which involve non-damaging strikes. 

Fortunately, the numbers of bird strike occurrences that have resulted in injuries or significant 
damage have been few. Regardless of this fact, bird strikes continue to represent a potential 
hazard to aircraft that can adversely affect people, property, operations and environmental 
processes. Bird strike risks therefore must be adequately managed by aerodrome operators.  

8.1.1 RECENT BIRD STRIKE HISTORY OF RAAF BASE AMBERLEY 

Between 1 January 2004 and 6 March 2009, there have been 17 reported bird strikes6 on aircraft 
operating at RAAF Base Amberley.7 All 17 of these bird strikes occurred during take-off, approach 
to land or circuit. Of these, seven caused minor airframe damage and ten caused no damage. 

Additionally, during this period there were 19 reported bird strikes on aircraft operating from RAAF 
Base Amberley where the aircraft location when the strike occurred could not be identified. The 

                                                   
6 In this context, ‘bird strike’ will be used to indicate bird or bat strike. 
7 Defence Aviation Hazard Reporting and Tracking System (DAHRTS). 
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strike may have occurred in the vicinity of the airfield or during low level operations away from the 
airfield. Of these, nine caused minor airframe damage and ten caused no damage. 

During the period there were no bird strikes at RAAF Base Amberley which caused major aircraft 
damage or personnel injury. Whilst Defence does not require recording of the specific type of 
animal or species struck, there were no reports of strikes involving animals other than birds or bats. 

8.1.2 EXISTING CONTROLS 

Defence recognizes the responsibility of protecting the environment and minimizing the impacts of 
aircraft operations. To address these impacts the RAAF has developed and plans to fully 
implement an Aircraft Operations Environmental Management Plan once approved. The plan, (of 
which many procedures are already in place) will monitor and respond to the following:   

• Observed disturbances and subsequent reactions of livestock or wildlife (including birds, 
seals and whales) resulting from low-flying aircraft; 

• Incident reports that include details of relevant environmental incidents including: 
hazardous material spills, bushfire ignition, and aircraft crashes occurring on and off base; 
and 

• Adverse consequences or damage arising from any aircraft incident or accident. 
 

Commonly employed processes using incident reports whereby incidents are documented to 
include date, time and location; nature or type of incident; the aircraft involved (if known); the 
source reporting information; actual observation of incident or inference of incident by another 
means; known or suspected adverse consequences or damage resulting from the reported 
incident; and the corrective actions taken, result in possible improvements in operational practices. 

Much of the information gleaned from incident reports can be used to adjust or modify operational 
practices to minimize risk. For instance, environmental issues that directly involve bird strike 
hazards and subsequent risk management include consideration of prevalent bird and bat species, 
seasonal migrations, feeding patterns and foraging locales, flocking and movement propensities, 
habitat and land use attractants, and airfield housekeeping measures. These types of mitigation 
measures are encouraged for adoption by the RAAF and as a supplement to the RAAF Base 
Amberley Airport Emergency Plan (AEP) which has environmental response components 
incorporated into response procedures. 

8.1.3 LIKELIHOOD AND CONSEQUENCES 

The likelihood of bird strike occurrence is commonly determined by the average number of strikes 
per 10,000 aircraft movements (1 x 10,000) over a selected period of time and takes into 
consideration bird and bat activity specific to a particular location. Activity is best calculated as 
population changes based on observations providing known species counts at a specific location 
over a period of 12-18 months, however adequate data on most species exists to extrapolate the 
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probability of seasonal fluctuations, migration routes, species characteristics, the time of day, 
existing habitat, and wildlife attractants, into a useable resource capable of determining bird strike 
likelihood and consequences. 

Table 8 below demonstrates an average rating of bird strike likelihood as calculated for RAAF Base 
Amberley: 

Table 8  Average Birdstrike Likelihood  

PROBABILITY 
SPECIES GROUP RISK CATEGORY 

SEMI-QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE 

Flockbirds/Raptors/Bats Probable 12-15 per 5 year period High 

Granivores Possible 12-15 per 5 year period Medium 

Waterfowl/Shorebirds Improbable 2-8 per 5 year period Low 

 

Utilizing information from on-site observations and data supplied from the Defence Aviation 
Hazards Reporting and Tracking System (DAHRTS), a likelihood scale representing risk probability  
in semi-quantitative and qualitative terms can be derived as generally ‘High’ for groups defined as 
flocking birds, diurnal raptors, and bats (Little Red and Grey Flying Foxes).  

Due to their size, characteristics and controllability of habitat and attractants granivores were given 
a qualitative evaluation of ‘Medium’. Based on numbers observed during the site visit to RAAF 
Base Amberley, the seasonal fluctuations of granivore species and the lack of specific details from 
the DAHRTS, a risk category of ‘Possible’ and the semi-quantitative value of 12-15 per 5 year 
period was assigned to granivores. 

Waterfowl and shorebirds are identified as ‘Improbable’ risks occurring less frequently and with 
greater ability to control habitat and attractants on the base and airfield. Similarly, airfield 
attractants and habitat can be controlled more readily for granivores and they have been given a 
risk category of ‘Possible.’ The greater projected risk due to seasonal concentrations and 
movement patterns, and therefore the assignment of a risk category of ‘Probable,’ is given to 
flocking birds, raptors and bats. Much of the attractant and habitat locations of this group exist off 
base in close proximity to the airfield making it more difficult to manage.  

The strike numbers depicted in Table 8 are from DAHRTS data reflecting 36 total bird strike 
occurrences at Amberley over the past 5 years. Because DAHRTS does not require identification 
of species the numbers utilized for semi-quantitative analysis were averaged with the information 
contained in Section 8.2.2 and known habitat control measures including land uses and attractant 
mitigation. The probability estimates used have a plus or minus factor of 6 per five year period.  

Variation of bird strike rates between aerodromes can be attributed to a number of factors including 
the type of aerodrome, (major, regional, general aviation, and military), aerodrome location and 
frequency of aircraft operations as well as size and performance characteristics of aircraft. 
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Collecting data on the number and type of bird strikes per location assists in determining the 
success of hazard management at a specific location and for specific populations. This data relates 
to behavior, habitat and attractant or avoidance characteristics of a particular species. 

Bird and bat strikes can occur anytime, but are most likely to occur during the periods surrounding 
dawn and dusk when bird and bat activity and movement are at their highest. According to the 
information presented in ATSB AR-2008-027, two-thirds of the bird strikes affecting civil aircraft in 
Australia, as documented between 2002 and 2006, occurred during the landing and take-off 
phases of flight. Ninety-five percent of all reported bird strikes occurred at or near the aerodrome.  

Further consequences of aircraft accidents, including those involving bird strikes cover the range 
from ‘Negligible’ to ‘Severe.’ The greatest degree of concern regarding consequences relates to 
people, property, environment and other assets however the consequences historically measured 
by the civil aviation industry focus on monetary values related to: 

• Damage to aircraft; 

• Lost operating time; and 

• Disruption of aerodrome operations. 

The following Scale of Consequences table has been modified from Table 3 to reflect broad-based 
potential consequences of aircraft accidents and incidents in terms of aircraft damage, lost 
operating time and disruption of aerodrome services as compiled from civil aviation data and 
aerodromes supporting passenger carriage by airlines or Regular Public Transport (RPT) as a 
primary operation: 

Table 9  Consequences of Civil Aviation Aircraft Accidents/Incidents 

SEVERITY LEVEL AIRCRAFT DAMAGE LOST OPERATING TIME DISRUPTION OF OPERATIONS 

SEVERE 
Damage beyond repair or more 

than 80% of aircraft or 
component value 

Loss of aircraft 
necessitating replacement 
outside of available fleet 

MAJOR 
Major repairable damage above 
70% but not more than 80% of 

aircraft or component value 

Out-of-service indefinitely, 
plus cost of recovery and 

replacement on route 

Very serious, long-term disruption 
or impairment of aerodrome  

operational functions resulting in 
shut down of movement areas, 
aircraft delays and diversions, 
passenger/user inconvenience 

MODERATE 
Moderate repairable damage 
above 50% but not more than 

70% of aircraft/component value 

Moderate down-time for 
repairs, plus cost of 

recovery, replacement  

Moderate to serious short-term 
disruption of aerodrome 
operations and functions 

MINOR Minor repairable damage but 
property remains habitable 

Revenue loss due to minor 
repairs, delays, etc. 

Minor short-term impacts not 
affecting aerodrome operations 

NEGLIGIBILE Superficial or no damage No lost operating time or 
revenue generation 

No impact on aerodrome 
operations or functions 
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8.1.4 RESULTING LEVELS OF RISK 

The severity of bird strikes is generally scaled to the individual size and weight of a particular 
species as well as flocking tendencies and a given species’ historical propensity for strike 
avoidance. Information utilized in assessing the consequences for the observed and projected 
species associated with RAAF Base Amberley included data collected during site visits, data 
provided by SKM Senior Ecologist, Jason Richard and the Internet website www.birdata.com.au. 

Table 10 reflects the resulting levels of risk associated with these observations and projections per 
species group: 

Table 10  Risk Level Matrix by Species Group  

DEGREE OF SEVERITY 
SPECIES GROUP LIKELIHOOD 

NEGLIGIBLE MINOR MODERATE MAJOR SEVERE 

WATERFOWL IMPROBABLE Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable REVIEW REJECT 

GRANIVORES POSSIBLE Acceptable REVIEW REVIEW REVIEW REJECT 

FLOCKBIRDS PROBABLE Acceptable REVIEW REJECT REJECT REJECT 

 
As with all risk level matrixes, to the extent possible, any rejected degree of severity should be 
accompanied by targeted management actions to mitigate the risk. For the purposes of 
establishing a matrix to address bird hazard management, all species that tend to flock should be 
rejected and appropriate mitigation procedures adopted to ensure negligible or minor degrees of 
severity. 

A movement toward ‘zero tolerance’ for waterfowl and other large or flocking birds has developed 
in Australia following the pattern in North America and the UK regarding birds that represent a 
severe degree of risk to aircraft. This is a prudent approach to bird hazard management and 
concern for managing bird hazard risks should be extended to any species recorded at the 
aerodrome as having been involved in a bird strike regardless of the determined likelihood or 
severity of risk. 

Australia has yet to experience a fatal civil aviation accident due to bird or animal strike. In the 
period 2002 to 2006 there were two bird strike related loss of control incidents involving helicopters 
in general aviation (GA) operation. The resulting accidents were serious with one pilot sustaining 
minor injuries. Approximately 4 per cent of bird strike occurrences in civil aviation result in pilots 
performing precautionary landings by returning to their point of origin. 

8.2 RISK EVALUATION 

Bird and bat attractants vary by species, season, habitat and housekeeping. Many bird types are 
attracted in particular to the large open grassy spaces of aerodromes. In these spaces birds forage, 
nest, avoid predators and depending on the length of grass and the availability of other food 

http://www.birdata.com.au
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sources, sometimes become prey. 

Flocking birds are likely to be more active at dawn and dusk, whilst bats will be active (and flying in 
large groups) approximately within the first 30 minutes following dusk and in the 1-2 hours prior to 
dawn. Activity by all other species of birds and wildlife is inherent to individual characteristics, but 
generally holds to typical movement from nesting and roosting areas to foraging areas and back 
again around periods of daylight. Diurnal raptors will be most active around food sources that 
present a convenient prey opportunity including granivores that commonly forage throughout 
daylight hours. Nocturnal creatures present different and generally lower likelihood risks however 
due to size and the cover of darkness, the severity resulting from a strike of one of these birds or 
animals may be elevated. 

On aerodromes, water in drains, retention ponds and other areas provide environments perfectly 
suited to ducks, ibis and other waterfowl and shorebirds. Certain other bird species are attracted to 
hangars and flat roofed buildings as nesting areas. 

Land use and the environment surrounding aerodromes not only can attract birds and bats, but can 
also prove difficult to manage or control. Waterways, agriculture, landfills and even golf courses 
often provide attractants that contribute to transit issues where birds and bats traverse the airfield 
while moving between nesting areas and feeding or foraging sites. 

A summary of representative bird species observed or projected as active at RAAF Base Amberley 
along with the risk level of each is presented in Table 10. 

8.2.1 RAAF BASE AMBERLEY SITE VISIT OBSERVATIONS 

Buildings and shade hangars along Taxiway B and Taxiway J (north of Runway 04/22) do not 
appear to attract wildlife in significant numbers. A stand of gum trees north-west of the Runway 15 
approach end provide a potential roost for a variety of bird species common to the area. Facilities 
on and near the aircraft movement areas also present roosting, flocking and foraging opportunities 
for bird species observed during the site visit including: 

• Straw-necked Ibis (Threskionis spinicollis); 

• Australian Magpies (Crocticus gymnorhina);  

• Pied Butcherbirds (Crocticus nigrogularis);  

• Australian Ravens (Corrus coronoides);  

• Magpie Larks (Grallina cyanaleuca); and  

• Miscellaneous pigeons, ducks, herons, and various waterfowl. 

Photos of species and facilities providing evidence of bird activity are contained in Appendix C. 

Specific habitat attractants that offer roosting, flocking and foraging opportunities can be managed 
to effectively mitigate the risks of birdstrike by elimination, modification, monitoring and other 
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wildlife control processes including detection, controlled dispersion and harassment. 

Stormwater on the airfield is managed through a series of swales and drainage ditches that run 
both parallel and perpendicular to Runway 15/33. A large stormwater outflow basin exists east of 
Runway 15/33 near the intersection of Taxiway C. This area is overgrown with bulrushes and 
vegetation providing shelter and habitat for waterfowl. 

Building number 38 located south-east of the Runway 33 approach end houses electrical 
equipment and provides an active roost for magpies in an area critical to aircraft movement in flight. 
A derelict aircraft used for crash exercises and training provides roost and shelter for pigeons south 
of Runway 04 along Taxiway H. Waterfowl were present in small, but varied species within 
stormwater channels and basins including a small pond on the former golf course south-east of 
Runway 22 now abandoned. This area has been allowed to return in some respects to a natural 
state providing forage and shelter to large animal species including kangaroo. 

Moderate to large flocks of magpies and ibis were observed in various areas around the airfield. 
Magpies were present along both sides of Runway 15/33 in small, scattered flocks and roosting on 
Building 38. Ibis were present in a larger flock south-west of the Runway 04 approach end and in 
another large flock east of Taxiway C along the most significant of the stormwater channels.  

Ibis were observed to be more responsive to disruption by vehicle traffic and noise therefore 
representing a greater risk to aircraft operations. The Straw-necked Ibis was also the largest bird of 
individual and flock size observed making their dispersion response a critical factor in strike 
likelihood and potential severity. 

8.2.2 WILDLIFE HAZARD POTENTIAL AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT 

The following discussion of wildlife hazard potential at RAAF Base Amberley was provided by 
Jason Richard, Senior Ecologist, Sinclair Knight Merz: 

The base itself provides substantial patches of habitat dominated by Queensland Blue Gum 
(Eucalyptus tereticornis). During the flowering period of this tree (usually Autumn/Winter) an influx 
of flock birds such as Rainbow Lorikeets (Trichoglossus haematodus) and large honeyeaters such 
as the Little Wattlebird (Anthochaera chrysoptera) is likely to occur. There are also large tracts of 
forest to the southeast of Amberley dominated by winter-flowering Eucalypts, suggesting that the 
locality is likely to support peak abundance of many fauna groups during the cooler months of the 
year.  

The influx of blossom feeding birds during winter may result in a temporary increase in populations 
of diurnal raptors which pose a risk to aircraft. Species such as Square-tailed Kite (Lophoictinia 
isura) may increase in numbers during this time.  

During the flowering of Queensland Blue Gum, RAAF F Amberley is likely to experience an influx of 
Little Red and Grey Flying Foxes (Pteropus scapulatus and Pteropus poliocephalus). These 
species roost in large numbers on the Bremer River towards Karana Downs and it would be 
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expected that large numbers would approach the base from the north and north-east, typically on 
dusk.  

The position of RAAF Amberley on a floodplain creates a seasonally (during the summer “wet” 
season experienced in Southeast Queensland) favorable environment for waterfowl 
(ducks/hens/rails), migratory waders (in small numbers away from the coast) and other shorebirds 
such as White Ibis (Threskiornis molucca), Straw-necked Ibis (Threskiornis molucca) and White-
faced Heron (Egretta novaehollandiae). Without major habitat modification, areas that pond 
seasonally will continue to provide habitat for this group.  

During and following the warmer, wetter months of the year there may be a proliferation in grass 
seeding in response to favourable conditions. Grass seed has the potential to attract large numbers 
of granivores such as parrots, particularly Little Corella (Cacatua sanguinea) and Sulphur-crested 
Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). Pigeons may also occur in large numbers at this time, depending on 
habitat conditions.  

The seasonal continuum discussed above is summarized in Table 11 below. Figure 1 shows the 
landscape context of RAAF Amberley with annotations to describe major habitat areas and 
dispersal pathways. 

Table 11  Major Wildlife Hazards by Season   

FAUNA GROUP SUMMER AUTUMN WINTER SPRING 

Flock birds  X X  

Diurnal raptors  X X  

Flying foxes  X X  

Waterfowl/shorebirds X    

Granivores X   X 

    Source: Sinclair Knight Merz 

The seasonal occurrence and movements of these groups cannot be predicted with great certainty, 
other than the following:  

• Flying foxes, which are likely to approach predominantly from the north and north-east in 
large numbers, on dusk, during Autumn and Winter; 

• Waterfowl and shorebird numbers will increase if water is allowed to stand and form semi-
permanent water bodies; 

• Granivore populations may erupt during or following the peak growing and seeding season 
of dominant grass species, but may also erupt at other times; and 

• All birds are likely to be active at dawn and dusk, whilst bats will be active (and flying in 
large groups) within the first 30 minutes following dusk and in the 1-2 hours prior to dawn.  
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Figure 3  Landscape Context RAAF Amberley 

 
Source: SKM 

Notes: Major habitat blocks occur to the northeast and southeast, these areas are likely to be 
heavily used by wildlife during winter. There are summer-fruiting rainforest areas to the west of 
RAAF Base Amberley which will attract wildlife during spring/summer. Major dispersal pathways 
are shown by red dots. 

8.2.3 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRESENT AND PROPOSED FLYING OPERATIONS 

The difference between the present and proposed flying operations relate primarily to frequency as 
the F-111 is gradually taken out of service and the ASH will see increased activity due to training. 
Consequently the likelihood of bird strikes may fluctuate with increased frequency of operations 
and number of aircraft movements. This fluctuation has no correlation to aircraft type, but is solely 
predicated on a projected increase in aircraft movements at RAAF Base Amberley.  

The RAAF operational profile for the ASH will be substantially similar to the profiles of the F/A-
18A/B and F-111 aircraft currently in operation. The majority of ASH movements will occur at the 
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ASH Main Operating Base (MOB) which is designated as RAAF Base Amberley. Transits and 
deployments will account for a nominal amount of movements occurring at other RAAF Bases 
throughout Australia. ASH operations will include squadron operational training and basic aircrew 
conversion training, including practice circuits and instrument approaches with take-offs and 
landings restricted to Runway 15/33. Training areas will be over land to the south-west of Amberley 
and over water to the north, east and south of Brisbane. 

To minimize operational impacts on the community the ASH is planned for weekday operations 
only. When conducting night flying the ASH will operate on Monday to Thursday nights. Friday 
night flying and weekend flying is only expected to occur in exceptional circumstances such as 
preparation for an operational deployment. ASH operations are expected to occur approximately 46 
weeks of the year with an annual break in operations of four weeks over the Christmas holiday 
period and one to two weeks of no flying at other times during the year. 

8.2.4 ANTICIPATED MAGNITUDE OF RISK 

Aircraft strikes involving birds, bats or other wildlife can be extremely costly to the aviation industry 
as they may result in aircraft damage and out-of-service time for unscheduled aircraft repairs.  

Bird strikes that lead to disruption in aerodrome operations are costly and inconvenient causing an 
accumulation of additional effort and time in which aborted take-offs, precautionary landings and 
emergencies must be managed. The preventive costs of managing bird and wildlife hazards per 
annum in Australia range from the tens to the hundreds of thousands depending on the size of 
aerodrome. These costs include aerodrome staff, hazard detection and deterrent equipment, 
training, vehicles, specialist expertise and a variety of fixed and variable costs, making accurate 
estimates of bird strike management nearly impossible to obtain. 

8.2.5 EXPECTED CONSEQUENCES OF EACH LEVEL OF RISK 

The expected consequences of each level of risk may be counter-balanced or offset by risk 
treatment plans in the form of wildlife hazard strategies. In the event of a bird strike occurring at 
RAAF Base Amberley the following expected consequences will be addressed through monitoring, 
reporting, passive and active mitigation techniques and if necessary, emergency and 
environmental response. Implementing controls to mitigate bird activity and habitat may counter the 
potential likelihood of strike hazards, however even with controls the unpredictable character of 
wildlife and the uncontrollable factors inherent to managing habitat require constant vigilance. 
Accordingly, the risk level identified after controls are applied remains in the status of ‘Review’ for 
all species or groups of birds and bats at RAAF Base Amberley. Due to the dynamic nature and 
necessity for continual evaluation and adjustment of wildlife hazard strategies, Table 12 reflects the 
unpredictability of wildlife and thus uncontrollability of bird strike hazards even with applied 
controls. Wildlife hazards can never be eliminated, however well researched, diligently applied 
strategies can mitigate hazards and their severity.  
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Table 12  Summary of Birdstrike Risks at Amberley 

SPECIES OR 
GROUP  

COMPARATIVE HAZARD LEVEL OF 
SEVERITY 

CONTROLLED
LIKELIHOOD 

RISK LEVEL 

 

Ducks and other 
Waterfowl 

 
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 
52 bird strikes reported to ATSB 
which involved ducks. Of these:  

26.9% resulted in damage to 
aircraft  
19.2% had an effect on planned 
flight  
40% involved more than 1 bird  

 

Major 

Improbable  

Remove water 
attractants whilst 
allowing longer 
grass heights in 

certain areas 

REVIEW 

 

Birds of Prey 
(Diurnal Raptors) 

 
Birds of prey are a serious risk to 
aircraft due to their size and predatory 
behavior. Between 1991 and 2001 
there were 394 bird strikes reported 
to ATSB which involved the various 
types of birds of prey. 

 

Moderate  

Possible 

Limit food 
supplies, habitat, 

roosting areas 

REVIEW 

 

Ibis and other 
Shorebirds 

  
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 
39 bird strikes reported to ATSB 
which involved ibis. Of these:  

41% resulted in damage to aircraft  
17.9% had an effect on planned 
flight  
17.9% involved more than 1 bird  

 

Major 

Possible  

Ibis are highly 
adaptable in 

behaviour, diet 
and potential 
attractants 

REVIEW  

 

Galahs  

 

  
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 
154 bird strikes reported to ATSB 
which involved Galahs. Of these:  

17.5% resulted in damage to 
aircraft  
14.9% had an effect on planned 
flight  
50% involved more than 1 bird  

 

Moderate 

Possible  

Manage open 
areas and 

grasslands, 
water supplies 
and roosting 

REVIEW  

 

Magpies 

 
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 
117 bird strikes reported to ATSB 
which involved Magpies. Of these:  

5.1% resulted in damage to aircraft  
5.9% had an effect on planned 
flight  
5.9% involved more than 1 bird  

 

Minor  

Probable  

Highly territorial 
and prolific, 
control food 

attractants and 
roosting/nesting 

REVIEW  

 

Rock Doves 
(Pigeons) 

 
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 
53 bird strikes reported to ATSB 
which involved Rock Doves. Of these:  

16.9% resulted in damage to 
aircraft  
0% had an effect on planned flight  
30.9% involved more than 1 bird  

 

Minor  

Probable 

Socialized, 
adaptable and 
unpredictable, 
limit food and 
water sources, 

nesting, perches 

REVIEW  
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8.3 RISK TREATMENT AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

Civil Aviation Safety Regulations (CASR) requires certain aerodrome operators in Australia to have 
procedural controls to address wildlife and bird strike hazards on and in the vicinity of the 
aerodrome. These procedures and practices correspond to the adoption of recommendations 
made by ICAO in 1990. These practices define the responsibility of aerodrome operators to: 

• Assess the likelihood and consequences of risks posed by birds on and in the vicinity of 
the aerodrome; 

• Implement actions necessary to reduce or otherwise mitigate bird populations on and in 
the vicinity of the aerodrome; and 

• To the extent possible, eliminate or prevent the establishment of any site in the vicinity of 
the aerodrome that attracts birds or otherwise presents a danger to aviation. 

The National Framework for Bird and Animal Management at Airports (Australian Airports 
Association, 2006), offers guidance in the preparation of a wildlife hazard assessment which leads 
to subsequent development of wildlife and bird hazard management plans. The assessment model 
used is semi-quantitative using bird population data, size, flocking characteristics, and strike 
frequency to determine risk probability. 

8.3.1 BIRD STRIKE RISK MANAGEMENT FOR CURRENT AND PROPOSED OPERATIONS 

Defence has indicated the intent to conduct further wildlife and bird strike hazard assessment at 
RAAF Base Amberley in preparation of developing risk management and bird hazard mitigation 
strategies. Whilst a contract has not as yet been awarded the project has been tendered and 
assessment may begin in conjunction with projected ASH operations at Amberley. The monitoring 
of bird and bat strike incidence and frequency will provide information relative to mitigation 
implementation effectively reducing the risk of bird strike hazards to as low as reasonably practical.  

Additional strategies for RAAF consideration include conventional wildlife hazard strategies as well 
as several emerging risk management techniques that have been researched and tested. These 
include advance warning systems that provide information regarding bird activity. Military 
technologies that originally were designed to identify, monitor and intercept missiles can be 
combined with next-generation weather radar to provide real-time and advance warnings of birds in 
the vicinity of runways and adjacent to airports. Other military applications such as thermal imagery 
devices, two-dimensional radar and three-dimensional phased array radar can be adapted to 
provide effective early warning of wildlife activity.  

Although emerging technologies suggest aid in the effort to avoid bird strikes, specialists and 
wildlife organizations worldwide agree that conventional methods applied systematically as well as 
dynamically offer the best method for controlling bird strikes.  

Conventional methods and bird hazard management strategies broadly applied include: 
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• Minimizing bird nesting, roosting and habitat areas; 

• Reducing or otherwise altering water catchments and areas that pond on aerodromes; 

• Maintaining grass heights on aerodromes to deter foraging and nesting; 

• Minimizing available food sources and foraging opportunities; and 

• Dispersing birds through harassment and annoyance routines. 

Additionally, air traffic control and flight crews can work together along with Base operations 
personnel to reduce the likelihood of bird strike occurrence. Including bird activity information in 
flight briefings and conducting observational scans of the airfield can assist in mitigating not only 
likelihood, but consequences related to bird strikes. Pilots may elect to delay departure, alter 
descent profiles and fly at lower speeds, request bird dispersal or alternately employ measures to 
make aircraft more conspicuous to avoid being involved in a strike event. 

8.3.2 PROJECTED SUCCESS OF PLANNED MITIGATION PROCEDURES 

The success of planned mitigation procedures will likely vary depending on several factors within 
the ability of RAAF Base Amberley to control and of course, uncontrollable factors for which no 
remedy or at least no silver bullet has been found.  

Adopting strategies that address the principle objective of preventing collisions between aircraft 
and wildlife may include site-specific approaches that are both passive and aggressive. Passive 
initiatives and strategies are generally aimed at habitat management whilst active strategies 
encompass more aggressive detection and deterrent activities. However, none of the activities or 
measures employed will work long term if not monitored, evaluated and adjusted as necessary. For 
this reason it is imperative that wildlife management programs be conducted by qualified, trained 
and well-disciplined individuals and teams, dedicated to the prevention of aircraft to wildlife 
collisions. 

Significantly reducing the bird strike hazard at a particular aerodrome is possible through effective 
wildlife management strategies. Ensuring adequate funding and making wildlife management a 
high priority component of aerodrome and aircraft operational safety provide a catalyst for program 
development and successful implementation. The United States Air Force Bird/Wildlife Hazard 
(BASH) Management Techniques, Pamphlet 91-212 establishes process and procedure for 
addressing wildlife hazards at airports from evaluating the airfield for hazards to implementation of 
strategies by well-trained individuals assigned to specific tasks. The pamphlet states, “…an 
aggressive, well-planned program developed on the basis of wildlife habits, the environment, and 
the base mission may limit the potential for [these] strikes to occur.”  
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9.0 COMMAND & CONTROL PROCEDURES 

Defence emergency response procedures including command and control procedures in response 
to aircraft accidents and incidents are a multi-layered, highly disciplined and specialised process. 
Advance planning to assess and address potential risks through the preparation of emergency 
response procedures helps minimise the impacts of emergencies occurring on or near an airfield. 
Ensuring minimisation of emergency impacts, especially those involving life-saving measures and 
the maintenance of aircraft operations is the principle aim of response procedures and planning. 
The following legislative bodies and regulations comprise the requirements for airfield emergency 
planning:  

• Australian international obligations as a Contracting State to the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) Annex 13; 

• Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) Civil Aviation Regulation (CAR) 89.1(1) 
(b); and 

• Defence Aviation Safety Manual, Royal Australian Air Force DI (AF) OPS 6-9. 

9.1 AIRFIELD EMERGENCY PLAN (AEP) 

The process for responding to a number of known emergencies is outlined in the RAAF Base 
Amberley Airfield Emergency Plan (AEP). Established control and coordination procedures are 
contained in the AEP including guidance for Air Force interaction with civil agencies involved in 
emergency response. The AEP also establishes RAAF Base Amberley’s role in community 
emergencies that range from aircraft accidents to industrial or natural disasters. The facilities and 
community importance of RAAF Base Amberley potentially make the base a central resource for 
responding to any local emergency. 

The AEP contains procedures for coordinating response to emergencies by on-Base agencies and 
units as well as entities within the surrounding community that commonly assist in emergency 
response. These civil entities include law enforcement, medical and fire fighting services. To 
ensure seamless integration with civil resources the AEP is constructed in a manner consistent 
with existing emergency and disaster plans currently in place in the surrounding community. 

A primary source of detailed response procedures, the AEP reflects command and control of 
aircraft accidents and incidents occurring on-Base and off-Base in the vicinity of RAAF Base 
Amberley. Base entities such as Air Wings and Aircraft Squadrons are required to have supporting 
emergency response plans and to coordinate these with the Base Aviation Safety Officer (BASO). 

The BASO maintains the Base Emergency Response Kit, monitors the currency of the AEP and 
ensures training for all Base units to assist in AEP functions. The BASO conducts a variety of 
periodic training in support of aircraft emergency response on a monthly, semi-annual and annual 
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basis. In the event of an aircraft accident or incident the BASO frequently acts as the Officer in 
Charge, Forward Command Post (OIC-FCP) to liaison with on-site emergency responders and the 
Emergency Operations Centre (EOC). 

9.1.1 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE (EOC) 

The Base Commander and Executive Officer act as the designated Search and Rescue Officer 
(SARO) and Security Officer (SECO) respectively, in the event of EOC activation. 

Emergency response to on-Base accidents or incidents are facilitated and managed from the EOC 
and include logistics, communications, security, medical, documentation and chaplaincy support 
disciplines, representing base entities and civil concerns.  

On-site emergency response to on-Base and off-Base accidents or incidents is coordinated by the 
EOC through a Forward Command Post (FCP) and includes on-site command and control of crash 
and rescue, aircraft accident investigation, environmental, photo documentation, security, and 
operations support disciplines as required. 

9.1.2 AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT RESPONSE  

Command and control procedures at an aircraft incident or accident site vary depending on a 
number of factors. Initial response procedures provide for command of the site by the Fire 
Controller until the site is deemed safe. At such time command of the site is relinquished to the 
Officer in Charge, Forward Command Post (OIC FCP) who acts as a liaison with civilian authorities 
in the event of an aircraft incident occurring off base.  

Command jurisdiction is also predicated on varying factors such as where an aircraft accident 
occurs or to what extent serious injury or fatality may be involved. Other than location and casualty, 
factors that may be considered include environmental hazard response, armament issues and the 
potential for bushfire. 

Aircraft accident emergency responders representing a variety of service disciplines deploy to 
accident sites in the capacity of the following teams:  

• Immediate Response Team (IRT);  

• Response Support Team (RST); and  

• Base Ground Rescue Team (BGRT) members. The BGRT is actually comprised of three 
teams containing as required, some or all of the following:  

- Air Force Security Police (SECPOL); 

- Rescue and Fire Fighting Service (RFFS) provided by Airservices Australia or the 
Australian Defence Force; 

- Medical Services; 
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- Communications; and 

- Flight Safety Personnel. 

Each team that makes up the BGRT must be ready to deploy on 30 minutes notice and are 
sufficiently equipped for up to 48 hours in the field. 

Response Support Team members are developed by Air Wings and Aircraft Squadrons and are 
comprised of assigned Wing and Squadron personnel. Any one RST may need to carry out a 
variety of tasks in support of emergency response. A sample of these tasks follows: 

• Registering casualties, injuries, or relatives of personnel involved in an aircraft accident 
arriving at the Casualty Clearing Area, Non-seriously Injured or Relative Reception areas; 

• Collating witness lists with witness statements; 

• Providing vehicle escorts and marshalling traffic; 

• Responding to the direction of the Incident Site Commander in performing the following 
sample duties: 

- Escorting slightly injured persons or relatives of more seriously injured to reception 
areas; 

- Removing casualties to the morgue; 

- Securing the accident site perimeter to include crowd control; and 

- Providing runners to the EOC in the event of communication difficulties or re-supply. 

As the name implies Air Force IRT respond immediately to aircraft emergencies occurring on-Base 
and are comprised of RFFS, ambulance and medical staff, SECPOL personnel, the BASO and a 
photographer. The composition of the IRT may vary for non-aircraft or off-Base incidents and 
accidents. Normally an off-Base aircraft emergency within a 15nm radius of Amberley will require 
the RFFS, ambulance and Air Force Environmental Health Officer (ENVHO) components of the 
IRT at a minimum. 

9.1.3 COMMAND AND CONTROL INTERFACE WITH CIVIL AUTHORITIES 

Communications at the site of an aircraft accident or incident between civil and military systems are 
managed by the RFFS element of the IRT. The level of information communicated over radio 
networks to the EOC is sensitive and therefore receives consideration for protection under military 
security protocols.  

If an aircraft accident occurs off Defence property, the senior state police officer assumes 
command jurisdiction. Civil police are authorised to exercise limited control over any incident 
occurring on Defence property that involves serious injury or fatality. It is normal for civil police to 
control emergency response to a remote aircraft accident with the responding RAAF personnel 
subject to civil jurisdiction.  
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In addition to the layers of response identified in the previous sections, RAAF Base Amberley also 
coordinates emergency response activities as necessary, with the following civil resources: 

• State Emergency Services (SES); 

• Queensland Ambulance Service; 

• Queensland Police; 

• Queensland Fire Fighting Services; and 

• Ipswich and Brisbane General Hospitals Staff. 

Civil authorities undertake emergency response as part of normal operations when lives or property 
are affected by an off-base emergency involving military aircraft. When the magnitude of an 
emergency is beyond that of normal base resources, civil assistance will be requested through the 
EOC. Coordination and partnering with civil entities is but one demonstration of Defence and RAAF 
Base Amberley commitment to proactive stakeholder engagement.  

9.1.4 BUSHFIRE RESPONSE AND CONTROL PROCEDURES 

Command and control of fire events is to apply the Australasian Interagency Incident Management 
System (AIIMS). This is the Incident Control System (ICS) used by civilian fire services. A manual 
describing the ICS should be held at the Base Command Post.  

Although the Queensland Rescue Fire Service (QRFS) may undertake fire suppression on RAAF 
Base Amberley, the Queensland Fire and Rescue Service Act 1990 does not give QFRS authority 
to act independently on military lands. The QFRS therefore must be invited by Base Command 
Post onto RAAF Base Amberley for any purpose including fire suppression. The QFRS will use 
their command system to manage QFRS resources under the overall control of the appropriate 
person with authority on the military land. In larger fire events a QFRS Commander may head up 
the on-site QFRS personnel rather than an Incident Controller. 

9.1.5 SUMMARY OF COMMAND AND CONTROL PROCEDURES 

Overall the command and control procedures applied to aircraft incident and accident response at 
RAAF Base Amberley appear to be in-line with best practices recognized in Australia and 
internationally among aerodrome emergency service organizations. The detailed preparation, 
implementation and execution of these procedures are indicative of Defence strategy, priority and 
management of safety involving aircraft, aerodromes and personnel.  

Coordination and interaction with civil authorities on a recurring basis, including integrated training 
exercises assist in assuring cooperative, capable response to aircraft accidents and incidents 
whether they occur on or off the Base. Lessons learned from these activities and from 
documentation of actual emergency response ensure adequacy of procedures whilst assisting 
RAAF in the formulation of future emergency response procedures in relation to projected 
operations, hazards and risks. 
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Australian Super Hornet (ASH) aircraft will provide Bridging Air Combat Capability (BACC), 
minimizing risks associated with air combat capability transitions occurring from the withdrawal and 
retirement of the F-111 strike aircraft and the introduction of a New Air Combat Capability (NACC), 
projected over the course of the next decade with the ultimate introduction of the Joint Strike 
Fighter (JSF-35) aircraft. 

The F/A-18F Super Hornet strike/fighter aircraft ensures Australia’s ability to meet the requirements 
of air superiority and maritime strike through established availability and support, utilising an aircraft 
of known characteristics and capabilities. The ASH conversion is a simple and cost-effective 
measure undertaken by Defence.  

As discussed in Section 7, in RAAF service the F/A-18A generally has a much better safety record 
than the F-111. This is due to a number of factors which include the adoption of a proactive 
approach to military aviation safety by Defence through the introduction of safety management 
systems. These systems represent a set of checks and balances and are aimed at achieving 
continuous safety improvements and corresponding reductions in accident and incident rates. The 
F/A-18E/F is substantially a new aircraft, which shares only limited structural commonality with the 
F/A-18A-D family of fighters. While the F/A-18E/F forward fuselage is derived from the F/A-18C 
design, the wing, centre and aft fuselage, tail surfaces and engines are entirely new. The baseline 
avionics system is largely derived from the F/A-18C, but [has evolved] through [more advanced] 
derivatives of the radar, electronic warfare and core avionic systems, or has upgrade[d] to entirely 
new systems where appropriate.8 More information regarding the F/A-18 may be obtained through 
the website http://www.ausairpower.net/SuperBug.html. Appendix E provides additional 
background information and history of the F-111 and F/A-18 aircraft as derived from 
www.GlobalSecurity.org.  

The preceding risk assessment indicates the risk level presented by a number of hazards is 
sufficient to warrant further review and application of appropriate additional control measures. The 
following suggested measures will allow Defence and RAAF Base Amberley to achieve an 
appropriate balance between realizing opportunities for gains over existing conditions and 
minimizing losses related to future risks. Additionally, implementing the monitoring and reporting 
activities identified in Sections 8.1.2 and 9.1.5 respectively may assist in managing potential 
environmental impacts related to the proposed operation of the ASH. 

10.1 RISKS TO PEOPLE AND PROPERTY 

As with many hazards and risks the control of mitigation processes is not absolute and the resulting 

                                                   
8 Flying the F/A-18 Super Hornet, by Carlo Kopp, originally published in Australian Aviation May/June 2001 

http://www.ausairpower.net/SuperBug.html
http://www.GlobalSecurity.org
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variables must be managed less by direct application of practice and procedure and more by the 
process of partnership and communication. The risk to the public from flying debris and fire 
following a catastrophic accident, jettisoned or unintentionally released stores and debris from 
falling equipment or components are all examples of potential hazards that may occur outside of 
the aerodrome boundary. These hazards pose risks that may require controls such as permissible 
development policies to be applied by entities such as the Ipswich City Council or Queensland 
State Planning Department.   

Permissible development in the public safety areas required by Queensland State Planning Policy 
1/02 excludes: 

• Significant increases in people living , working or congregating in those areas; and 

• The use or storage of hazardous materials. 

The continued application of this control will ensure that the risk to the public in those areas is as 
low as reasonably practicable. Existing low density rural zoning adjacent to the runway safety 
areas at RAAF Base Amberley should be retained under the Ipswich Planning Scheme, Division 4 
― Amberley Air Base and Aviation Zone as this will assist in limiting public exposure to the 
identified risks of ASH operations at Amberley.  

In regard to the risk of jettisoned or inadvertently released stores, there are no recorded incidents 
of deliberate jettison of stores by F-111 or F/A-18A aircraft while arriving at or departing from an 
aerodrome. Standard operating procedures preclude deliberate jettison of external stores other 
than in appropriate areas and following receipt of clearance. The risk of further inadvertent release 
of the AIM-7 missile is eliminated because this weapon will not be carried by the ASH. The risk of 
further inadvertent release of the Air Combat Manoeuvring Instrumentation (ACMI) tracking pod 
and other external stores carried by the ASH is mitigated by the following controls that have 
similarly been in place for the F-111 aircraft: 

• The use of arrival and departure tracks at Amberley that avoid F-111 and ASH overflight of 
populous areas, such as the route from Amberley to Evans Head;  

• Rigorous application of pre-flight checks and tests to ensure that all airframe components, 
access panels and external stores are securely mounted;  

• Strict observance of operating rules and procedures that preclude unintentional release of 
external stores; and   

• ASH deployment to other locations such as Townsville, Tindal and Darwin for release of 
external stores on designated air weapons ranges. 

These procedures have been developed to effectively mitigate the risk to people and property 
arising from ASH operations at RAAF Base Amberley. Applying these procedures fulfills the 
requirements of ‘REVIEW’ within the risk assessment process further reducing the risk to as low as 
reasonably practical. 
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10.2 RISKS TO BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES  

This assessment indicates that the risks to buildings and structures should be reviewed. Existing 
land use planning takes account of RAAF aircraft operations at Amberley and minimises the risk of 
damage to buildings and structures by controlling development in the area surrounding the base. 
The risk of damage to buildings and property is as low as reasonably practical and therefore 
‘ACCEPTABLE’ provided the controls proposed in Section 10.1 are applied.  

Considering the low likelihood of an aircraft crash incident at Amberley, based on historical data, 
and the routine application of accepted best practice in terms of extensive controls placed on 
aircraft operations, the risk arising from an aircraft crash incident can be considered to be as low as 
reasonably practical for the current aerodrome configuration.  

10.3 SUGGESTED MEASURES TO REDUCE BIRD STRIKE RISKS 

Assessing wildlife hazards and adopting mitigation strategies to passively and actively address the 
risk associated with bird strikes is not only prudent, but imperative in completing the obligation and 
responsibility Defence has to the community surrounding RAAF Base Amberley and their own.  

Mitigation measures employed by aerodrome operators are as wide ranging as the methodologies 
applied to achieve this means and include: 

• Modifying habitat and attractants on or in the vicinity of the aerodrome; 

• Modifying wildlife behaviour through dispersal, harassment and other means of behaviour 
disruption; and 

• Monitoring and documenting movements, behaviour, dispersal techniques and actual 
strikes to determine the relative impacts of hazards and risks in correlation to mitigation 
measures. 

Wildlife hazard management plans typically encourage and incorporate a variety of conventional 
control measures or techniques as identified above as well as those detailed in Section 8.3.1. 

10.4 RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING COMMAND AND CONTROL 

The AEP for RAAF Base Amberley should be reviewed and updated at a minimum of once per 
year. All training evolutions and practice exercises, especially those conducted on a full-scale 
approximating an actual aircraft incident or accident should be completed in a timely fashion and 
the resulting lessons learned incorporated into emergency procedures and command and control 
communications. 

Whilst training is not a substitute for an actual occurrence, realistic scenarios, professionally 
portrayed and conducted by dedicated personnel often provide the best preparation for managing 
the real thing. The obstacles encountered and overcome through exercise of the AEP contribute to 
revision of plans and effective application of procedures in the event of an actual occurrence. 
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10.5 MONITORING AND REPORTING OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

Baseline monitoring and reporting activities regarding projected flying operations of the ASH are 
presented throughout this report. The development of the PER is representative of exercising the 
requirement for determining the need for environmental impacts to be monitored. A summary of the 
trigger values and response activities identified herein are listed below: 

• Section 4.1.2 provides an assessment of RAAF Base Amberley surrounding land uses 
whilst Section 5.1 explores international standards, legal issues and planning controls to 
effectively address safety and environmental land use impacts; 

• Section 5.2 identifies environmental regulation in Australia whilst Section 5.3 presents the 
hazards and risks assessed in this report;  

• Sections 7-9 produce the results of specific risk assessment and analysis of hazards in 
detail, inclusive of monitoring, reporting and mitigation concepts; 

• Section 10 summarizes the recommended practices, procedures, mitigation measures and 
offsets relevant to environmental risk management and the implementation and continued 
monitoring of successful operational plans. 

10.6 SUMMARY OF MITIGATION MEASURES  

At RAAF Base Amberley control measures to mitigate or reduce the likelihood of risk occurring 
should include:  

• Adopting practices and procedures that place a priority on operational safety for: 

- Aircraft ground and aircraft-in-flight manoeuvres; and 

- Bird and wildlife hazard assessment, management strategy development and 
implementation. 

• Placing priority on people, property and environmental health and safety through: 

- Increased awareness of hazards that incorporates base maintenance, development 
and housekeeping considerations; and 

- Exercising proper vigilance in the communication, coordination, and application of 
hazard mitigation. 

• Ensuring regular training, practice, documentation and evaluation of all aspects of:  

- Aviation and aircraft flight safety;  

- Environmental hazard management; and 

- Emergency response command and control procedures. 
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1.0 PUBLIC SAFETY AREAS    

1.1 PUBLIC SAFETY 

Public safety involves the protection of the general population from all manners of significant 
danger, injury, damage or harm, such as may occur in a natural disaster, and the prevention of 
same. Although this protection is provided by those traditional organisations known as Emergency 
Services: the police, fire and rescue, and ambulance, in the preventative sense “public safety” must 
be the priority of all those who, in any way, engineer circumstances for others.9 

There is a threshold above which risk is intolerable and a lower threshold below which individual 
risks are considered so low that they merge into the background risks of life.  Individual risks 
between these two threshold levels must be made “as low as reasonably practicable” (ALARP), 
and this is therefore often called the ALARP Region. The term ‘as low as reasonably practicable’ 
was originally raised in the Health and Safety at Work Act of the UK, administered by the Health 
and Safety Executive (HSE).  Similarly, safety legislation in the various Australian jurisdictions is 
built around the concept that an acceptable level of risk is achieved when risk is minimised as far 
as reasonably practicable after incorporating regulatory requirements. 

1.2 SAFETY STUDIES 

Many studies of airport crash locations have been carried out over the last 40 years or so.  
Historical data indicates that 75-80% of public transport aircraft crashes occur in the immediate 
area of the airport runway.  Most incidents for major airports have occurred close in to the airport 
runways.  The information below is a spread of incidents for North American data. 10 

 
Figure B-1  Indicative spread of aircraft incidents (North American Data) 

                                                   
9 http://en.wikipedia.org 
10  Ashford, N., and Wright, P.H., Airport Engineering, 3rd edition, 1992. New York: Wiley. pp 268 & 269 

http://en.wikipedia.org


  

 

 

 

This information was used to determine an indication of the extent of response zones for 
emergency planning around airports by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and 
national bodies. 

The smaller number of incidents further out from the airport on the approach path were often 
related to mid air collisions or terrain and weather issues. Most Australian airports do not operate in 
the same range of unfavourable weather conditions commonly experienced by airports in North 
America. 

The distributions of wreckage and impact locations of airport crashes results from four different 
types of crash: 

• landing overruns (including veer-offs); 
• landing crashes from flight (i.e. non-overruns); 
• take-off overruns (including veer-offs); and 
• take-off crashes from flight (i.e. non-overruns) 

A review by Cowell et al 11 of crash data from 1970 to 1995 relating to 465 incidents which occurred 
in developed and developing countries indicated that the incidents had a spread of: 

Type of crash Percent of crashes 
Take-off crashes from flight 20% 
Take-off overruns 8% 
Landing crashes from flight 52% 
Landing overruns 20% 

Most of these incidents occurred fairly close in to the airport runway.   

This data set had a high proportion of first world incidents due to the fact that these are more likely 
to be investigated and reported.  Although this is the best available data, it should be noted that 
42% of the incidents occurred in the United States of America (USA) which has many airports with 
higher traffic levels than those in Australia.  It also can have a far wider range of inclement weather 
scenarios than Sydney.  Some of the airports where these incidents occurred had other factors not 
generally present in Australia, such as difficult terrain adjacent to the airport.   

Cowell also reviewed the data and found that there was a correlation between the ground area 
destroyed by a crashed aircraft and its take-off weight.  The crash of a Boeing 747 could affect an 
area of several hectares. However, larger civil jet transport aircraft have experienced a lower crash 
rate to date. Modern jet aircraft (e.g. Boeing 747, Boeing 737) etc operating in developed countries 
12 have an average crash rate of 0.148 per million aeroplane movements.  By comparison, the 

                                                   
11 Cowell P et al: A Crash Model for Use in the Vicinity of Airports: NATS R&D Report 9705: 1997 
12 Developed countries are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hong Kong, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, 
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, UK, USA. 

 



  

 

 

crash rate for first generation western jet aircraft such as the Boeing 707 was 1.13 per million 
aeroplane movements.  This suggests that improvements in aircraft design and aviation 
management have reduced the likelihood of an accident. 

1.3 U.K. PUBLIC SAFETY ZONES 

Many large international airports have residential areas close to the end of the runways. Crash data 
referred to above has been used in the United Kingdom to determine narrow triangular zones at the 
end of runways, for airports such as Heathrow, where some planning controls may be necessary. 13  
The size of these zones is basically proportional to the number of aircraft movements. For 
Heathrow, for example, an airport handling in excess of 450,000 movements per year of mainly 
large jet aircraft, these zones are approximately 3500 metres long.   

Public Safety Zones (PSZs) were introduced in the United Kingdom in 1958 following the 
recommendations of the Committee of Safeguarding Policy. A PSZ was defined as an area 
adjacent to the end of a runway in which development of land is restricted if it would be likely to 
increase significantly the numbers of persons "residing, working or congregating there". The 
suggestion of the 1957 Committee of Safeguarding Policy was for a longitudinal limit of 4,500 feet 
(1,372 m) for the PSZ. This was based on the subjective choice that 65% of landing and take-off 
crashes should be contained within the PSZ area. There were a number of re-evaluations of the 
most appropriate size for PSZs prior to the 1990s, but no change in the dimensions for the busier 
airports (greater than 45,000 ATMs per year) nor the rationale for their dimensions. The UK 
standard derives specific dimensions for each airport and is dependent on the number and type of 
aircraft movements as it is related to the “aggregate” crash risk or probability.   

1.4 QUEENSLAND STATE PLANNING POLICY 1/02 

SPP1/02 appears to be the only runway “public safety area” requirement in Australia and seeks to 
provide an “average” public safety area for such diverse airports as Brisbane, Gold Coast, Cairns, 
Gladstone, Longreach, Archerfield and Amberley. A sketch plan showing the application of the 
Queensland guidelines to RAAF Base Amberley is included overleaf.    

   

 

 

 

 

                                                   
13 Evans AW et al: Third Party Risk Near Airports and Public Safety Zone Policy: NATS R&D Report 9636: June 1997 
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1.5 RISKS 

The range of tolerable risks can be illustrated using the widely used representation of the 
tolerability of risk originally published by the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE). To allow for 
the uncertainty inherent in risk estimation, the range of possible risk levels is divided into 3 groups, 
as shown in Figure 2. 14 15  (NB: The narrowing triangle is intended to do no more than show 
diminishing risk.) 

The three risk regions can be summarised as follows: 

Region 1: Risk unacceptable  

Risk is so high that it is not acceptable unless extraordinary circumstances apply. Risk reduction 
must be undertaken.  

Region 2: Risk tolerable if ALARP 

Risk reduction measures must be implemented where reasonably practicable.  That is unless 
further risk reduction is clearly not possible or the cost is disproportionate to the improvement 
gained. 

Region 3: Risk broadly acceptable 

Risks must be managed to ensure that they remain at this level and, if practicable, continually 
reduced. In principle, the ALARP concept extends to this region as well.  

“Reasonably practicable” is a difficult phrase: both its words require judgements to be made.  
Informal day to day interpretation of what is reasonably practicable is the adoption of accepted best 
practice in health and safety for an activity.  If a more formal analysis is considered necessary, cost 
benefit analysis is being increasingly used; risk reduction is considered practicable if and only if it is 
possible to find appropriate risk reduction measures where the cost of these is proportionate to the 
improvement gained in terms of risk. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
14 Cameron I.T. & Raman R; Process Systems Risk Management; Elsevier; 2005 
15 Health & Safety Executive (HSE) 2001; Reducing Risks, Protecting People – HSE’s Decision Making Process, 
HSMO London 



  

 

 

Figure B-3   Depiction of ALARP regions in risk management. 

 

Many large international airports such as Heathrow also have residential areas close to the end of 
the runways, as Sydney does to a limited degree.  Crash data mentioned in the Risk Assessment 
section above has been used to determine narrow triangular zones at the end of runway, for 
airports such as Heathrow, where some planning controls may be necessary. 16  The size of these 
zones is basically proportional to the number of aircraft movements. For Heathrow, for example, an 
airport handling in excess of 450,000 movements per year of mainly large jet aircraft, these zones 
were approximately 3500 metres long. However, it should be stressed that similar zones at 
Amberley would be smaller due to the lower number of movements and smaller size of aircraft.  

                                                   
16 Evans AW et al: Third Party Risk Near Airports and Public Safety Zone Policy: NATS R&D Report 9636: June 1997 
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DUCKS 
 

Strike Risk 
ATSB rank 3*  
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 
52 bird strikes reported to ATSB which  
involved ducks. Of these: 
 26.9% resulted in damage to aircraft 
 19.2% had an effect on planned flight  
 40% involved more than 1 bird 

 

As large-medium sized birds which form flocks, ducks  
are a very serious risk to aircraft. Frequently, more than  
one bird is struck which can potentially cause the failure of one 
or more engines. The Pacific Black Duck and Wood Duck are 
the duck species most frequently struck at Australian airports. 
 

*Ranking and figures were obtained from The Hazard Posed to Aircraft by Birds (ATSB 
2002). http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm 
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About Ducks 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
               

 
  
 
   

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pacific Black Duck 
Anas superciliosa 

 

Other Names 
Black, Brown, Grey or Wild Duck 
 

Size 
Length 55cm; wingspan 90cm; weight 1000-1100g. 
 

Identification 
Feathers of adults and juveniles are dark brown with pale 
edges; a dark green and purple section is sometimes 
visible on the rear of the wing; has a dark head with two 
pale stripes above and below the eyes. 
 

Distribution 
Black Ducks are widespread throughout most of 
Australia.  
 

Preferred Habitat  
Black Ducks will inhabit almost any water including 
ponds, dams, creeks, estuaries; preferably with plentiful 
vegetation. They are commonly observed in public 
gardens and parks. 
 

Food 
Black Ducks dabble or upend to collect water plants and 
small animals such as insects, molluscs and crustaceans 
from the water or from the bottom of shallow water 
bodies. Seeds can be stripped from grasses adjacent to 
water bodies. They will scavenge for food from people. 
 

Behaviour 
Black Ducks will easily be flushed from water and fly to 
other areas, potentially across aircraft flight paths. They 
do not exhibit aggressive territorial behaviour, however, 
males will protect the space around the female and her 
brood. They are often observed in pairs or small flocks.  
 

Breeding 
Usually 10 to 12 eggs are laid between June and 
December, however they are known to breed outside the 
typical breeding season. Nests are located in tree 
hollows, nests of other waterbirds, and less commonly on 
the ground in dense vegetation. 

Australian Wood Duck 
Chenonetta jubata 

 

Other Name 
Maned Duck 
 

Size  
Length 50cm; wingspan 80cm; weight 800g. 
 

Identification 
Wood Ducks are easily identifiable by their brown head, 
pale grey body, mottled throat and chest, and two black 
stripes extending from the shoulders down the back. The 
male differs from the female, distinguished by a small 
black mane down the back of a darker coloured head. 
 

Distribution 
Wood Ducks are widespread throughout most of 
Australia.  
  

Preferred Habitat  
Wood Ducks inhabit grasslands, open woodlands, 
wetlands, coastal inlets, bays, along with many human-
made structures such as parks, sporting fields, airports, 
farm dams and pastures.   
 

Food 
Wood Ducks graze for most of their food on land. Their 
diet is comprised of grass, clover and a variety of other 
vegetation. They also feed on insects, both on the water’s 
surface and on the ground. They ‘upend’ like the Black 
Duck when foraging in water, but this is rare. They 
sometimes scavenge for food from people. 
 

Behaviour 
Often Wood Ducks move around in pairs, maintaining a 
distance from other individuals by attacking them. This 
behaviour is more prominent when pairs have young.  
 

Breeding 
In southern Australia, breeding usually takes place from 
September to November, however elsewhere in the 
continent breeding tends to follow periods of rain. Usually 
9 to 11 eggs are laid in nests located in tree hollows.  
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Managing the Duck Hazard at Airports 
                       

Habitat Modification 
 

All bird management strategies should seek to initially make an 
airport as undesirable as possible to birds through habitat 
modification. An assessment of the airport should be 
completed by a person qualified and experienced in identifying 
bird attractions and recommending site-specific modifications. 
 

Reducing duck attraction to airports may require:  
 

Removing the attraction of water (see table next page) 
 Depressions which hold water after rain require filling in. In 

some instances, new drainage channels need to be 
engineered to allow the fast exit of water from the site. On 
hard surfaces such as aprons where filling is impossible, it 
may be necessary to use mobile pumps to clear the area 
of freestanding shallow water. 

 Drainage channels may require wires, netting or the 
installation of floating plastic balls to restrict access. 

 Drainage channels and creeks should have steep sides (at 
least 4:1) to make access from the bank difficult and 
should be deep (greater than 0.5 metres) to prevent 
upending ducks feeding from the bottom. 

 Islands in the middle of waterbodies should be removed to 
eliminate “safe” areas for ducks to retreat. 

 Free-flowing waterways cleared of vegetation are 
preferred as this will limit the supply of plants and insects 
for food. However, waterways covered by vegetation 
reduce the useable surface area for ducks. Accordingly, if 
vegetation is to be removed it must be done frequently to 
be of benefit. 

 

Limiting Food Supply 
 Ensure grasses are not permitted to seed by mowing at 

appropriate times. 
 Public education through signs and pamphlets to 

discourage public feeding of ducks at or adjacent to the 
airport. If any member of the airport community is feeding 
ducks they must be instructed to stop immediately. 

 Employ a long grass policy in all non essential areas. 
Grass maintained at around 30cm makes it difficult for 
ducks (particularly Wood Ducks) to collect fresh shoots 
and to see approaching predators. Care must be taken not 
to allow seeding of the grass which may attract other 
species including Black Ducks. 

 

Note: A long grass policy should only be adopted if it is carefully 
planned and monitored. In some instances it may increase rodent 
populations and attract other bird species such as birds of prey. See 
“Managing Grasslands” Information Sheet No. 3 – Masked Lapwings. 
 

Manage nearby attractions 
 Planning in the vicinity of airport must consider bird 

attractive land use. Wildlife reserves, lake developments 
and sewer works can allow large duck populations to 
develop and should not be permitted near an airport 
without a proper assessment of the risk. 

 Existing land uses near an airport which attract ducks 
should be managed in an appropriate way. For instance, 
sewage ponds could be netted. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ducks at Airports 
 

Ducks are recognized by their broad bill and webbed feet. Although the 
Pacific Black Duck and the Australian Wood Duck are the two duck species 
most frequently recorded in bird strikes at Australian airports (Source: ATSB 
database), other species which could present a problem for airports include: 
Whistling Ducks, Teals, Shelducks, Mallards and Hardheads. 
 

There are various attractions for ducks at airports: 
 Water  

Ducks are attracted to open water on airports such as ponds, lakes, 
creeks, drainage ditches and depressions which fill with water after rain. 

 Food 
Natural food is found both in waterways and on land and is usually the 
main reason ducks are attracted to airports. 

 Off Airport 
Ducks may choose to spend the night on an airport or move to other 
water bodies or trees to roost. In moving to and from the airport they 
often fly in groups and at low level, bringing them into the potential 
conflict zone with aircraft. 
Large duck populations can develop off-airport such as at parks where 
they are fed by people or sewer works where food is plentiful. This can 
result in more birds being observed on-airport. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

              
       

Active Management 
 

Active bird management involves scaring or removing birds from the airport. 
There are numerous options available for the task, some of which have 
limited effect in the long term as birds become used to them. Generally, a 
combination of techniques provides the best results. For ducks, the following 
active management options can be considered:  

 Disperse ducks using pyrotechnics (such as cracker shells), portable 
distress callers, sirens, lights and/or vehicles.  

 Occasional killing (shooting) may be required (under permit from the 
relevant state or territory authority) to reinforce the impact of equipment 
used for dispersal. It should not, however, be considered as the primary 
solution for airports. 

 Using trained animals such as birds of prey and dogs to disperse birds 
from airports has been highly successful in North America and Europe. 
This can be a costly operation, requiring specially trained animals and 
experienced handlers. Permit requirements for such activities vary 
between states and territories in Australia.  

Note: not all the suggested strategies have been trialed at Australian airports and it 
may be necessary for each airport to independently trial any particular method 
before incorporating it into their bird management plan. 

 

  

A net used to exclude birds at Parafield Airport, South Australia
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Reducing the Attraction of Water 
Many bird species including ducks are attracted to airports because of the creeks or drains which run through them. Such watercourses provide 
food, drink, shelter and sometimes nesting sites. The attraction of these watercourses can be greatly reduced by any number of ways: 
 
Method Detail Advantages Disadvantages 
Realignment of the 
watercourse  

Diverting watercourses away from 
critical areas such as runway 
undershoot areas can reduce bird 
strike risk 

Removes the attraction 
of water from critical 
areas 

Very costly 

Underground piping By piping water underground, exposed 
water is unavailable to birds 

Removes open water 
for birds 

Can be costly. Requires careful 
consideration of flood mitigation 
requirements 

Metal, nylon or 
monofilament wire 

Placing a 2 to 6m wire grid over 
watercourses can limit bird access 

Inexpensive Trials in the UK and at Gold 
Coast Airport have not been 
successful for duck species 

Netting 19 to 50mm netting placed over 
watercourses (or ponds) restrict bird 
entry 

Prevents bird entry to 
water. Excellent option 
for standing water such 
as lakes or detention 
ponds 

Requires regular maintenance, 
particularly if placed in flood 
prone areas. Small birds can 
become entangled in the netting 

Flagging tape Tape placed next to watercourse 
flutters in the breeze to distract birds 

Inexpensive Birds quickly habituate (become 
used to) to the tape 

Humming wire Wire positioned over watercourse 
which “hums” in the breeze to disturb 
birds 

Inexpensive Birds can habituate to it 

Floating plastic balls Balls adjust to changing water levels 
preventing birds from landing. Balls 
need to be kept in a net to stop them 
floating away 

Eliminates attraction for 
larger birds. 
 

May require a net to contain the 
balls which could as easily be 
used as the primary means of 
preventing bird entry. Water 
quality could be affected by lack 
of light penetration 

Drain shape and water 
depth 

Steep sided (4:1) watercourses make 
bird access to the bottom more 
difficult, particularly where water depth 
is greater than 500mm 

Effective means of 
reducing, but not 
eliminating bird 
attraction

Banks can slump unless 
concrete or rock inverts are 
installed which can be costly 

    
 
 

      

Steep-sided drains at Kuala Lumpur International 
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Steep-sided drains, Sunshine Coast Airport 

Steep-sided drains, Kuala Lumpur International Netting over ponds, Sydney International 

For further information: ATSB (02) 6274 7452 www.atsb.gov.au
 

The ATSB investigates air safety occurrences for the sole purpose of enhancing safety. Consequently, 
ATSB material is confined to matters of safety significance and may be misinterpreted if used for any 
other purpose. This information sheet has been produced for the Australian Transport Safety Bureau by 
Ecosure www ecosure com au

http://www.atsb.gov.au/


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
ATSB Bird Information Sheet No.4 

BBiirrddss  ooff  PPrreeyy  
Managing bird strike risk at Australian airports 

BIRDS OF PREY 
 

Other Name 
Raptors 
 

Strike Risk 
Birds of prey are a serious risk to aircraft  
due to their size and predatory behaviour. 
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 394 bird strikes 
reported to ATSB which involved the various types of  
birds of prey. The following table shows the breakdown  
of figures for each group: 

 

Group ATSB 
rank 

Number of 
strikes 

% 
Resulting 
in damage 

% Affecting 
flight 

% Multiple 
strikes 

Eagle 1 38 55.3 13.2 0 
Kite 7 90 14.4 4.4 8.8 
Hawk 8 156 12.8 5.1 4.5 
Falcon 17 18 0 5.6 5.5 
Kestrel 19 92 1.1 0 5.4 
 
Ranking and figures were obtained from The Hazard Posed to Aircraft by Birds (ATSB 2002). 
http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm 
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About Birds of Prey 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Identifying Birds of Prey 
    

Whilst there is much variation in size, colour, pattern and behaviour, all birds of prey have taloned feet for capturing 
prey, a strongly hooked bill designed to tear at the flesh of prey, exceptional sense of sight, and an outstanding 
command of flight. Females are generally larger then the males.  
The main groups in Australia include: Osprey; Kites; Baza; Goshawks; Sea Eagles; Eagles; Harriers and Falcons. 
When identifying birds of prey, if you are unsure which particular species or group they belong to, it is best to simply 
call them “birds of prey”. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
               

 
  

Juvenile  

NANKEEN KESTREL Falco cenchroides 
 
This is the smallest of the falcons and is comparatively pale 
in colour, making it easy to distinguish from other Australian 
falcons. It is widespread throughout a variety of habitats 
across Australia, and can often be observed hovering over 
paddocks adjacent to roadsides.  
 
Length 30-35cm;  
weight 165-185g;  
wingspan 60-80cm 

    

 
   

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BROWN FALCON Falco subniger 
 
A medium to large falcon that is widespread throughout the 
grasslands and woodlands of arid to semi-arid habitats, 
excluding most of WA. The largest of the falcons, it has 
relatively long wings that tapers to a tip and is considered to 
be the most domineering of the falcons.  
 
Length 45-55cm;  
weight 630-900g;  
wingspan 95-115cm 
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WHITE-BELLIED SEA-EAGLE  
Haliaeetus leucogaster 
 
 
Its striking white and grey plumage easily identifies this large 
raptor. Found  throughout Australia’s coastal habitats, it is 
also observed throughout large river and lake systems. 
Primarily feeds on fish, and when soaring holds it’s wings on 
a distinctive angle, making it easy to identify at a distance.  

 
Length 75-85cm;  
weight 2.5-4.2kg;  
wingspan 180-220cm 
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WHISTLING KITE Haliastur sphenurus 
 
A medium sized mottled sandy-brown kite. Distinctive dark 
markings on underwings can be easily observed when in 
flight. Also easily recognisable by it shrill whistling call. 
Observed throughout most of Australia and in a wide variety 
of habitats.  
 
Length 50-60cm;  
weight 700-850g;  
wingspan 120-145cm 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
               

 
  
 

 
BLACK KITE Milvus migrans 
 
Not to be mistaken with the Whistling Kite, this medium sized 
kite is a variable mottled brown-grey in colour. It’s 
distinctively long forked tail distinguishes it from the 
Whistling Kite and is found throughout most of Australia in a 
variety of habitats.  
 
Length 45-55cm;  
weight 570-600g;  
wingspan 120-140cm 
 
 
 

 

Juvenile  

K. Murray 
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BLACK SHOULDERED KITE  Elanus axillaris 
 
A small raptor that is predominantly white with distinctive 
black shoulders. Often observed hovering persistently 
when hunting. Distributed throughout Australia in a range 
of habitats.  
 
Length 35cm;  
weight 260-300g;  
wingspan 80-100cm 

 
 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Identifying Bird Strike Remains 
 

Getting as much information as possible from the bird strike remains can assist in developing an airport’s 
bird management program. For instance, if bird counts identify Black Kites as following mowers around the 
airport then being able to identify a strike as involving Black Kite rather than simply a Kite would assist in 
linking the information and identifying the problem to be addressed. There are some professionals who can 
identify remains from just a single feather. Further, identifying the age and sex of the strike victim may 
indicate certain trends. Some airports send the carcasses of their bird strikes (or culled birds) to specialists 
who can identify stomach contents providing an indication of the food attraction to birds at airports. 
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Gulls at Airports 
 

Managing the Bird of Prey Hazard at Airports 

Th re are various attractions for gulls at airports: 

Water  
Gulls are attracted to open water on airports 
such as ponds lakes, creeks drainage ditches 
and depressions which fill with water after rain. 

 
• 

 
d 
s will quickly identify if an airport has poor 

• Foo
Gull
waste handling procedures and take advantage 
of spillages or uncontained waste.  
Flooded creeks and grasslands make food 
waste or worms and other invertebrates 
available to foraging gulls. 
 

fing areas • Loa
The flat open spaces and short grass found at 

cong
airports provide a safe place for gulls to 

regate and loaf (rest, preen and watch for 
predators). 
 

Active Management 
 

Active bird management involves scaring or removing birds 
from the airport. There are numerous options available for the 
task, some of which have limited effect in the long term as 
birds become used to them. Generally, a combination of 
techniques provides the best results. For birds of prey, the 
following active management options can be considered:  

 Disperse birds of prey using pyrotechnics (such as 
cracker shells), sirens, lights and/or vehicles. Some long 
range pyrotechnics that have recently become available 
can be used on birds of prey.  

Where resident birds of prey resist dispersal efforts, a 
suitably qualified and experienced wildlife specialist should 
be consulted to consider the following options (all of which 
require permits from state/territory authorities as birds of prey 
are protected species): 

 Nests of birds of prey on or close to airports should be 
carefully relocated to a more suitable location prior to 
egg-laying.  

 Trapping and relocation of individuals a substantial 
distance away from the airport in suitable habitat. 

 If the abovementioned options do not work, culling may 
be considered as a last resort where an individual bird of 
prey is found to be a resident of the airport. 
 

Note: not all the suggested strategies have been trialed 
at Australian airports and it may be necessary for each 
airport to independently trial any particular method 
before incorporating it into their bird management plan. 

 

Habitat Modification 
 

All bird management strategies should seek to initially make an airport as 
undesirable as possible to birds through habitat modification. An assessment 
of the airport should be completed by a person qualified and experienced in 
identifying bird attractions and recommending site-specific modifications.  
 

Long grass used to deter other species may harbour rodents, lizards and 
other prey items, thus attracting birds of prey  Airport managers need to 
make a risk based judgment about the relative merits of different habitat 
management methods depending on the habitat and bird species at their 
airports. 
 

Limiting Bird of Prey attraction at airports may require:  
 

Limiting Food Supply 
 Vertebrate pests such as rodents may need to be controlled using 

suitable baits like Talon (active ingredient Brodifcoum). Consideration 
must be given to possible environmental impacts of using such 
chemicals. 

 Remove dead birds and animals from the airport and dispose in suitable 
receptacles which prevent access by other birds and animals. 

Restricting perching areas 
 Install anti-perching spikes, wires and gels to eliminate attractive 

perching areas and remove all unnecessary signs and posts. 
Restricting Off-Airport Attractions 

 Planning in the vicinity of airport must consider bird attractive land use. 
Landfills, piggeries and abattoirs can attract birds of prey and should not 
be permitted near an airport without a proper assessment of the risk. 

 Existing land uses near an airport which attract birds of prey should be 
managed in an appropriate way. For instance, landfills may require birds 
to be dispersed. 
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For further information: 
 
ATSB (02) 6274 7452 
www.atsb.gov.au
 
The ATSB investigates air safety occurrences 
for the sole purpose of enhancing safety. 
Consequently, ATSB material is confined to 
matters of safety significance and may be 
misinterpreted if used for any other purpose. 
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the Australian Transport Safety Bureau by 
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ATSB Bird Information Sheet No.5 

IIbbiiss  
Managing bird strike risk at Australian airports 

 

IBIS 
 

Strike Risk 
ATSB rank 2 *  
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 39 bird  
strikes reported to ATSB which involved ibis. Of these: 
 41% resulted in damage to aircraft 
 17.9% had an effect on planned flight  
 17.9% involved more than 1 bird 

 

Ibis are a very serious hazard to aircraft as they are relatively large and form 
flocks which can over-fly or thermal above airports. It is possible for more 
than one bird to be struck which can potentially cause the failure of one or 
more engines. 
 
*Ranking and figures were obtained from The Hazard Posed to Aircraft by Birds (ATSB 2002). 
http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm

Ian Montgomery  
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Australian White Ibis 
Threskiornis molucca 

 

Other Names 
Sacred or White Ibis 
 

Size  
Length 65-75cm; wingspan 110-125cm; weight 1.7-2.5kg  
(males) 1.4-1.9kg (females).  

 

Identification 
Adults have a white neck and body, black tip to flight feathers, bare black head and 
long black downward curved bill. Their feathers often become stained and dirty. When 
breeding, pinkish red skin is visible on back of head and underwings and they have 
yellowish breast feathers.  
Juveniles have a shorter and straighter bill and the back of the head is feathered. 
 

Distribution 
Australian White Ibis are widespread throughout eastern third of Australia and across 
the coastal and wetland parts of northern Australia. They are also found in south-
western corner of Western Australia. 
 

Preferred Habitat  
Australian White Ibis are naturally found throughout terrestrial wetlands and sheltered 
marine habitats (i.e. tidal mudflats and mangroves). Due to their successful adaptability 
to human habitation, they are also common to public gardens, garbage landfills, lawns, 
orchards, pastures and airports. 
 

Food 
They prefer small aquatic animals, small fish and insects. However their diet is highly 
variable and adaptable, taking in a range of organic matter from a variety of sources 
from natural habitats to urban environments such as rubbish tips. They are well 
adapted to scavenging from people. 
 

Behaviour 
Australian White Ibis are sociable birds that feed and roost individually or in large 
flocks, sometimes containing thousands of birds. They communally roost at night in 
trees, often with a range of other birds such as spoonbills, egrets and darters. 
Individuals will continually use the same feeding and roosting areas, but will disperse to 
other areas if necessary. 
 

Breeding 
Breeding usually takes place between June and January but varies between different 
parts of Australia. Ibis tend to nest in groups, often with the nests of neighbouring 
breeding pairs touching. 2 to 4 eggs are laid in a nest comprised of sticks and twigs 
located in the fork of branches or in vines or on the ground where protected from 
predators and humans.  

Straw-necked Ibis 
Threskiornis spinicollis 

 

Size  
Length 60-70cm; wingspan 100-120cm; weight 
1.1-1.5kg  
 

Identification 
Adults have yellowish straw-like feathers down 
front of neck; a featherless black head and long 
black downward curved bill; black-brown-green-
purplish iridescent upperparts and white 
underparts.  
Juveniles have a shorter and straighter bill; head 
is feathered; neck is feathered white. They lack the 
iridescent sheen to upperparts. 
 

Distribution 
Straw-necked Ibis are widespread apart from arid 
areas of central and southern Australia and are 
only present in north of Tasmania. 
 

Preferred Habitat  
Straw-necked Ibis prefer grasslands, cultivated 
land and terrestrial wetlands. They are also found 
in urban gardens, playing fields, garbage landfills, 
abattoirs and airports. 
 

Food 
They prefer a wide range of small animals 
including freshwater crayfish, frogs, fish, beetles, 
and snails. 
 

Behaviour 
Straw-necked Ibis are usually found feeding and 
roosting in large flocks. They communally roost at 
night in trees. Their roosting and nesting colonies 
can contain several thousand birds. They tend to 
migrate seasonally or in response to rainfall. 
 

Breeding 
The timing of breeding varies depending on district 
and rainfall patterns. Nesting occurs at wetlands 
often on islands or flattened reed beds. 2-5 eggs 
are laid in a shallow cup sometimes lined with 
grasses.  

   
T. Tarrant 



 
                                  
 

 
 
 

Managing the Ibis Hazard at Airports 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ibis at Airports 
 

The main attractions for ibis at airports include: 
 

 Grasslands 
Grassed areas of airports are attractive to ibis, particularly 
during and after mowing or rainfall. Mowing kills and/or 
exposes invertebrates and small vertebrates for ibis to 
feed on. Rainfall forces soil-bourne invertebrates to near 
the surface where ibis can use their specialised bill to 
seize them. Dry grasslands can also attract ibis, 
particularly Straw-necked Ibis where grass is sparse and 
short, there is easy access to the soil for prey items. 

 

 Food waste 
Ibis are opportunistic scavengers and are able to forage 
on a variety of human food wastes. These may be 
available at or adjacent to airports where waste 
management practices are poor or where people feed 
birds. 

 

 Waterways 
Australian White Ibis are attracted to forage along the 
edges of waterways or within shallow waterbodies. 
 

 Transit Routes 
Australian White Ibis can fly up to 30kms between 
foraging and roosting sites in large flocks at low altitude, 
potentially coinciding with aircraft flight paths.  

 

Habitat Modification 
 

All bird management strategies should seek to initially make 
an airport as undesirable as possible to birds through habitat 
modification. An assessment of the airport should be 
completed by a person qualified and experienced in 
identifying bird attractions and recommending site-specific 
modifications. 
 

Limiting ibis attraction at airports may require:  
 

Reducing the attraction of grasslands  
 Employ a tall grass policy in all non essential areas. 

Grass maintained at around 30cm makes it difficult for 
ibis to access invertebrates in the ground and to see 
approaching predators. 

 

 Reduce the frequency of mowing or mow at night to limit 
the availability of invertebrates, such as worms or 
insects, which may be exposed during mowing. 

 

Note: A tall grass policy should only be adopted if it is 
carefully planned and monitored. In some instances it may 
increase rodent populations and attract other bird species 
such as birds of prey. See “Managing Grasslands” 
Information Sheet No. 3 – Masked Lapwings. 
 

Limiting food waste 
 Ensure effective waste management procedures are 

followed by all staff and tenants working on or in the 
vicinity of an airport. 

 

 Public education through signs and pamphlets to 
discourage public feeding of ibis at on or adjacent to the 
airport. 

 

 Off airport food sources such as landfills may need to 
be managed. See “Managing bird populations at waste 
landfills” Information Sheet No. 1 – Gulls. 

 

Reducing the attraction of waterways (see “Reducing the 
attraction of water” Information Sheet 2 – Ducks) 

 Depressions which hold water after rain require filling in. 
In some instances, new drainage channels need to be 
engineered to allow the fast exit of water from the site. 

 

 Drainage channels may require wires, netting or the 
installation of bird balls to restrict access. 

 

 Drainage channels and creeks should have steep sides 
(at least 4:1) to make access from the bank difficult and 
should be deep (greater than 0.5 metres) to prevent 
upending ducks feeding from the bottom. 

 

Avoiding Transit Routes 
It can be extremely difficult to combat the problem of birds 
transiting across an airport which is between a feeding site 
and a roosting/nesting area. It usually requires the 
cooperation of a broad range of stakeholders which could 
include waste landfill managers, local councils, state/territory 
government environmental organisations, etc.  See “Bird 
Hazard Management Committees” next page. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Active Management 
 

Active bird management involves scaring or removing birds from the 
airport. There are numerous options available for the task, some of which 
have limited effect in the long term as birds become used to them. 
Generally, a combination of techniques provides the best results. For ibis, 
the following active management options can be considered:  

 Disperse ibis using pyrotechnics (such as cracker shells), portable 
distress callers, sirens, lights and/or vehicles.  

 Occasional killing (shooting) may be required (under permit from the 
relevant state or territory authority) to reinforce the impact of 
equipment used for dispersal. It should not, however, be considered 
as the primary solution for airports. 

 Using trained animals such as birds of prey and dogs to disperse birds 
from airports has been highly successful in North America and Europe. 
This can be a costly operation, requiring specially trained animals and 
experienced handlers. Permit requirements for such activities vary 
between states and territories in Australia.  

 Off-airport active management may include removal of eggs and nests 
at breeding colonies to limit population increase. An integrated 
management strategy which involves a variety of stakeholders may be 
required to manage overabundant ibis populations at a regional level. 

 Limiting food supply at landfills and other foraging areas is necessary 
to reduce regional ibis populations and can be achieved by dispersing 
ibis using a combination of active management techniques. 

Note: not all the suggested strategies have been trialed at Australian 
airports and it may be necessary for each airport to independently trial any 
particular method before incorporating it into their bird management plan. 
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Did you know? 
 

 In ancient Egyptian times the Sacred Ibis 
(a African relative of the Australian White 
Ibis) were worshipped by Egyptians as 
they were symbol of an Egyptian god. 
There are reports of up to 60,000 live ibis 
being kept in temples and after death 
they were mummified, wrapped in 
bandaging and sealed into individual jars. 
 

 Worldwide, 26 species of ibis are 
distributed over all continents except 
Antarctica. Three species of ibis are 
present in Australia, the Australian White, 
the Straw-necked and the Glossy Ibis. 

 

 Agriculturists welcome both the 
Australian White and Straw-necked Ibis 
onto their properties due to a fondness 
the ibis have for crickets and other 
insects that are considered a pest to 
crops. 

 

 Although native to Australia, Australian 
White Ibis have been introduced into 
regions their natural distributions would 
usually not permit. In some 
circumstances, aided by human 
infrastructures such as rubbish tips, 
populations have become very well 
established and are even considered a 
pest.  

 

 

Dispersing Birds With Distress Calls 
 

Pre-recorded distress calls from captured birds which are replayed 
through speakers can be an effective tool for bird dispersal. Such 
devices may be static or portable and be triggered by an operator or 
automatically.  
 

Birds rapidly habituate to static devices. If birds hear distress calls 
repeatedly coming from the same place, and there is no actual 
threat other than the noise, they will quickly become accustomed to 
the calls. The more such devices are operated the less effective 
they become.  
 

Devices that are triggered automatically will activate whether or not 
a bird is present and this leads to habituation. In addition, the device 
may trigger at inappropriate times such as when an aircraft is 
taking-off or landing, potentially increasing the bird hazard. 
 

In the UK portable systems are used at most major airports. Where 
they are most successful, they are not overused and applied in 
conjunction with several other strategies. Initially, birds respond to 
the devices by coming closer to the source of the distress call to 
investigate the reason behind the call. After investigation, they tend 
to leave, and as they retreat the operator fires pyrotechnics behind 
the flock to provide reinforcement of a real threat. Future activation 
of the device results in more immediate dispersal of flocks and less 
investigation by the bird, reducing the need for pyrotechnics.  
 

Some devices include other noises such as recorded gun shot or 
screeches. Bird species usually respond best to their own or very 
similar species’ calls, but in some instances unrelated bird species 
respond to other calls. For instance Australian White Ibis calls have 
been observed responding to Rock Dove distress calls.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In southern Australia, breeding takes place throughout June-December, however breeding occurs from September-April in northern NSW 
and Queensland. Ibis will usually nest in groups, often with the nests of breeding pairs touching. Anywhere between 2-4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
eggs are laid in a nest comprising of sticks and twigs located in the fork of  
 

 
s up to 30m.  

Bird Hazard Management Committees 
 

Some Australian airports are involved in, or coordinate, local bird 
hazard management committees. Bird management issues rarely 
stop at an airport’s boundary fence and for many bird species, 
such as Australian White Ibis, it may be a regional 
superabundance of the species which impacts the airport. Such 
superabundance may also be a problem off-airport as a disease 
risk, public nuisance, or may threaten populations of other native 
species. It may be in several of the stakeholders’ interest, including 
the airport operator, to manage the problem at a regional level. 
 

Such committees are appropriate for: 
 Alerting stakeholders to their responsibilities in a bird and 

wildlife management program 

 Informing stakeholders of the need for suitable data 
collection through monitoring of regional populations and 
accurate strike reporting  

 Ensuring a collaborative rather than adversarial approach 
to wildlife management which, by its nature, requires an 
integrated approach involving multiple stakeholders  

 

For further information: 
 
ATSB (02) 6274 7452 
www.atsb.gov.au
 
The ATSB investigates air safety occurrences for 
the sole purpose of enhancing safety. 
Consequently, ATSB material is confined to 
matters of safety significance and may be 
misinterpreted if used for any other purpose. 
 
This information sheet has been produced for the 
Australian Transport Safety Bureau by Ecosure   
www.ecosure.com.au  
 

http://www.atsb.gov.au/
http://www.ecosure.com.au/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
ATSB Bird Information Sheet No.6 

GGaallaahhss  
Managing bird strike risk at Australian airports 

    GALAH 
Cacatua roseicapilla 
 

Strike Risk 
ATSB rank 5 *  
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 154  
bird strikes reported to ATSB which involved 
Galahs. Of these: 
 17.5% resulted in damage to aircraft 
 14.9% had an effect on planned flight  
 50% involved more than 1 bird 

 

Although they are medium-small sized, Galahs present a serious 
risk to aircraft as they form large flocks which fly unpredictably. 
Frequently, more than one bird is struck which can potentially 
cause the failure of one or more engines. 
 
*Ranking and figures were obtained from The Hazard Posed to Aircraft by Birds (ATSB 
2002). http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm 
 

M. Sacchi 
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Galah  
Cacatua roseicapilla 

 

Size 
Length 34-38cm; wingspan 
75cm; weight 330g. 
 

Identification 
Adult Galahs are a pink 
cockatoo with grey wings and 
tail; whitish crest. Males have a 
dark brown eye and females 
have a red eye.  
Juveniles are similar to adults 
but have a grey eye-ring and a 
greyish colouration on the 
breast. 
 

Distribution 
Galahs are widespread 
throughout Australia excluding 
the most arid regions and dense 
forest environments.  
 

Preferred Habitat 
Galahs prefer open areas with 
suitable nesting trees, access to 
water and food. They are 
commonly observed along 
roadsides, rail yards, along 
watercourses, urban parks, and 
open grassed areas such as 
playing fields, golf courses and 
airports. 
 

Food 
They primarily forage on the 
ground for seeds, but will also 
eat a variety of organic matter. In 
many agricultural areas galahs 
have become a significant pest 
feeding on grain and other 
crops. 
 

Behaviour 
Adult Galahs will mostly remain 
within the same territory; 
however young individuals tend 
to roam. 
 

Breeding 
In southern Australia, breeding 
takes place from July to 
December, however, in northern 
Australia breeding occurs from 
February to June. The nest is 
comprised of a leaf-lined tree 
hollow, in either a dead or living 
tree. Up to 5 eggs are laid. 

Galahs at Airports 
 

The Galah is one of the most abundant and familiar cockatoos in Australia. 
Galahs are commonly observed foraging on the ground in short grasslands, or 
drinking from various water sources. The main attractions for Galahs at airports 
include: 
 
 

 Food 
The airport environment provides Galahs with a consistent food source, 
mainly from an abundance of seeds released from poorly managed 
grasslands. Seeding weeds also provide Galahs with food. 
 
 

 Water  
Permanent water bodies at airports provide Galahs with a reliable water 
source that may not be available in surrounding areas, attracting large 
numbers to airports to drink. Galahs may make visits to an airport part of their 
daily routine when they know that water is available.  
 
 

 Perching Sites  
Perching sites such as fences, signs, trees and buildings are readily available 
at airports and adds to the appeal of the airport environment. 
 
 

 Transit Routes 
Poorly managed areas immediately surrounding an airport can attract Galahs, 
increasing the number which transit over the runways between foraging sites. 
Such attractions could include weedy grasslands or grain silos. It is important 
that local grain authorities and adjacent landholders are encouraged to 
manage grasslands and grain storage areas to minimize the attraction of 
Galahs. 

K. Murray 
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Active Management 
 

Active bird management involves scaring or 
removing birds from the airport. There are 
numerous options available for the task, some of 
which have limited effect in the long term as birds 
become used to them. Generally, a combination 
of techniques provides the best results. For 
Galahs, the following active management options 
can be considered:  
 

 Disperse Galahs using pyrotechnics (such as 
cracker shells), portable distress callers, 
sirens, lights and/or vehicles.  

 

 Occasional culling (shooting) may be required 
(under permit from the relevant state or 
territory authority) to reinforce the impact of 
equipment used for dispersal. It should not, 
however, be considered as the primary 
solution for airports. 

 

 Using trained animals such as birds of prey 
and dogs to disperse birds from airports has 
been highly successful in North America and 
Europe. This can be a costly operation, 
requiring specially trained animals and 
experienced handlers. Permit requirements 
for such activities vary between states and 
territories in Australia.  

 
Note: not all the suggested strategies have 
been trialed at Australian airports and it may 
be necessary for each airport to 
independently trial any particular method 
before incorporating it into their bird 
management plan. 

 

    
 

 

Habitat Modification 
 

All bird management strategies should seek to initially make an 
airport as undesirable as possible to birds through habitat 
modification. An assessment of the airport should be completed 
by a person qualified and experienced in identifying bird 
attractions and recommending site-specific modifications. 
 

Limiting Galah attraction at airports may require:  
 

Limiting Food Supply 
 Employ a tall grass policy in all non essential areas. Grass 

maintained at around 30cm makes it difficult for Galahs to 
see approaching predators. 

 Manage grasslands to limit the production of seeds. This 
involves mowing at a height which only removes seed 
heads, whilst maintaining tall grass. 

 Practice good weed management by removing weeds 
before they are able to seed. 

 

Limiting Water Sources 
 Water sources must be managed to ensure that no water is 

available to Galahs. 
 

Perching Areas 
 All non-essential signs and posts should be removed from 

airside areas. 
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Did you know? 
 

 The name ‘Galah’ was derived 
from the word some Aboriginal 
groups use to describe the bird. 

 

 After initially leaving the nest at 
around two months of age, still 
dependent young are placed in 
crèches with young from other 
breeding pairs for a further two 
months.  

 

 Galahs are monogamous, a 
breeding pair will remain together 
for life. 

 

 Galahs are considered a pest in 
grain growing areas because of 
the damage they can cause to 
crops. They are often observed 
eating grain awaiting transport 
which is stored in sacks or open 
air storage areas. 

 

 Galahs have benefited from large 
scale habitat modification. Land 
clearing for agriculture, cultivation 
of cereal crops and creation of 
new and permanent water sources 
has allowed galahs to expand into 
otherwise uninhabitable areas. 

 

 Galahs are a popular cagebird 
worldwide, advertised as Rose-
breasted or Roseate Cockatoos in 
some areas. 

 

Weed Management 
 

The management of weeds at airports is vital for minimising the food 
source which attract seed-eating birds such as Galahs. An integrated 
weed management strategy which uses a wide range of control options 
should be adopted for greatest success. The four elements of an 
integrated strategy are: 
 

1. Identification 
 Identify the weeds present on airport. 

2. Plan 
 Develop a suitable plan which is aimed at managing weeds 

efficiently and effectively. 
3. Control 

 Physical: mechanically removing weeds. 
 Biological: the use of biological organisms which forage on 

or inhibit growth of weeds. 
 Chemical: chemically killing weeds and preventing 

regrowth. 
4. Follow up and monitoring 

 It is very important for all weed control work to be followed 
up with a monitoring program to ensure that no outbreaks 
occur. 

 

For further information: 
 
ATSB (02) 6274 7452 
www.atsb.gov.au
 
The ATSB investigates air safety 
occurrences for the sole purpose of 
enhancing safety. Consequently, ATSB 
material is confined to matters of safety 
significance and may be misinterpreted if 
used for any other purpose. 
 
This information sheet has been produced 
for the Australian Transport Safety Bureau 
by Ecosure   
www.ecosure.com.au  
 

*Source: The Hazard Posed to Aircraft by Birds (ATSB 2002). 
http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm
                  

          

http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm
http://www.atsb.gov.au/
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ATSB Bird Information Sheet No.7 

MMaaggppiieess  
Managing bird strike risk at Australian airports 

AUSTRALIAN 
MAGPIE 
Gymnorhina tibicen 

 
 

Strike Risk 
ATSB rank 13 *  
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 117  
bird strikes reported to ATSB which involved  
Magpies. Of these: 
 5.1% resulted in damage to aircraft 
 5.9% had an effect on planned flight  
 5.9% involved more than 1 bird 

 

A medium-small grassland species, Australian Magpies 
present a significant risk to aircraft due to their preference for 
short grassland habitat and their highly territorial behaviour. 
Young birds are more likely to pose a strike risk as they are 
inexperienced and less likely to avoid aircraft. 
 
*Ranking and figures were obtained from The Hazard Posed to Aircraft by Birds (ATSB 
2002). http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm 

Ian Montgomery  
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Magpies at Airports 
 

Australian Magpies are attracted to the short or sparse vegetation on 
airports, which provide access to terrestrial invertebrates. They are 
well represented in the ATSB bird strike database, and are a 
significant risk to aircraft at many Australian airports. 
 

There are various attractions for Australian Magpies at airports: 
 
 

 Food 
Short grassland areas that are found at most Australian airports 
are the preferred habitat of Australian Magpies, allowing them 
access to the soil to forage for invertebrates. 

 
 

 Territories 
Territories are formed in areas which provide adequate resources 
such as food and nesting sites. Most airports are ideal and 
several birds may form territories in airside areas. 
 

 Perching 
Perching areas are vital for magpies to hunt for prey, view their 
territory and display to other magpies. Perching sites include 
fences, trees and shrubs, gable markers, runway lights and other 
airside equipment. 

 

Australian Magpie 
Gymnorhina tibicen 

 

Size 
Length 38-44cm; wingspan 22-30cm; weight 
206-387g. 
 

Identification 
Adults are a medium sized black-and-white 
bird with white/grey bill that has a pointed 
black tip.  
Juveniles are duller in colour and mottled, 
and the bill is grey and shorter. 
 

Distribution 
Magpies are found right thoughout Australia 
except for the desert regions of Western 
Australia, the tip of Cape York and the 
northern region of the Northern Territory. 
Different varieties of magpie are found in 
different regions.  
 

Preferred Habitat 
They prefer open areas with tall trees. 
Magpies are commonly observed in 
orchards, golf courses, playing fields, 
suburban areas, gardens, airports, and 
crops. 
 

Food 
Magpies eat a large variety of insects and 
other invertebrates. However they have 
been known to eat seed and some meat. 
They mostly forage on the ground, 
especially in open grassed areas, using 
their strong bill to probe the soil. 
 

Behaviour 
They are highly territorial during nesting 
seasons. The male will swoop other birds to 
keep them away from the territory. This 
swooping behaviour is used against 
humans who are perceived to have 
threatened the nest or young. In the non-
breeding season, Magpies are generally 
observed in small groups of 2-24 
individuals. 
 

Breeding 
Breeding takes place from June to 
December, with the most territoriality shown 
throughout September and October. Usually 
2-3 eggs are laid in a small shallow nest, 
which is constructed by the female, 
comprising sticks and twigs lined with a 
variety of leaves and other plant material as 
well as wool, hair and wire. The nest is 
usually located 5-15m above the ground in 
tree forks.  K. Murray 
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Juvenile  K. Murray 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Active Management 
 

Active bird management involves scaring or removing birds 
from the airport. There are numerous options available for 
the task, some of which have limited effect in the long term 
as birds become used to them. Generally, a combination of 
techniques provides the best results. For Magpies, the 
following active management options can be considered:  
 

 Disperse Magpies using pyrotechnics (such as cracker 
shells), portable distress callers, sirens, lights and 
vehicles. 

 

 Occasional killing (shooting) may be required (under 
permit from the relevant state or territory authority) to 
reinforce the impact of equipment used for dispersal. It 
should not, however, be considered as the primary 
solution for airports. 

 

 Use qualified and licensed specialists to trap and 
relocate breeding males. Active nests should be 
destroyed before eggs hatch. 

 

 Using trained animals such as birds of prey to disperse 
birds from airports has been highly successful in North 
America and Europe. This can be a costly operation, 
requiring specially trained animals and experienced 
handlers. Permit requirements for such activities vary 
between states and territories in Australia.  

 

Note: not all the suggested strategies have been 
proven in Australia and it may be necessary for each 
airport to independently trial any particular method 
before incorporating it into their bird management plan. 

 

 

Habitat Modification 
 

All bird management strategies should seek to initially make an airport as 
undesirable as possible to birds through habitat modification. An assessment 
of the airport should be completed by a person qualified and experienced in 
identifying bird attractions and recommending site-specific modifications. 
 

Limiting Australian Magpie attraction at airports may require:  
 

Limiting Food Supply 
 Reduce the frequency of mowing or mow at night to limit the availability of 

invertebrates, such as worms or insects, which may be exposed during 
mowing.  

 

 If worms adjacent to the runways are the main attraction to Magpies, 
chemical treatments such as Benomyl or Tersan (commercial fungicides) 
can be considered after all other measures have been tried. 
Consideration must be given to possible environmental impacts of using 
such chemicals. 

 

Perching and Nesting Areas 
 Install anti-perching spikes and wires to eliminate attractive perching and 

roosting areas. 
 

 Remove Magpie nests from trees in close vicinity to airside grasslands. 
 

Grass Management 
 Employ a tall grass policy in all non essential areas. Grass maintained at 

around 30cm makes it difficult for Magpies to access invertebrates in the 
ground and to see approaching predators. 

 

Note: A tall grass policy should only be adopted if it is carefully planned 
and monitored. In some instances it may increase rodent populations and 
attract other bird species such as birds of prey. See “Managing 
Grasslands” Information Sheet No. 3 – Masked Lapwings. 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Pyrotechnics 
 

Various noise-making shells fired from shotguns, 
starter pistols and flare pistols (e.g. cracker shells, 
flares, firecrackers, rockets and mortars) are usually 
the primary bird deterrent used at airports. In 
Australia, most airports use cracker shells which are 
expelled from a shotgun. 
 

Pyrotechnics must be used carefully for maximum 
effect. The best approach is to: 
 

1. Use carefully selected shots,  
2. Use a minimum number of shots,  
3. Ensure that shots explode very close to the 
 birds and, 
4. Use them in conjunction with other 

deterrents. 
 

The user of pyrotechnics should always be 
positioned between the flock and runways to avoid 
sending birds across aircraft flight paths. By 
overuse or inappropriate use, some bird species 
will habituate to pyrotechnics. They will quickly 
learn to stay away from the bird patrol vehicle, 
potentially moving to a more critical area from a 
flight safety point of view. Firearm licensing 
requirements should be satisfied and suitable 
safety protocols adopted.   

Culling as a 
Wildlife Management Tool 

 

Culling is considered an important and sometimes necessary 
part of an airport’s wildlife management program. Permits are 
required from state and territory government environment 
departments for the removal of any native fauna. Introduced 
species such as Rock Doves, Common Starlings and 
Common Mynas do not require permits prior to culling. 
 

Options for culling include shooting, trapping and humane 
destruction or poisoning. Poisoning should be done in 
accordance with the label of the selected product and the 
user should be mindful of negative environmental impacts 
and adverse public relations that may result from injudicious 
use.   
 

All culling should be very selective in order to achieve the 
best results and avoid unnecessary killing. It should be 
conducted in conjunction with dispersal methods such as 
pyrotechnics and portable distress callers to reinforce the 
impact of these techniques.  
 

To ensure strategic use of culling as a wildlife management 
tool, consideration should be given to: 

1. The risk posed by the species (size, flocking nature, 
population, behaviour, persistence), 

2. Location of the bird (particularly if on runways, flight 
strips and undershoot areas), 

3. Ineffectiveness of other control measures on the 
particular individuals. 

 

There are some species such as birds of prey or birds listed 
under federal or state government acts (see “Protected birds” 
Information Sheet 3 – Masked Lapwings) for which 
alternative measures must be considered first. This may 
include trapping and relocation where persistent individuals 
do not respond to dispersal strategies.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Did you know? 
 

 During their breeding season magpies, 
essentially the male, will aggressively defend 
their nest from any potential predators that may 
be likely to threaten their territory, nest, or 
chicks. Due to their choice of nesting sites, 
humans are often susceptible to this swooping.  

 

 There are several ways to avoid or minimize the 
risk of being swooped. Nest avoidance is the 
most effective, by avoiding the nest and the 
surrounding territory, the risk of being swooped 
is significantly reduced. Swooping usually only 
extends over a period of 6-8 weeks in most 
areas, and it is extremely unlikely, unless 
provoked, to be swooped by magpies outside of 
this breeding time. 

 

 Although the female effectively raises the 
offspring on her own, without the male’s 
aggressive defense it is likely that it would be 
too difficult for her to do so successfully. 

 

 Whilst the average lifespan of the magpie is 
unknown, some individuals have been known to 
live for up to 30 years. 

 

 As a result of their acute sense of hearing, 
Magpies are able to locate lawn grubs and other 
garden pests, therefore making them an 
effective natural control method for garden 
pests. 

 

For further information: 
 
ATSB (02) 6274 7452 
www.atsb.gov.au
 
The ATSB investigates air safety occurrences for the sole purpose 
of enhancing safety. Consequently, ATSB material is confined to 
matters of safety significance and may be misinterpreted if used for 
any other purpose. 
 
This information sheet has been produced for the Australian 
Transport Safety Bureau by Ecosure   
www.ecosure.com.au  

 
 
 

 

http://www.atsb.gov.au/
http://www.ecosure.com.au/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
ATSB Bird Information Sheet No.8 

RRoocckk  DDoovvee  
Managing bird strike risk at Australian airports 

Rock Dove 
Columba livia 

 

Strike Risk  
ATSB rank 9 *  
Between 1991 and 2001 there were 53  
bird strikes reported to ATSB which involved 
“pigeons” (Rock Doves). Of these: 
 16.9% resulted in damage to aircraft 
 0% had an effect on planned flight  
 30.9% involved more than 1 bird 

 

A medium-small sized bird, Rock Doves present a serious risk to aircraft 
as they take off explosively from the ground, forming compact fast flocks 
and wheeling unpredictably. Frequently, more than one bird is struck 
which can potentially cause the failure of one or more engines. 
 
*Ranking and figures were obtained from The Hazard Posed to  
Aircraft by Birds (ATSB 2002). http://www.atsb.gov.au/aviation/research/birdstrike.cfm 
   B. Green 



  
 
 
 

About Rock Doves 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
               

 
  
 
   

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Rock Dove 
Columbia livia 

 

Other Names 
Feral Pigeon, Domestic Pigeon, Homing Pigeon. 
 

Size 
Length 31-34cm; wingspan 63-70cm; weight 295-320g. 
 

Identification 
Adults can be quite a variety of colours from grey to black and white 
and red-brown. Most are blue-grey with green and purple metallic sheen 
on neck, two black bars near centre of wing; underwing and rump white 
and upper wing a light blue-grey. 
Juveniles are similar to adults but colours tend to be duller and sheen is 
not developed. 
 

Distribution 
Rock Doves are found throughout much of the continent, with escapee 
Homing Pigeons extending the range and distribution of the species.  
 

Preferred Habitat 
In their natural environment, Rock Doves nest in loose colonies on 
coastal cliffs. In human environments, nesting takes place on 
skyscrapers and a variety of buildings whose structure and perches 
effectively emulate that of the traditional coastal cliffs.  
 

Food 
Food preference is for seeds from a variety of native and introduced 
plants. Rock Doves also scavenge for food scraps.   
 

Behaviour 
Throughout urban environments, individuals and flocks are generally 
tame. Breeding individuals may be wary. 
 

Breeding 
Breeding takes place anywhere within its distribution, without any 
definite season. Like most pigeons, males will undertake a series of 
bowing and posture display. Generally two eggs are laid. 

 

Rock Doves at Airports 
 

The main attractions for Rock Doves at 
airports include: 
 

 Food 
Rock Doves are mainly 
granivourous, feeding on seeding 
grasses and weeds, and 
occasionally invertebrates. Poorly 
managed grasslands provide a food 
source when grasses and weeds are 
allowed to seed. 
 

 Nesting 
Buildings and other sheltered areas 
provide suitable nesting sites for 
Rock Doves.  
 

 Roosting 
Rock Doves roost communally in 
concealed areas such as buildings, 
disused machinery and 
communications towers. 
 

 Water 
Watering points at airports provide 
Rock Doves with a permanent water 
source, allowing them to live 
exclusively on airports.  

 

Trapping Birds 
 

Birds such as Rock Doves that may inhabit 
hangars or other airport buildings and other 
species that are persistent even after appropriate 
dispersal is attempted may have to be trapped.  
 

There are various types of traps available, 
depending on the bird species. Cage traps that 
can hold up to 100 birds are readily available for 
capturing Rock Doves. Following capture, Rock 
Doves should be humanely destroyed. Permits 
are not required for destruction of this species as 
it is an introduced pest. 
 

Trapping and relocation should also be 
considered where culling is perceived to be 
unsavoury, such as with birds of prey or species 
listed under State or Federal legislation. Larger 
traps for birds of prey may need to be specifically 
designed. The relocation of trapped birds must be 
carefully considered. Many bird species will 
return to their place of capture if not released 
some distance away and care must be taken not 
to release birds in an area where other birds of 
the same species have an existing territory. 
Permits are required from state/territory 
authorities prior to trapping native animals.  critterridders.com 



            

                       
 

 
 

 

Gulls at Airports 

Managing the Feral Pigeon Hazard at Airports 
 

There are various attractions for gulls at airports: 

Water  
Gulls are attracted to open water on airports 
such as ponds lakes, creeks drainage ditches 
and depressions which fill with water after rain. 
 
Food 
Gulls will quickly identify if an airport has poor 

aste handling pr

 
• 

• 

w ocedures and take advantage 
of spillages or uncontained waste.  
Flooded creeks and grasslands make food 

gulls. 
waste or worms and other invertebrates 
available to foraging 
 

fing areas 
 flat open spaces and short grass found at 

• Loa
The
airports provide a safe place for gulls to 

t, preen and watch for congregate and loaf (res
predators). 
 

 

Habitat Modification 
 

All bird management strategies should 
seek to initially make an airport as 
undesirable as possible to birds through 
habitat modification. An assessment of 
the airport should be completed by a 
person qualified and experienced in 
identifying bird attractions and 
recommending site-specific 
modifications. 
 

Limiting Rock Dove attraction at airports 
may require:  
 

Restricting Nesting, Roosting and 
Perching Areas 

 Prevent Rock Doves from accessing 
roosting and nesting sites in buildings 
and all other potential areas by 
sealing all entrances. 

 

 Install anti-perching spikes and wires 
to eliminate attractive roosts and 
loafing areas. 

 

Food Reduction 
 Ensure effective waste management 

procedures are followed by all staff 
and tenants working on or in the 
vicinity of an airport. 

 

 Public education through signs and 
pamphlets to discourage public 
feeding of pigeons at or adjacent to 
the airport. 

 

 Manage grasslands to limit the 
production of seeds. This involves 
mowing at a height which only 
removes seed heads, whilst 
maintaining tall grass. 

 

Removing Watersources 
 Watering points and other 

watersources must be managed to 
ensure that no water is available to 
birds. 

 

Restricting the Keeping of 
Homing/Racing Pigeons 

 Racing Pigeons kept in a yard of an 
airport’s neighbour can fly 
unpredictably when being exercised 
or escape, posing a risk to aircraft.  

 Homing/Racing Pigeons should not 
be kept within 13km of an airport

 

Bird Proof Building 
 

Bird proofing buildings is necessary to reduce numbers of 
several bird species that inhabit airports, including Rock 
Doves. Following an inspection to identify the main entry 
points and perching areas for birds, the following can be 
considered: 
 
 All entry points to building cavities should be sealed by 

filling gaps, using netting, or any other means necessary. It 
is important that sealing is carried out in such a way as to 
not trap any birds inside the building as this will lead to 
inhumane death of birds and cause unsavoury odours.  

 
 Spikes installed on perching areas are a simple way of 

restricting access to pigeons. 
 
 Gel products can be applied to building surfaces which 

pigeons find uncomfortable to perch on. 

 

Active Pigeon Management 
 

Active bird management involves scaring or removing birds 
from the airport. There are numerous options available for the 
task, some of which have limited effect in the long term as 
birds become used to them. Generally, a combination of 
techniques provides the best results. For Rock Doves, the 
following active management options can be considered:  
 

 Shooting at night using air riffles. Permits are not 
necessary for this introduced species, but extreme care 
must be exercised and operators must have a firearms 
license. 

 

  
 Trapping and humane destruction. 
  Poisoning of Rock Doves is a common technique for 

removing unwanted populations. This should be conducted 
by a qualified and registered pest control professional. 

 

 Disperse using pyrotechnics (such as cracker shells), 
portable distress callers, sirens, lights and vehicles.  
Dispersal of this species is often only a very temporary 
solution and culling should be considered first. 
 

 Off-airport active management may include removal of 
nests at breeding sites and rendering them inaccessible for 
future breeding. Some management programs use traps 
and suitable poisoning techniques to aid in limiting 
population growth. 

 

Note: not all the suggested strategies have been trialed at 
Australian airports and it may be necessary for each airport 
to independently trial any particular method before 
incorporating it into their bird management plan. 



 
 

Active Management Tools 
The following recommendations for active management tools are derived from international research and experience 
(particularly in North America) and may or may not be relevant for Australian conditions. As little research into active 

management tools has been conducted in Australia, the recommended tools may serve as a starting point for 
individual airports to trial. 

(Note: these recommendations are not specific to Rock Doves, 
but are meant for consideration in managing all species at airports) 

 

Not Recommended Limited Recommendation Highly Recommended 
High-intensity sound Gas cannons Pyrotechnics 
Microwaves Phoenix Wailer ® Falconry 
Lasers AV-Alarm ® Distress and alarm calls 
Ultrasound Bird Gard AVA ® Shooting 
Aircraft hazing Bird Gard ABC ® Trapping & remote release 
Smoke Scarecrows  
Magnets Reflecting tape  
Lights Predator models  
Dyes Hawk kites and balloons  
Aircraft engine noise Gull models  
Infrasound Chemical repellents  
 Foam  
 Predator calls  
 Lure areas  
 Surfactants and water spray  
 Model aircraft  
 Poisons  
 Dogs (Border Collie)  
 
Source: Sharing the Skies, Transport Canada 2001. http://www.tc.gc.ca/civilaviation/aerodrome/wildlifecontrol/tp13549/menu.htm  
 

 

For further information: 
 
ATSB (02) 6274 7452 
www.atsb.gov.au
 
The ATSB investigates air safety occurrences for the sole 
purpose of enhancing safety. Consequently, ATSB 
material is confined to matters of safety significance and 
may be misinterpreted if used for any other purpose. 
 
This information sheet has been produced for the 
Australian Transport Safety Bureau by Ecosure   
www.ecosure.com.au  
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APPENDIX D  

PER EXCERPT 11.4 



PER (excerpt) Section 11.4 – Aircraft Hazards & Risk 

Undertake a quantitative risk assessment to assess the impacts on individual and societal risk levels. This 
must compare the risk currently experienced to that with the proposed flying operations of ASH aircraft and 
include the following: 

• Probability analysis of aircraft accidents with reference to military aircraft incidents within Australia 
and, to the extent relevant, Super Hornet aircraft world-wide; 

• Consequences of aircraft accidents (including crashes on the Base, crashes in residential areas, 
crashes in industrial areas, crashes with other aircraft, crashes into or over water catchments and 
storage reservoirs, aircraft fuel spills, ignition of bushfires etc); 

• The effect of flight paths and frequency of aircraft movements on the risk of accidents involving 
residential and industrial areas; 

• Identification of sites on or near the airport that attract birds or bats and the typical routes used by 
birds and bats taking into account seasonal variation; and 

• The relative risk of bird strike, including quantitative and qualitative discussion of: 
o Any difference in risk between the resent and proposed flying operations; 
o The anticipated magnitude of the risk under proposed flying operations; 
o How the risk of bird strike is presently managed, and how the risk is proposed to be managed 

for the proposed fling operations; 
o How successful planned measures are likely to be; and 
o What the consequences of each level of risk are expected to be. 

Additional issues to be discussed include: 

• An assessment of fire risks, including bushfire risk, and discuss fire control and management 
proposals along with details of fire safety measures for treatment of hazardous material spills; 

• A description of relationships with disaster control organisations including command and control; 
and 

• Measures to reduce the risk of hazardous incidents affecting the public and environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rehbein AOS Understanding of Task 4 with Proposed Scope and Methodology  
Purpose: n To undertake a quantitative risk assessment to assess the impacts on individual 

and societal risk levels 
n Compare the risk currently experienced to that with the proposed flying 

operations of the Australian Super Hornet aircraft.  
Inputs: n Defence Request for Tender document 

n SKM Proposal 
n Letter of Acceptance for the proposal submitted 
n SKM Project Management Systems and Templates 
n All available documentation outlined in RFP 
n All available spatial data on the Project 
n Information on existing and proposed aircraft operations at RAAF Amberley: 

aircraft types, movement numbers, flight patterns, and aircraft tracks. 
n Data on military aircraft crash incidents in Australia: aircraft type, location, phase 

of flight, severity of consequences. 
n Data on reported bird strike incidents in the vicinity of RAAF Amberley, including 

species, aircraft type and consequences. 
Description: Task 4.1:  Review of Existing Information & Data Collection 

Review of existing available information on the proposal, including findings of previous 
environmental assessments and consultation. 

Collection of additional data through discussion with Defence representatives at RAAF 
Base Amberley and in Canberra. 

Task 4.2:  Probability Analysis of Aircraft Incidents 

Analysis of historical data on military aircraft incidents within Australia and, to the 
extent relevant, Super Hornet aircraft world-wide, with reference to phase of flight and 
location relative to the airfield, to estimate probability of crash incidents relative to 
frequency of operations and land-use affected. 
Task 4.3:  Consequences of Aircraft Incidents 
Description and quantification of the consequences of aircraft accidents on the Base, 
in residential areas, in industrial areas, with other aircraft, and into or over water 
catchments and storage reservoirs, and quantification of consequences for input to a 
quantitative risk analysis model based on the AS/NZS 4360 methodology. 
Task 4.5:  Bird Strike 
An assessment of the relative risk of bird strike, including quantitative and qualitative 
discussion of: 

• any difference in risk between the present and proposed flying operations; 
• the anticipated magnitude of the risk under proposed flying operations; 

• how the risk of bird strike is presently managed, and how the risk is proposed 
to be managed for the proposed flying operations; 

• how successful planned measures are likely to be; and 
• what the consequences of each level of risk are expected to be. 

Task 4.6:  Mitigation Measures 
A description of relationships with disaster control organisations including command 
and control. 

An assessment of fire risks including bushfire risk and hazardous material spills.* 

Suggested measures to reduce the risk of various types of hazardous incidents 
affecting the public and environment.                                                                 *SKM 

Assumptions: n A maximum of three (3) cases will be considered – the Base case (existing 
operations); proposed operations including the Super Hornet aircraft; and an 
alternative case representing possible modified operations which may offer 
reduced risk levels. 

n A single site visit for one (1) to RAAF Amberley will be required. 
 



 

 

   

  

  

  

APPENDIX E  

F-111 AND F/A-18 SUPER HORNET 
 

 

 



BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE F-111 AND F/A-18 SUPER HORNET 

F-111 PROFILE AND HISTORY 

The F-111 was developed in response to a United States Navy (USN) and United States Air 
Force (USAF) joint services requirement for a long range interceptor (USN) and a deep-strike 
interdictor (USAF) in the 1960’s. The Tactical Fighter Experimental (TFX) Program called for 
developing a single aircraft, but the mission requirements of the two services were impossible 
to achieve and planners placed priority upon the Air Force requirement, later trying 
unsuccessfully to tailor a heavy land-based aircraft to the demands of carrier-based naval 
aircraft. The naval version, the F-111B, was never placed into production. The Air Force aircraft 
was produced in a variety of models, including the F-111A, F-111D, F-111E, and F-111F 
fighter-bombers; the FB-111A strategic bomber; the F-111C for the Australian Air Force; and 
an EF-111 electronic warfare version. The USAF versions were retired in 1996, but Australia 
has continued to operate their fleet until well into the twenty-first century.  

The F-111C's flown by the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) are similar to the F-111A except 
for a longer wing common with the B version, a stronger landing gear and a higher gross 
weight. The right hand control stick is also removable from the aircraft depending on crew 
duties. Ordered by the Australian government in 1966, their two squadrons did not become 
operational until 1975 after modifications to the F-111A were necessary to correct wing box 
problems. When the F-111A ran into its wing box problems, the 24 aircraft purchased by 
Australia were dismantled and put into storage until the correction to the issue was developed 
and prices and terms re-negotiated.  

The multi-purpose tactical fighter bomber, capable of supersonic speeds was one of the more 
controversial aircraft to ever fly, but achieved one of the safest operational records of any 
aircraft in USAF history becoming a highly effective all-weather interdiction aircraft with an 
elaborate weapons system that featured many firsts. The F-111 was the first production aircraft 
with variable swing wings that could be swept back or brought forward to increase efficiency. It 
also had the first terrain-following radar that allowed night flying at high speeds and low 
altitudes and featured the first crew escape module. The aircraft was produced in seven 
different variants with the first production aircraft delivery in October 1967 and the last delivery 
in September 1976. F-111's are no longer in the USAF inventory, but were a major part of the 
fighter force for many years.  

The F-111's variable-sweep wing provides aerodynamic efficiency from the slowest to the 
fastest operating speeds. With wings fully extended, the F-111 can take off and land in as little 
as 2,000 feet. With wings fully swept back, it can reach supersonic speeds at high or low 
altitudes. The F-111 can operate from tree-top level to altitudes above 60,000 feet (18,200 
meters). Wings angle from 16 degrees (full forward) to 72.5 degrees (full aft). Full-forward 
wings give the most surface area and maximum lift for short takeoff and landing.  

Two crew members sit side-by-side in an air-conditioned, pressurized cockpit module that 
serves as an emergency escape vehicle and as a survival shelter on land or water. In 
emergencies, both crew members remain in the cockpit and an explosive cutting cord 
separates the cockpit module from the aircraft. The module descends by parachute. The 



ejected module includes a small portion of the wing fairing to stabilize it during aircraft 
separation. Airbags cushion the impact and help keep the module afloat in water. The module 
can be released at any speed or altitude, even under water. For underwater escape, the 
airbags raise the module to the surface after it has been severed from the plane. The aircraft's 
wings and much of the fuselage behind the crew module contain fuel tanks. Using internal fuel 
only the plane has a range of more than 2,500 nautical miles (4,000 kilometers). External fuel 
tanks can be carried on the pylons under the wings and jettisoned if necessary.  

The F-111 can carry conventional as well as nuclear weapons. External ordnance includes 
combinations of bombs, missiles and fuel tanks. The loads nearest the fuselage on each side 
pivot as the wings are swept back, keeping ordnance parallel to the fuselage. The avionics 
systems include communications, navigation, terrain following, target acquisition and attack, 
and suppression of enemy air defense systems. A radar bombing system can be used for 
precise delivery of weapons on targets during night operations or in bad weather. The F-111's 
automatic terrain-following radar system flies the aircraft at a constant altitude allowing flight in 
valleys and over mountains, day or night, regardless of weather conditions.  

The F-111 was nicknamed ‘Aardvark’ due to a long, slightly upturned nose. The last four USAF 
F-111F’s were returned to Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems in Ft. Worth, TX where 
they first rolled off the assembly line at the previous General Dynamics mile-long plant and in 
the retirement ceremony 27 July 1996 the unofficial nickname became official. 

F/A-18 HORNET AND SUPER HORNET BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 
 
During the Vietnam War United States fighter aircraft lacked maneuverability at transonic 
speeds which resulted in key advantages for enemy aircraft. Aircraft manufacturers, the US 
Department of Defense (DOD), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) were stimulated to sponsor research into achieving unprecedented transonic 
maneuverability with excellent handling characteristics. In the early 1970’s the USAF brought 
into demand the development of a new generation of lightweight fighter aircraft optimized for 
agility and air combat maneuvering with high thrust to weight ratios and good acceleration. 
Participants in the ensuing development program were told to tailor their specifications toward 
air superiority in a light weight platform. General Dynamics and Northrop were asked to build 
prototype aircraft as technology demonstrators. McDonnell Douglas partnering with Northrop 
produced the twin-engine YF-17 based on Northrop’s Cobra, a multi-mission fighter previously 
designed for the export market in the late 1960’s. 

In the early 1960’s, the Northrop Company had noticed an improvement in the maximum lift of 
the F-5 aircraft because of a small flap actuator fairing that extended the wing root leading 
edge. This phenomenon spurred interest in the effects of inboard vortex flows and led to a 
cooperative NASA and Northrop study. The cooperative study of hybrid wings centered on the 
use of relatively large, highly swept wing extensions at the wing-fuselage intersection, which 
promoted strong beneficial vortex-flow effects. The scope of the study included parametric 
studies to maximize the lift- and stability-enhancing effects of the wing extension concept, 
which became known at Northrop as the leading-edge extension (LEX). Studies were also 
directed at cambering the leading edge of the LEX to suppress the vortex at low angles of 
attack, and thereby minimize drag at cruise conditions. Northrop applied a large highly swept 
LEX to the YF-17 prototype aircraft to enhance lift and stabilize the flow over the YF-17 main 
wing at high angles of attack. The integration of the large LEX surfaces and the placement of 
the twin vertical tails provided exceptional tail effectiveness while the small strakes added to 



the forward fuselage nose resulted in extremely high directional stability at high angles of 
attack.  

Midway down the development path the stakes changed; what had been a technology 
demonstration became a DOD competition for a new fighter for the USAF, USN and for allied 
nations as well. The competition was completed in early 1975 with both the YF-16 and YF-17 
aircraft showing great promise. The USAF selected the F-16 for the Tactical Air Command 
while the USN was directed by Congress to choose from the YF-16 and YF-17 designs to 
replace their fighter and attack aircraft. The USN, unhappy with the outcome, proceeded 
independently with a derivative of the YF-17 Cobra that evolved into the Northrop F-18 Hornet 
fighter program. To meet USN requirements considerable improvements in combat radius and 
radar capability were incorporated into the design in addition to carrier suitability features. The 
resulting redesign was extensive and, when the McDonnell Douglas design was selected as 
winner in 1976, it was assigned the F-18A designation.  

The resulting F/A-18 "Hornet" offered a supersonic, single or tandem seat, twin engine, all-
weather, night operation, combined fighter and attack aircraft capable of refueling in flight. The 
multi-mission aircraft has operated from aircraft carriers and land bases filling a variety of roles. 
The F/A-18 Hornet replaced the F-4 Phantom II fighter and A-7 Corsair II light attack jet, and 
also replaced the A-6 Intruder as these aircraft were retired during the 1990s.  

The F/A-18 Hornet is the first tactical aircraft designed from its inception to carry out both air-to-
air and air-to-ground missions and is combat proven. The F/A-18, (models A, B, C and D), can 
deliver conventional air-to-air, air-to-ground decoy expendables, and can carry airborne control 
pods for various missions including; air superiority, fighter escort, suppression of enemy air 
defenses, reconnaissance, forward air control, close air support, and day and night strike 
missions-the F/A-18 has proven to be the most versatile combat aircraft in service. The 
combination of excellent thrust-to-weight ratio and maneuverability alone was a heretofore 
unmatched capability in combat aircraft.  

The F/A-18 has seen service worldwide with a number of militaries including the U.S. Navy, 
U.S. Marine Corps and the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). A key aspect of the Hornet's 
popularity with pilots is the ease with which the aircraft can be converted from fighter to strike 
mode and back again with the flip of a switch. During Operation Desert Storm, Hornets 
routinely performed fighter and strike missions on the same sortie. Fulfilling a variety of roles- 
The Hornet was designed to be reliable and easily maintainable. These factors result in 
significantly lower operating and maintenance costs for the F/A-18 compared to other USN 
fighter and attack aircraft; and life cycle costs comparable to other modern multi-role aircraft. 
Survivability is another key feature of the Hornet. The F/A-18 uses a variety of systems and 
technologies to increase its likelihood of reaching a target undetected, of escaping unhurt if 
detected, and of returning its crew safely if it is hit.  

The F/A-18 has a digital control-by-wire flight control system which provides excellent handling 
qualities, and allows pilots to learn to fly the airplane with relative ease. At the same time, this 
system provides exceptional maneuverability and allows the pilot to concentrate on operating 
the weapons system. A solid thrust-to-weight ratio and superior turn characteristics combined 
with energy sustainability, enable the F/A-18 to hold its own against any adversary. The power 
to maintain evasive action is what many pilots consider the Hornet's finest trait. In addition, the 



F/A-18 was also the first USN tactical jet aircraft to incorporate a digital, MUX bus architecture 
for the entire system's avionics suite. The benefit of this design feature is that the F/A-18 has 
been relatively easy to upgrade on a regular, affordable basis.  

The F/A-18E/F “Super Hornet” aircraft are 4.2 feet longer than earlier Hornets, have a 25% 
larger wing area, and carry 33% more internal fuel which effectively increases mission range by 
41% and endurance by 50%. The Super Hornet also incorporates two additional weapon 
stations. This allows for increased payload flexibility by mixing and matching air-to-air and/or 
air-to-ground ordnance. The Super Hornet can carry approximately 17,750 pounds (8,032 kg) 
of external load on eleven stations. It has all-weather air-to-air radar and a control system for 
accurate delivery of conventional or guided weapons. There are two wing tip stations, four 
inboard wing stations for fuel tanks or air-to-ground weapons, two nacelle fuselage stations for 
Sparrows or sensor pods, and one centerline station for fuel or air-to-ground weapons. An 
internal 20 mm M61A1 Vulcan cannon is mounted in the nose.  

Carrier recovery payload is increased to 9,000 pounds, and its engine thrust from 36,000 
pounds to 44,000 pounds utilizing two General Electric F414 turbo-fan engines. Although the 
more recent F/A-18C/D aircraft have incorporated a modicum of low observables technology, 
the F/A-18E/F was designed from the outset to optimize this and other survivability 
enhancements.  

The Hughes Advanced Targeting Forward-Looking Infra-Red (ATFLIR), the baseline infrared 
system for the F/A-18 E/F, will also be deployed on earlier model F/A-18s. The Hughes pod 
features both navigation and infrared targeting systems, incorporating third generation mid-
wave infrared (MWIR) staring focal plane technology.  

Although 41% interdiction mission range increase may be the most notable F/A-18E/F 
improvement, the ability to recover aboard with optimal reserve fuel and a load of precision 
strike weapons, is of equal importance to the battle group commander. The growth potential of 
the F/A-18E/F is more important to allow flexible employment strategies in future years. If an 
electronically scanned array antenna or another installation-sensitive sensor or weapon system 
becomes available, the F/A-18E/F has the space, power and cooling to accommodate it. The 
F/A-18E/F ensures the potential of technological advances for years to come.  

Roll-out of the first Super Hornet occurred in September 1995, and it flew for the first time in 
November 1995, ahead of schedule and nearly 1,000 pounds under specified weight. In 
January 1997, the Super Hornet successfully conducted its initial sea trials on board the aircraft 
carrier, USS JOHN C. STENNIS.1 The Australian Super Hornet (ASH) is set to begin service at 
RAAF Base Amberley in early 2010. 

                                                   

1 GlobalSecurity.org is the leading source of background information and developing news stories in the 
fields of defense, space, intelligence, WMD, and homeland security. Launched in 2000, 
GlobalSecurity.org is the most comprehensive and authoritative online destination for those in need of 
both reliable background information and breaking news. GlobalSecurity.org is well-respected, trusted 
and often-referenced in the media, both domestically and internationally. 
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